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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Cc: "Jon Shivers"
Subject: FW: Beale Street Securety
Date: Monday, August 14, 2017 11:39:00 AM


Berlin- We will have this to you today.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
 
 


From: Jon Shivers [mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 10, 2017 5:07 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>; Casey Shannon
<CShannon@LewisThomason.com>
Subject: Fwd: Beale Street Securety
 


Jon Shivers
Director of Beale Street
Beale Street Management
203 Beale Street Suite 300
Memphis, Tn 38103
901-605-2351 (Cell)
901-526-0115 (Office)
 


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Boyd, Berlin" <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov>
Date: August 10, 2017 at 4:18:52 PM CDT
To: "jshivers@bealestreet.com" <jshivers@bealestreet.com>
Subject: Beale Street Securety


Jon, 


I am requesting information pertaining to Saturday night security on Beale street.
I would like to have it broken down from the start of the Bucks program in April
to the present. 



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com





Thanks, 


Berlin 


Sent from my iPhone








From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Subject: Downtown Master Plan Steering Committee
Date: Tuesday, March 06, 2018 10:26:00 PM
Attachments: Downtown_Memphis_Master_Plan_RFQ_1182018_FINAL.pdf


Chairman Boyd,
As I hope you are aware, we have issued an RFQ for a Downtown Master Plan (attached). We are
currently reviewing the 21 responses that we received and it is exciting to see the high quality of
interested parties.  I was trying to catch you today to ask if you would consider serving on our
steering committee.  We will need your help to adopt and implement the plan and therefore want
you involved along the way.  A summary of the time commitment is below.  Please let us know if you
have the time and interest to serve on this committee.
 
Week of 3/26 – Steering Committee reviews top 3-5 responses (2 hours reading and meeting)
Week of 4/16 – steering Committee interviews finalist(s)  (2 hours meeting or phone call)
Periodic status meetings throughout 2018 and Q1 2019.  (2-5 hours meetings and phone calls)
 
Please let me know what questions you have and if you are interested and able to serve.
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
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I.  BACKGROUND



A.   Introduction: 



The Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC), in partnership with the City of Memphis Office of Comprehensive 



Planning, is seeking statements of qualifications from interested firms or teams of firms with the appropriate 



expertise and experience to serve as a consultant to coordinate the development of a Downtown Memphis Master 



Plan. This planning process will set strategy and action steps to serve as a roadmap towards making Downtown 



Memphis a more livable, walkable, and thriving urban place. The Plan is intended to be the primary vision-setting 



and policy-directing strategy to lead the on-going revitalization of Downtown Memphis for the next 10 years. 



While the DMC follows a strategic plan in setting its yearly work plan to pursue its dual goals of increasing 



commercial property values and increasing Downtown’s population, a comprehensive Master Plan for Downtown 



does not yet exist. In addition to establishing priorities for Downtown’s future land use and development, 



transportation network, parks and open spaces, and major development projects, the Downtown Memphis Master 



Plan is expected to guide real estate and infrastructure investments and planning and economic development 



activities going forward. The Plan will place special emphasis on the importance of good urban design and the 



role it plays in creating places of lasting value.



B.   About the DMC: 



The DMC is the organization charged with advancing Memphis and Shelby County by making Downtown Memphis 



a better place to live, work, learn, invest, and visit. DMC’s purpose is to advance Downtown for the betterment of all 



of Memphis and Shelby County. A strong, vibrant Downtown serves as a vital economic engine that ultimately helps 



all communities throughout the Mid-South region prosper and grow. 



REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ):
DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS MASTER PLAN



RFQ Published: Thursday, January 18, 2018
Responses Due: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 at 4:00 PM
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The DMC is the official partnership between local government and the private business community in Downtown’s 



development. As such, the DMC spurs new development by leveraging its resources through strategic investment 



and key partnerships.



DMC’s two primary metrics for success are 1) an increase in the number of people living, working and engaging 



in Downtown and 2) an increase in Downtown commercial property values. To do this, DMC implements a variety 



of programs to foster development and investment, and to make Downtown fun, walkable, clean, safe, active 



and interesting.



C.   About Memphis 3.0



The City of Memphis is currently in the process of creating its first comprehensive plan in over 30 years. This 



planning initiative, led by the Memphis Office of Comprehensive Planning and known locally as Memphis 3.0, began 



in November 2016 and is expected to be complete and adopted in Q1 2019. The study area for this comprehensive 



plan is divided into 14 planning districts across Memphis. Downtown Memphis is split between two larger planning 



districts. The lead consulting firm, Opticos, is working with local sub-consultants to create the district-level plans. 



See the Memphis 3.0 website for more information. 



While the DMC has long-maintained that a Downtown Master Plan is needed to guide Downtown’s growth in a 



manner consistent with best practices and our shared community vision, a comprehensive plan for the City of 



Memphis was first needed to establish the overall vision and direction for our city. With Memphis 3.0 well underway, 



the time is right to move forward on creating a Master Plan for Downtown Memphis.



II.  PROJECT OVERVIEW



A.   The Downtown Memphis Master Plan: 



The DMC and the Office of Comprehensive Planning will partner to create a Downtown Master Plan in 2018. 



The Downtown Memphis Master Plan will dove-tail into the Memphis 3.0 process and build on the data and 



groundwork already laid by the city-wide planning process. The Plan will provide a common understanding of 



both where Downtown Memphis is today and what it wants to become tomorrow. The project intent is to have 



the Downtown Memphis Master Plan adopted by the City of Memphis as a sub-component of the Memphis 3.0 



Comprehensive Plan.



The DMC Board of Directors will serve as the Steering Committee to oversee the planning process for the 



Downtown Memphis Master Plan in partnership with the Office of Comprehensive Planning. Advisory Groups, or 



sub-committees, will likely be formed as needed to focus on particular topic areas. The consultant is expected to 



engage with the Steering Committee and the advisory groups to facilitate their input into the Plan.



B.   Study Area: 



The study area for the Downtown Memphis Master Plan will be the Central Business Improvement District (CBID). 



The CBID is generally bound by the Wolf River on the north, Crump Boulevard on the south, the Mississippi River on 



the west, and Danny Thomas Boulevard on the east, with an extension between Poplar Ave. and Dr. M.L. King Blvd. 



eastward to Watkins St. to include the Medical District. See map on page 8.





http://www.memphis3point0.com/
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C. Five Goals for the Downtown Master Plan:



1. Establish consensus for what kind of place our community wants Downtown Memphis to be in 10 years.



2. Propose a Downtown urban design and future land use plan (or guidelines) to complement the overall future land 



use plan for Memphis. This Plan should be based on the market potential, and likely future demand, for new 



development (office, residential, and retail) in Downtown Memphis over the next 10 years.



3. Identify priorities and strategic opportunities to stitch together Downtown’s urban fabric, encourage appropriate 



development, enhance quality of life, activate civic assets to their highest and best use, and improve 



underutilized public space.



4. Identify best practices for addressing transportation and parking challenges and evaluate the impact of these 



options on improving quality of life, sustainability, and development potential for Downtown Memphis.



5. Adopt a high-impact plan with broad public support and clear implementation steps.



CI. Scope of Work:



The DMC seeks a consultant to assist in creating a feasible plan to guide the next 10 years of growth and 



revitalization in Downtown Memphis. The consultant will also facilitate authentic community engagement that creates 



a conversation about the future of Downtown Memphis. A high-priority for the DMC through this planning process is to 



engage a broad and diverse range of stakeholders in a conversation about the future of Downtown. In a time when 



urban centers are revitalizing nationwide due to favorable trends, how can we help shape Downtown Memphis into a 



first-class urban place? 



The DMC is especially interested in creating a Downtown Master Plan that is cognizant of changes in technology 



and the potential impacts on real estate and urban redevelopment best practices. Moreover, understanding and 



accounting for potential technological disruptions and market shifts, such as autonomous vehicles and the changing 



landscape for brick-and-mortar retail, are important considerations as well.



Ultimately, the DMC will collaborate with the consultant to develop a final scope of services; however, the anticipated 



services are expected to include the following tasks and deliverables:



• Project Management: Develop a work plan, schedule, and project management approach



• Review Existing Plans and Studies: Complete a review of previously completed plans and studies pertaining to



Downtown Memphis.



• Document & Analyze Existing Conditions: Complete an assessment and inventory of applicable physical,



social and environmental existing conditions and generate descriptive maps of existing land uses, parking and



transportation networks, parks/open spaces, assets and opportunities, and development patterns within the CBID.



• Public Engagement: Develop and execute a robust and effective public engagement strategy to facilitate broad



public input into the Plan. Please refer to the detailed Public Engagement section below for more information.



• Identify Vision, Goals, & Guideline Principles: Synthesize all inputs and leverage professional expertise and best



practices to craft suitable overarching goals and principles that will guide the plan to ensure desired outcomes.



• Development Recommendations: Identify, evaluate and prioritize development and infrastructure projects, urban



design improvements, area programming recommendations, development and land use concepts, policies, and



other implementation strategies consistent with the identified plan goals and principles.



• Plan Documentation: Develop the final plan report, including implementation recommendations and supporting



maps and graphics. Special emphasis should be placed on creating a final plan that is clear, concise, graphics-



driven, and easily relatable by a diverse audience.
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Please note that a Downtown Memphis Parking Study is also being considered as a separate process to address 



immediate challenges regarding future supply and demand for public parking. Findings from this parking study, if 



undertaken, will be incorporated as a key input into Downtown Memphis Master Plan.



F.   Public Engagement:



A critical component of the Plan is an effective public engagement strategy that incorporates non-traditional means 



of ensuring all stakeholders have an opportunity to provide input and contribute to the process. DMC will collaborate 



with the selected consultant to develop a detailed public participation and outreach strategy. 



Additionally, DMC intends to engage Creative Partner(s), so that the public engagement meets the goal of involving 



a diverse set of audiences in interesting, creative ways to foster dialogue and meaningful input regarding the future of 



Downtown Memphis. The Creative Partners may be contracted and managed directly by the DMC or be retained as 



sub-consultants of the consultant, pending the development a final scope of services with the selected consultant.



A key priority for the DMC is to find effective ways to engage Downtown stakeholders and get their input into the 



planning process. DMC suggests that in addition to presentation-style public meetings,  the consultant incorporate 



non-traditional public engagement and outreach strategies to ensure full community participation. DMC encourages 



consultants within their qualifications to highlight their specific experiences with engaging audiences in interesting 



and creative ways. Examples of outreach strategies could include, but are not limited to, walking tours and mobile 



workshops, arts-based civic dialogue, PechaKucha, speed geeking, panel discussions, and UrbanPlan workshops 



in partnership with the Memphis Chapter of the Urban Land Institute (ULI). Web-based solutions should also be 



considered as a method to increase opportunities for outreach and participation.



G.   Project Timeline:



It is anticipated that the Downtown Master Plan will begin in Q2 2018 and should be complete by the end of Q1 



2019. The final project timeline and schedule will be developed in collaboration with the selected consultant and in 



consultation with the Office of Comprehensive Planning.



III.  RFQ SUBMISSION RECRUITMENTS



Please follow the outline below and include the following information when submitting a response to this RFQ.



A. Letter of Intent:



State the full name(s) and address(es) of the organization(s) and the branch office(s) or other subordinate element(s) 



that will perform or assist in performing the services described herein.



Identify the firm contact name, phone numbers, and email addresses. Indicate type of firm ownership (individual, 



partnership or corporation) and explain any proposed team or joint venture or partnership relationships. Include the 



state in which the firm is incorporated or licensed.
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B. Statement of Experience:



Provide a straightforward, complete and concise description of the consultant’s capabilities to satisfy the 



requirements outlined in this RFQ. Describe the experience, detailing a minimum of three recent, relevant projects in 



similar conditions and with similar size and/or scope. Summaries should include a narrative on the projects, work 



product examples, the associated fees, and client references.



C. Team Qualifications:



Provide the names and resumes of the project manager and key staff members who will work on the project. Include a 



team organization statement defining their anticipated roles on the team. Indicate the percent of involvement of each 



team member and identify who will be the daily point of contact for the DMC staff member assigned to manage the 



consultant.



D. Statement of Project Understanding & Approach:



Demonstrate project understanding, including details of the team’s familiarity and experience with providing master 



planning services in urban downtown contexts. Provide any additional information that demonstrates the firm’s 



understanding and insights related to the project. A detailed scope of services and project schedule are not required 



at this time, as the DMC will develop the final scope of services with the selected consultant.



IV.  RFQ SUBMISSION PROCESS



A. Questions:



Please direct any questions in writing to Mr. Brett Roler via email at roler@downtownmemphis.com by Friday, January 



26, 2018, by 4:00 PM using the subject line “Downtown Memphis Master Plan Questions.” Answers to all submitted 



questions will be posted on the DMC website the week of January 29, 2018.



B. Submission Due Date:



All statements of qualifications must be submitted to DMC by 4:00 PM on Wednesday, February 21, 2018. Submittals 



received after this time and date will not be considered. Please deliver ten (10) hard copies to the physical address 



below prior to the deadline:



Mr. Brett Roler, AICP 



Downtown Memphis Commission 



114 N. Main Street  



Memphis, TN 38103



Respondents must also submit a digital PDF of the entire submittal via email to roler@downtownmemphis.com prior to 



the deadline described above.
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V.  EVALUATION CRITERIA



The DMC reserves the right to reject any or all submittals, or to make modifications to the RFQ, if needed. The 



following criteria will be used in evaluating qualifications:



A. Firm Experience:



A key consideration will be the demonstrated experience of the firm in similar work and a record of successful 



completion of similar projects. Also to be considered is the firm’s ability to take on additional work, demonstrated 



understanding of the DMC’s goals and purposes for this project, specific management approach, and the 



firm’s ability to offer the breadth and quality of services required for this project. The selected consultant should 



demonstrate evidence of broad knowledge of best practices in downtown district master planning and public 



engagement.



B. Project Team:



The DMC will give weight to the individual qualifications of the project team members who will be assigned to this 



project. Consideration will include qualifications of key personnel, project manager’s experience, and sub-consultant 



(if any) experience and qualifications. If a teaming approach is proposed, please note if the team has worked 



together on similar projects in the past.



C. Ability to Understand, Innovate Upon, and Complete the Scope of Work:



The consultant should communicate their ability to understand and innovate upon the scope of work. Special 



emphasis will be placed on creative public engagement and the innovative use of technology to improve the 



planning process. 



D. EBO Program:



The DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) program requires that a best-faith effort is made to avail any potential 



contracting or sub-contracting opportunities to qualified minority and women-owned businesses. Please describe 



your firm’s approach to diversity and inclusion and indicate if you plan to sub-contract any portion of the project.



E. References:



References will be contacted for all finalist candidates. 



F. Responsiveness to the RFQ and Compliance with Instructions.



G. Schedule and Availability.
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RFQ Release Date Thursday, January 18, 2018



Questions Due Friday, January 26, 2018, by 4:00 p.m.



Responses to Questions Posted Week of January 29, 2018



RFQ Submittals Due Wednesday, February 21, 2018, by 4:00 p.m.



Interviews (as necessary) Week of March 5, 2018 



Consultant Selection Week of March 19, 2018 



Contract Negotiation & Finalization Late March, 2018



Notice to Proceed Early April, 2018 



Project Completed During Q1 2019 (or earlier, if possible)



VI.  PROJECT SCHEDULE



VII.  OTHER REQUIREMENTS



A. Equal Opportunity Statement:



The DMC is an equal opportunity employer and will select a consultant without regard to age, disability, religion, 



creed or belief, political affiliation, race, sex, or ethnicity.



B. DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity Program (EBO):



The DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) program requires that a best-faith effort is made to proactively avail 



any potential contracting or sub-contracting opportunities to qualified minority and women-owned businesses.



C. Contract Negotiations:



The DMC will negotiate the terms of a contract with the consultant(s) submitting the top-ranked response(s) or 



another ranked choice, should negotiations with the top-ranked firm fail. DMC will not reimburse any costs incurred 



prior to a formal notice to proceed   should a contract award result from this solicitation. All submittal costs in 



conjunction with this RFQ shall be borne by the submitting firm.
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Beale Street Bucks Task Force Meeting
Start: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:30:00 AM
End: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:30:00 AM
Location: City Council Conf Room


Your meeting was forwarded


Jennifer Oswalt
<mailto:/o=OEXCH080/ou=Exchange%20Administrative%20Group%20(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=072b2e19cc344db7a6d70b9591a8249c-
oswalt@DMC>   has forwarded your meeting request to additional people.


 


Meeting


 


Beale Street Bucks Task Force Meeting


 


 


Meeting Time


 


Monday, September 18, 2017 9:30 AM - Monday, September 18, 2017 10:30 AM


 


 


Recipients


 


Jon Shivers <mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com> 


All times listed are in the following time zone:  (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)


________________________________
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Accepted: FW: Beale Street Bucks Task Force meeting
Start: Saturday, July 22, 2017 11:00:00 PM
End: Sunday, July 23, 2017 12:00:00 AM
Location: Beale Street
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Accepted: Talk with Jennifer Oswalt
Start: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:00:00 PM
End: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:30:00 PM
Location: by phone at 901-830-1501



mailto:/O=OEXCH080/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=072B2E19CC344DB7A6D70B9591A8249C-OSWALT@DMC
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From: Keplinger, Juaness
To: Boyd, Berlin; James Clark ; Jennifer Oswalt; Jim Holt; Joellyn Sullivan; Jon Shivers; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith;


Thomas, Patrice; Regena Bearden; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem; Wayne Tabor
Subject: delay of task force recommendation
Date: Monday, October 16, 2017 10:25:11 AM


Group:
We initially planned for Wayne and Jennifer to present the task force recommendations tomorrow
during the Economic & Development committee, however, Wayne and Jennifer thought it would be
prudent to have one more task force meeting before doing so.
 


I have sent a meeting request for October 25th at 3:30 pm and I think there is a desire to chat with
 some of the Council members about the Bucks program at that time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Juaness Keplinger, Council Administrator
Memphis City Council
901-636-6797
Juaness.keplinger@memphistn.gov
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Accepted: Beale Street Bucks Task Force Meeting
Start: Monday, September 18, 2017 9:30:00 AM
End: Monday, September 18, 2017 10:30:00 AM
Location: City Council Conf Room
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Cc: "Keplinger, Juaness"
Subject: Monday: RFP for Beale Street Crowd Control Study
Date: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:22:00 PM
Attachments: RFP for Beale Street Crowd Control Study - Event Risk Management Solutions.pdf


ERMS Response - RFQ Beale Street Crowd Control Study_12-15-2017.pdf
Importance: High


Attached are the responses from the RFQ and follow up RFP from the firm that the sub-
committee will recommend to the full task force and Council committee.
 
Thank you
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
 
 
 


From: Peter Ashwin [mailto:peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2018 3:44 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
Cc: Kat Steinberg <ksteinberg@movementstrategies.com>; Peter Ashwin
<peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com>
Subject: RFP for Beale Street Crowd Control Study 
Importance: High
 
Dear Jennifer,


Event Risk Management Solutions (ERMS) is delighted to present you with our response to the
Request for Proposal: Beale Street Crowd Control Study.  Thank you once again for the opportunity
to respond to the RFP.


I have adjusted the project scope of work & timeline from the original RFQ to achieve the RFP
expanded scope of work and desired deliverables by revised timeline. The expanded scope of work
can still be achieved within the professional fees as submitted in the RFQ, noting that the project
expenses have increased to accommodate three site visits to Memphis.


I would also kindly ask you to note, that to achieve the revised timeline, it is essential for ERMS to
commence the project with effect Monday 5th February, specifically, the project initiation with the
Working Group in Memphis & commencement of stakeholders interviews.


In closing, I am most confident that ERMS will deliver to the Working Group, a world class study into
the recent Beale Street crowd control related issues with deep insights into the causal factors and
recommendations that provides appropriate guidance for the development of a comprehensive
crowd control strategy (people, process & technology) for Beale Street in support of the BSM and
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
BEALE STREET



CROWD CONTROL STUDY



Version: 1.0
Dated: January 12, 2018



Statement of Confidentiality
The information contained in this document is confidential and is submitted by Event Risk Management
Solutions LLC (ERMS) on the basis that Beale Street Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis
Commission (DMC) will use it solely for the purposes of evaluating the ERMS proposal. Beale Street
Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) may permit those of its employees,
advisors and agents having a need to know the contents of this proposal to have access to such
contents, but shall ensure that such employees, advisors and agents are bound by BSM and DMC’s
obligation to provide appropriate measures to maintain the confidentially of the information contained
within the ERMS proposal.  Subject to that, the contents may not be disclosed in whole or in part to any
third party without the prior express written consent of ERMS. BSM and DMC’s acceptance of these
obligations shall be indicated by use of any of the information contained in this document.
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH



Risk Based Methodology underpinned by Expertise
The ERMS project team possesses deep expertise in areas critical to this project, including crowd
management, modelling and evidence building, experience in the use of application of “best in breed”
technology to measure crowd behavior, combined with a demonstrated ability to provide effective and
practical security and safety strategies to integrate multiple stakeholders within complex environments.
ERMS will utilize international and industry standards for safety, security and risk management aligned with
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) methodology, and industry best practices for crowd management
from other like events and entertainment districts, both within the US, and internationally.



An overview of an integrated risk management framework to identify security and crowd related safety risks
and risk control measures (to reduce / mitigate risk) is detailed in Diagram 1.



Diagram 1: Risk Management Framework based on ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management



Evidence Based Approach to Crowd Control Data Collection
The ERMS evidence based approach is to identify and understand the nature of crowding in Beale Street
through aggregating quantitative and qualitative data (based on stakeholder interviews and surveys,
analysis of video data, and review of safety and security plans) and other potentially disjointed pieces of
information into an objective repository of evidence known as the “Data Book”.



The ERMS evidence based approach also involves proactive engagement and dialogue with Beale Street
stakeholders (primary and secondary), observation of Beale Street crowds alongside key stakeholders, as
well as a structured approach to building a multi-layered “bigger picture” of Beale Street - its history of
crowding (casual factors, crowd conditions and behaviors), incident management approach and how
decisions are made and communicated during an incident.



ERMS will collect quantitative data on Beale Street crowd densities and flows which will allow locations,
times and causes of highest risk to be identified, ‘measured’ and quantified. The quantitative information
will be will complemented and corroborated by qualitative information from stakeholder interviews and
surveys (online) to provide a deeper insight into the key questions and issues related to crowding.



The totality of evidence from this approach, enables ERMS to deliver to the Working Group a world class
study into the recent Beale Street crowd control related issues, deep insights into the causal factors and
recommendations that provides appropriate guidance for the development of a multi-stakeholder crowd
control plan which comprehensively supports the BSM and DMC vision “to make Downtown fun, walkable,
clean, safe, active and interesting”.
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PROJECT SCOPE OF WORKS & TIMELINE
The ERMS project scope of works (including approach and methodology) to achieve the expanded scope
of work in accordance with the stated project timeline is detailed in the following section.



Task ID DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES Project Dates



0.0 Project Kick-Off: Principal & Senior Consultant (Memphis) 5 – 9 Feb



Project Initiation Meeting with Beale Street Task Force Working Group
(“Working Group”)



 Project kick-off, briefing to Working Group on project timeline, governance
& reporting, approach & methodology, Study Report format and architecture



 Confirm support requirements from Working Group & stakeholder interview
schedule



Mon, 5th Feb



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions & Risks



1.1 Beale Street Stakeholders Interviews & Data Collection
 Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, MPD,



BSM, DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau and
Orpheum Theatre and private security firms



 Interview secondary stakeholders - 2nd & 3rd Street businesses
 Issue stakeholder survey & conduct preliminary analysis of data
 Collect data and prepare repository of evidence (Data Book) for Beale St



crowd crowding and related incidents
 Deliverable: Synopsis of Stakeholder interviews & survey results to be



forwarded to the Working Group by Mon, 26 February.



5 – 9 Feb



1.2 Review Current Crowd Control, Safety & Security Measures for Beale Street
 To be reviewed by the onsite project team (5 – 9 Feb) & remotely by the



ERMS senior consultants
 Working Group to provide all relevant documentation



5 – 26 Feb



1.3 Observe Beale Street Crowd Behavior & Review Incident Reports
 Conduct preliminary analysis of video footage from 2016 & 2017 to assess:
 The space and layout available for crowd movement and dwelling;
 Crowd numbers, characterization, intended activities and behaviors; and
 Incident reports related to crowd safety risks or dynamics



5 – 9 Feb



1.4 Evaluate Existing Conditions & Risks
 Review / audit existing Beale Street security and safety plans, policies and



procedures & provide recommendations for enhancement
 Conduct risk assessment specific to Beale Street to identify and analyse



risks pertaining to places of mass gathering (e.g. terrorism, public disorder
etc)



 Deliverable– preliminary Beale St Risk Assessment to be submitted to
Working Group for review / comment by 28 Feb



5 – 28 Feb
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Task ID DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES Project Dates



1.5 Evaluate Visitor Experience as related to impacts from Crowd Control,
Safety and Security Measures
 In conjunction with Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau develop a



survey to capture data pertaining to the Beale Street visitor experience
 Deliverable: Summary analysis of Beale Street visitor experience – 1st draft



28th Feb (also included as annex within the Study Report)



5 – 28 Feb



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District1 6 Feb – 18 Mar



 Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like
activities” (e.g. crowded places) within the US and internationally - practices
for crowd control including technologies, people and processes



 Identify commercial off shelf, best of breed technologies that enhance
situational awareness & data analysis for crowd movement & behaviour



 Deliverable: Benchmark analysis of Beale Street to other entertainment
districts within US and internationally (annex within the Study Report)



3.0 Prepare & Submit 1st Draft Beale Street Crowd Control Study Report to Working
Group



Mon 19th Mar



4.0 Observe Beale Street Entertainment District crowds (Memphis) April (3 days)



 Project update brief to Working Group (Friday)
 Observe pedestrian activity and behaviors, crowd movements within Beale



St during peak hours (Friday / Saturday nights)



20 – 22 April
(TBC)



5.0 Prepare, Submit & Present Final Study Report to Working Group (Memphis) 24 April - 30 May



 Submission of Final Study Report to Working Group
 Present Study findings and recommendations to Working Group (Memphis)
 Present Beale Study findings and recommendations to Memphis City



Council



Mon, 14 May
Tue 29th May
(TBC)
Wed 30th May
(TBC)



Value Add Offer
ERMS is delighted to offer at no additional cost, a 4-hour workshop to educate the Working Group and other
designated Beale Street stakeholders on best practice techniques for risk assessment and crowd control.



This workshop in April would be designed to create a stakeholder legacy of a ‘level playing field’ of
knowledge.



1 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior relating
to pedestrian movements for any event or activity including entertainment districts, events and festivals
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PROJECT COST BREAKDOWN
The following table details the project cost breakdown (including professional fees and expenses:



Project Cost Structure
Project
Phase Project Description Fees $



0.0 Project Initiation & Mobilization for Project Task 1.0 $2,650



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions and Risks $13,525



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an
Entertainment District $4,100



3.0 Prepare & submit 1st draft - Beale Street Crowd Control
Report to Working Group $8,700



4.0 Observe Beale Street Entertainment District Crowds $5,972



5.0 Prepare & submit final Report & present findings to
Working Group / Memphis City Council $5,300



FEES $40,247



EXPENSES Based on three site visits (not to exceed) $9,371



TOTAL: $ 49,618



Consultant Hourly Rates
 Principal – $175/hr ($1,400 / day)
 Associate Director – $155/ hr ($1,250 / day)
 Senior Consultant- $112.50 /hr ($900 / day)



PROJECT FEE PAYMENT SCHEDULE
The project fee payment schedule is milestone based on the following payment schedule:



 Project Initiation (25%) – $12,404.50



 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (25%) - $12,404.50



 Submission of 1st Draft Study Report (25%) - $12,404.50



 Submission & acceptance of Final Study Report (25%) - $12,404.50
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Statement of Confidentiality 
The information contained in this document is confidential and is submitted by Event Risk Management 
Solutions LLC (ERMS) on the basis that Beale Street Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis 
Commission (DMC) will use it solely for the purposes of evaluating the ERMS proposal.  Beale Street 
Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) may permit those of its employees, 
advisors and agents having a need to know the contents of this proposal to have access to such 
contents, but shall ensure that such employees, advisors and agents are bound by BSM and DMC’s 
obligation to provide appropriate measures to maintain the confidentially of the information contained 
within the ERMS proposal.  Subject to that, the contents may not be disclosed in whole or in part to any 
third party without the prior express written consent of ERMS. BSM and DMC’s acceptance of these 
obligations shall be indicated by use of any of the information contained in this document. 
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December 14, 2017 



Ms Jennifer Oswalt 
Interim President  
Downtown Memphis Commission 
114 North Main St 
Memphis TN 38103 



Dear Jennifer, 



Event Risk Management Solutions (ERMS) is delighted to present you with our response to 
the Request for Qualifications: Beale Street Crowd Control Study.  
In today’s uncertain world, securing and protecting places where large crowds gather on a 
predictable basis from a wide range of risk is sometimes a challenging and daunting task for 
cities, municipalities and for the private sector.   
While we cannot necessarily predict when and where a major security or public safety 
incident may materialize, if we adopt a holistic, risk based approach to “security by design”, 
credible security and safety risks can be mitigated to a level of risk which is as low as 
reasonably possible.  
Our proposal will clearly demonstrate that ERMS in collaboration with Movement Strategies 
(a global expert, London) has deep expertise in areas critical to this project, including crowd 
management and modelling, experience in the use of application of “best in breed” 
technology to measure crowd behavior, combined with a demonstrated ability to provide 
effective and practical security and safety strategies to integrate multiple stakeholders.  
I’m excited to be able to bring together a team of my colleagues with whom I have worked 
together previously, and have either individually or collectively delivered and managed 
projects of this size and complexity many times in the past, often within constrained 
timeframes. 
I strongly believe that we are the best qualified project team with the right mix of international 
experience combined with an appreciation of the unique Memphis culture to manage and 
deliver this challenging and complex stakeholder project.   
We also appreciate the potential for a heightened security threat environment, but we are 
likewise mindful of the delicate balance that must be maintained between good customer 
service and a firm determination to maintain an appropriate level of safety and security.  
ERMS’s “security by design” approach and methodology for the project will utilize 
international standards for risk management, industry best practices for crowd management, 
benchmarked against industry best practices from other like events, both within the US and 
internationally.   
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Combining this approach with proactive engagement and dialogue with Beale Street 
stakeholders both internally and externally, I’m confident that we will be able to deliver a 
Study report on Beale Street Crowd Control which will provide rich insights, appropriate 
recommendations and a path forward, which support the BSM and DMC vision “to make 
Downtown fun, walkable, clean, safe, active and interesting”.   



I look forward to discussing our proposal with you in the near future.  
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ashwin 
Principal 
 
Event Risk Management Solutions 
peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com 
t:617.396.0788  





mailto:peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com
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SECURING CROWDED PLACES IN TODAY’S UNCERTAIN 
WORLD 



In today’s uncertain world, city authorities responsible for the safety and security for 
entertainment districts, such as Beale Street, cannot necessarily predict when and where a 
public safety or security related critical incident may materialize. However, if  a holistic, risk 
based approach to  “security by design” and best practices from other “like” entertainment 
districts (and other crowded places) and international best practices for security and crowd 
management are adopted, responsible authorities will have a higher level of assurance that 
credible security and safety risks will be mitigated to a level as low as reasonably possible 
in today’s uncertain world. 



Adopting a risk based methodology enhances organization resilience including identifying 
and minimizing the potential consequences of “risk events” to DMC’s mission, values and 
critical success factors (e.g. brand and reputation, legal exposure etc). Thereby, 
strengthening BSM’s and DMC’s resilience – being robust, adaptable and confident in their 
business continuity processes to rapidly recover from a major incident or crisis.  



STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENT 
ERMS understands the Beale Street Crowd Control Study (the “Study”) is a collaborative 
effort between the Beale Street Task Force, DMC, BSM and the City of Memphis.  



The purpose of this study is to evaluate current crowd control practices as well as offer 
new suggested measures to sa f e l y  manage crowds, prevent stampedes (potential 
for crowd crush incidents), improve safety and security, while enhancing visitor 
experience within the Beale Street entertainment district. 



The three (3) prescribed deliverables for the project study are: 
 



Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (Health Check) 
• Review current inventory of crowd control, safety and security measures in place 



• Observe pedestrian activity (and crowd behavior) on Beale Street – both video and 
“real time” 



• Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like activities” within 
the US and internationally 



• Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, MPD, BSM, 
DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau and Orpheum Theatre 



• Interview secondary stakeholders (2nd & 3rd Street)  



• Implied task: prepare preliminary risk assessment and risk management plan 
(identifying security and safety risks) and risk appetite for BSM and DMC 
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Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District1 
• Identify best practices for crowd control (management) including practices 



(processes and policies) to enhance safety and security measures that 
complement the protection and security for crowded places  



• Identify proven, commercial off-the-shelf, ‘best of breed’ technologies that 
enhance situational awareness and analysis of data pertaining to crowd 
movement and behaviour  



 
Draft & Submit Final Study Report – provide recommendations and options (risk based) 
for: 



• What current practices and measures for crowd control should remain in 
place, 



• Identify those current measures which should be eliminated, and 



• Identify new crowd control measures to be implemented based on gap 
analysis and benchmarking study against best practices, and preliminary 
budget estimates for implementing those practices (people, training and 
technology resources) 



 
Draft Implied Tasks based on Preliminary Needs Analysis Assessment 
The following are a list of implied tasks which may need to be delivered against the scope 
of works: 



• Reviewing existing security and safety plans, measures and processes and 
provide recommendations for enhancement based on industry best practices; 



• Identifying and developing a risk based methodology to align specific security 
risk profiles to protective security measures (flexible and scalable); 



• Conducting an enterprise security risk assessment (ERSM) to ensure safety 
and security risks are aligned with the organization-wide risks; 



• Identifying any gaps (vulnerabilities) in security and emergency response 
management and incident management plans for the Beale Street 
entertainment district; 



• Providing guidance for the development of an assurance plan to measure key 
performance indicators (KPIs) against prescribed performance measures. 



  



                                                      
 
1 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior 
relating to pedestrian movements for any event and activities including entertainment districts. 
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OUR TEAM – YOUR SUCCESS : TEAM PROFILE AND 
EXPERIENCE 



Team Profile 



The Study will be led by Peter Ashwin, the principal and founder of Event Risk 
Management Solutions (ERMS), a consulting practice committed to enhancing 
organizational resilience for municipalities, festivals and events through practical and 
effective event security and risk management practices  



ERMS in collaboration with Movement Strategies (London) brings together a team of world 
class, international crowd management and security professionals, who are passionate and 
deeply committed to enhancing safety and security for events through the implementation 
of proven risk based safety and security strategies to protect crowded places, festivals and 
events in today’s complex and uncertain world.   



Movement Strategies (MS) is the leading, and most experienced, specialist people 
movement consultancy in the world with a long track record of innovation and developing 
original analysis for crowded places worldwide.  



MS has assigned Kat Steinberg (onsite with Peter Ashwin) and Christel Hengeveld (remote 
support – analysis and modelling) to support the study delivery.  
An overview of the project team organizational chart is below.  
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Overview of Project Team Capability and Experience Profile  



Project Team 
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Peter Ashwin (ERMS) Onsite Y Y Y  Y Y Y 



Kat Steinberg (MS) Onsite Y  Y  Y Y Y 



Robbie Naish (ERMS) Remote Y  Y Y   Y 



Giovanni Pisapia (ERMS) Remote Y  Y  Y Y Y 



Christel Hengeveld (MS) Remote Y  Y    Y 



Please refer to Annex A for Project team professional profiles. 



Project Team Experience  



The ERMS project team have either individually or collectively had senior safety and 
security leadership roles and led crowd management projects in numerous complex, multi 
agency international events, including:  



• Memphis in May International Festival  
• Pasadena Tournament of Roses 
• Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals (UK & US) 
• Notting Hill Carnival (UK) 
• Baku 2015 European Games (Azerbaijan)  
• London 2012 Olympic & Paralympic Games (UK) 
• Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympic Games (Canada) 
• 2010 G8/G20 Summits (Huntsville/Toronto) 
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Select Case Studies  
The following are a list of select case studies relating to representative work on related 
crowd management study projects: 



 



Notting Hill Carnival – Value $72,622 
Note that this information is in the public domain: 
Overview/Intro 
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-
mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill  
Data Book 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement
_data_book_-redacted.pdf  
Report & Findings: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-
wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf  
 
Other Select Case Studies (please see Appendix B for details). 



• London County Hall / South Bank - Value $10,000 / $75,000 (evacuation) 



• Porlwi by Light – Value $12,000 



• Tower of London – Value $25,000 



• Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals - Value $15,000 each 
  





https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement_data_book_-redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement_data_book_-redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf
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METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 
Risk-Based Approach 
While we cannot necessarily predict when and where, a major incident or crisis may 
materialise, we can ensure that “places of mass gathering” like Beale Street Entertainment 
District are prepared and resilient to meet emerging challenges in today’s uncertain world 
of evolving risk and threats.   



ERMS recognises that the successful delivery of the Beale Street crowd control study is 
underpinned by an integrated risk management approach.  ERMS will adapt and apply the 
international risk standards, ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management – Principles and 
Guidelines, HB 167:2006 Security Risk Management in alignment with Department of  



An overview of the integrated risk management framework is detailed in Diagram 1.  



 
Diagram 1: Risk Management Framework based on ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines 



 
Supported by Evidence 



To facilitate the process of finding and implementing solutions, it is important to understand 
the nature of crowding, its development over time and localities in detail. For most crowded 
places, this involves attendance and observations alongside a structured approach to 
building a “bigger picture” for all stakeholders. 
 
The ERMS team has demonstrable experience across many different crowded 
environments, and a deep understanding of evidence building. We propose to aggregate 
multiple views and currently disjoint pieces of information into an objective repository of 
evidence, from which rich insights can be derived and upon which stakeholders can agree 
and subsequently prioritize and action-plan risk controls. 
 
Quantitative data on crowd densities and flows will allow locations, times and causes of 
highest risk to be ‘measured’ and identified. Qualitative information such as from interviews 
can complement and corroborate quantitative information and provide insight into the key 
questions and issues related to crowding. In turn, qualitative data can shape data collection 
techniques, their efficiency and cost. 
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ERMS propose to review the available capacity and population data and data sources. This 
task typically comprises of CCTV/Video counting exercises if there is no other quantitative 
data available. 
 
The collated data can be enriched by information in the public domain, which pertains to the 
annual schedule of activities, travel information, event and parade routes, etc. from official 
outlets such as bealestreet.com and memphistravel.com. 
 
The totality of evidence will build up a description of the district, its operation, its history and 
relevant background to historical decision making, the intended operations and crowd 
conditions/behaviors. This forms a powerful evidence base for future planning and inter-
stakeholder cooperation. 



Project Delivery Approach 



This project involves a considerable number of integrated activities that are required to be 
delivered in a complex stakeholder environment over four weeks. 



ERMS prides itself on the implementation of a best practice quality assurance (QA) model, 
whereby our services exceed the quality assurance QA principles of “fit for purpose” and 
“right the first time”.  



ERMS will establish a project implementation team structure provided by a dedicated on-
site project team (Peter Ashwin & Kat Steinberg) with remote access to subject matter 
experts (Robbie Naish, Christel Hengeveld and Giovanni Pisapia) throughout the project 
life cycle. 



Under the guidance of the ERMS Project Director, the project implementation team will: 



• Oversee detailed planning, including assignment of resources and identification of 
critical dependencies; 



• Implement an integrated project methodology and aligned operational decision-
making process; 



• Establish quality audit procedures and ensure customer satisfaction (quality 
assurance); 



• Monitor and mitigate project risks; and 



• Provide opportunities for value-added efforts. 



Issue Management 
All project and technical issues raised by ERMS or DMC, BSM, Beale Street Task Force or 
other designated delivery partners/stakeholders will be recorded and tracked until 
resolution. 



The ERMS Project Director (Peter Ashwin) is the designated Customer Relationship 
Manager and will bear responsibility for oversight of project quality assurance, including 
issue escalation management. 
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PROJECT SCOPE OF WORKS   
We believe, it is feasible to deliver the project within a four (4) week project timeline based 
on the following assumptions: 



1. Inputs (including video, incident reports, safety and security plans etc) will be 
available / provided prior to the onsite Project Initiation meetings and interviews with 
stakeholders. 



2. BSM and DMC will coordinate the stakeholder meeting schedule on behalf of EMS. 
3. Beale Street Taskforce stakeholders will be able to review and return comments / 



guidance on the 1st draft of the Study in a 7-day window. 



4. ERMS is able to view Beale Street ‘live’ during peak crowding periods. 
The following table provides a summary of the approach that the ERMS project team will 
implement to achieve the deliverables as outlined in the RFQ: 



 



Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



1.0 Project Initiation / Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (“Health 
Check”) 



 
Inception & Site Familiarisation (Understand) 



• Review current inventory of crowd control, safety and security 
measures in place 



• Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like 
activities” (e.g. crowded places) within the US and internationally 



Evidence gathering (understand) 
• Observe pedestrian activity (and crowd behavior) on Beale Street – 



both video and “real time” 



• Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, 
MPD, BSM, DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau 
and Orpheum Theatre 



• Interview secondary stakeholders (2nd & 3rd Street)  



• Draft repository of evidence (Data Book) of crowding in the district, its 
development over time and localities in detail; optional data survey can 
be conducted if no other quantitative data is available 



Assessments (Evaluate existing conditions) 
• Implied task: prepare preliminary risk assessment and risk 



management plan (identifying security and safety risks) and risk 
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Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



appetite for BSM and DMC 



• Implied task: “Drill-down assessment” of high priority areas and/or 
specific incidents, which require mitigation (assumed no more than 
Top 3). We would look to agree and finalise the scope/incidents during 
the inception phase in conjunction with the key stakeholders.  



• The intention here is to ‘drill down’ into these incidents and to identify 
the factors, or the combination of factors, that led to their occurrence. 
This would then reveal the extent to which conditions need to change 
to avoid/lower/mitigate the risk of overcrowding at these locations and 
at other locations across Beale Street. These incidents are likely to 
highlight other systemic risks.   



• For each key incident we would undertake a separate investigation 
which would report on: 



o The time, location and duration of the incident;  



o The space available for crowds and the layout of the space available 
for movement and dwelling; 



o Crowd numbers (as far as the available data readily allows) and 
intended activities; 



o Crowd characterization and behaviors; 



o The operational plan, and actual response; 



o An analysis of the extent to which each of these factors resulted in 
the outcome. 



 



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District2 



 



• Identify best practices for crowd control (management) including 
practices (processes and policies) to enhance safety and security 
measures that enhance the protection and security for crowded places 



• We propose to bring findings of the ‘drill-down’ assessment, suggested 
measures and associated analysis to a meeting with a select 
stakeholder group (exact attendance to be agreed during the inception 
meeting – and may vary for different incidents), which will be used as 
an opportunity to understand preferences and potential challenges 
during implementation. 



                                                      
 
2 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior 
relating to pedestrian movements for any event and activities including entertainment districts. 
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Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



• Circulate Draft (Model) Crowd Risk Assessment framework and 
Register for Beale Street, populated with risks identified during the 
course of this study. Ownership of the document and next steps for the 
stakeholder group to be determined – this process will be moderated 
by ERMS. 



• Identify proven, commercial off-the-shelf, best of breed technologies 
that enhance situational awareness and analysis of data pertaining to 
crowd movement and behaviour  



3.0 Draft & Submit Final Study Report 



 



A report will be produced, documenting our understanding of the proximate 
and strategic causes and nature of previous crowd control issues and a 
recommendation for mitigation measures to be implemented in 2018 and 
over the longer term.  
This will include ‘handover’ notes for the decision-makers/planners, 
highlighting any outstanding considerations that have arisen during this 
process, including  



• What current practices and measures for crowd control should remain 
in place, 



• Identify those current measures which should be eliminated, and 



• Identify new crowd control measures to be implemented based on gap 
analysis and benchmarking study against best practices, and 
preliminary budget estimates for implementing those practices 
(people, training and technology resources) 



 



Final Study Report to be presented to the Beale Street Task Force. 
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PROJECT COST BREAKDOWN  
The following table outlines the cost breakdown (including professional fees and expenses) 
per the following project tasks. 



Project Cost Structure 



 Project 
Phase Project Description  Fees $ 



0.0  Project Initiation & Mobilization of Project team and 
background preparation for project task 1.0 $2,650 



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions  $15,247 



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an 
Entertainment District $4,100 



3.0 Prepare & submit 1st draft for comment & present 
Final Study Report $15,325 



EXPENSES  $6,877 



 TOTAL (FEE’s & EXPENSES): $ 46,804 



Consultant Hourly Rates 
• Principal – $175/hr ($1,400 / day) 
• Associate Director – $155/ hr ($1,250 / day) 
• Senior Consultant- $112.50 /hr ($900 / day)  



PROJECT FEE PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
The proposed project fee payment schedule is as follows: 



• Project Initiation (25%) – $11,701 



• Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (25%) - onsite stakeholder 
interviews & preliminary study in Memphis - $11,701 



• Submission of 1st Draft Study Report (25%) - $11,701 
• Submission & acceptance of Final Study Report (25%) - $11,701 
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PROJECT EXPENSES SCHEDULE 
Project travel expenses have been included in the overall project fee and have been based 
on following principles: 



• Project expenses will be invoiced without mark-up 



• Two (2) site visits within the project timeline: 
o Project initiation (7 days) – Project Director (Peter Ashwin) & Associate Director 



(Kat Steinberg) 



o Final project briefing (3 days) 



• Airfares based on economy airfares: 
o Peter Ashwin: Boise – Memphis ($575) 



o Kat Steinberg: London – Memphis ($900) 



• Rental car: $55 / day 



• Hotel rate / night - $159 



• Per diem - $65 /day 
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Annex: 
A. Project Resumes 



 



Peter Ashwin (Project Director) 



Kat Steinberg (Associate Director) 



Robbie Naish (Senior Consultant) 



Christel Hengeveld (Senior Consultant)  



Giovanni Pisapia (Senior Consultant)  



 



 



 











Education &
Qualifications



Peter Ashwin
Principal
Event Risk Management Solutions
peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com
m: +1 617.396.0788



Risk Management & Event Security Solutions
 Diploma of Risk Management & Business Continuity, Australia (2017, in progress)
 Certificate, Sport & Special Event Evacuation Training & Exercising Course (2
days) and Sport Event Risk Management Course (2 days) , TEEX, National
Emergency Response & Rescue Training Center (2017)



 Level 5 Diploma in Crowd Science & Risk Analysis (in progress), 2016 / 2017
 Graduate Certificate in SecurityManagement, Edith CowanUniversity (Australia), 2006
 GraduateDiplomaof Survival and RescueManagement, AustralianDefenseForce, 1996
 AdvancedCertificate in HazardousMaterials Control, Australian Defense Force, 1992
 Certificate in Vocational Training,AustralianDefense Force, 1989
 Graduate,RoyalMilitaryCollege (Duntroon,Australia) Sword of Honor recipient, 1988
 Diplomaof Secondary Teaching,Brisbane College of AdvancedEducation, 1986



Professional Profile



 An international security and risk management consultant with over 20 years’ experience
within the major events environment - six Olympic Games, ICC Cricket World Cup, G8/G20
Summit, 2015 Baku European Games, festivals and events (USA), and the corporate sector



 Recognised internationally as an authority on developing security and riskmanagement
strategies to align and integrate Event Organizing Committees with Government Security
Authorities, Police & the private security sector within complex, multi-agency environments



 An accomplished technical writer - six Candidate City bids for the Olympic Games, Russia
2018 FIFAWorld Cup and 2018 CommonwealthGames



 Led and managed multi-national project teams in A u s t r a l i a, Azerbaijan, Canada
, USA, Greece, Italy, Russia, USA, theUK and Qatar



 Director, World Board - International Festivals and Events Association (IFEA)
 Lecturer & Author – IFEA & NRPA Event Management School (since 2015) and IAVM
Academy of Venue Safety & Security (since 2017)



 Expert witness for legal cases involving security and riskmanagement
 Former Australian Army Special Forces officer



Experience & Overview of Major Projects
2015 to date Principal,Event RiskManagement Solutions
2015 London 2012 Security Benchmark Analysis Study Review (Organizational



Structure, Budget & Risk) for the Tokyo Municipal Government
2014 – 2015 Director of Security, Baku 2015 EuropeanGames, Azerbaijan
2013 Head of Security, CricketWorld Cup 2015 (Australia & New Zealand)
2011 – 2012 Head of Integrated Planning, LOCOG Security & Resilience, London 2012
2010 Director of Operations (Contract Security) - G8 (Huntsville) & G20 (Toronto)
2009 – 2010 Director of Operations (Contract Security), Games Security Screening,



Vancouver 2010Winter Olympic & Paralympic Games
2008 – 2009 Project Director, Vancouver 2010 Games Readiness Exercise
2006 - current Security advisor – Host City Bids: Rome 2020, Hambantota 2018



CommonwealthGames Sochi 2014, Doha 2016 & Russia 2018 FIFAWorld Cup
2004 – 2006 Security Consultant, Torino 2006Winter Olympic Games
2002 – 2004 Project Director, Crisis Management Exercise / Project Manager Security &



Operations Integration, Athens 2004 Olympic Games
2001 – 2002 Security & Operations Integration, Salt Lake 2002Winter Olympic Games
2000 Games Readiness Consultant, Sydney 2000 Olympic Games
1988 – 2000 Australian Army Officer / Special Forces
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Qualifications 



 



Kat Steinberg 
Associate Director      
Movement Strategies 
ksteinberg@movementstrategies.com 
m: +44 7791155982 



 



 
Crowd Dynamics & Crowd Management 



 
• MSc Student Crowd Safety & Risk Analysis, Manchester Metropolitan University, 2017 
• BA (Hons) with Distinction Crowd Safety Management, Bucks New University, 2016 
• Diploma Sociology (equivalent of Masters), Freie Universitӓt Berlin, Germany, 2005 
• Security Industry Authority – Door Supervisor upskill, 2016 
• Scottish Events & Festivals Association – Exec. Certificate in Crowd Management, 2013 
• Emergency Planning College – Crowd Dynamics & Applied Crowd Dynamics, 2012 
• NEBOSH General Certificate (occupational Health & Safety) – Grade: Distinction, 2011 
• Bucks New University Pit Training (Front of Stage Barrier rescue), 2010 
• MAYBO SAFERwork Physical Intervention Tutor Training, 2010 
• Security Industry Authority certified trainer incl. Conflict Management, 2010 
• NVQ Level 4 Spectator Safety Management, 2009 



 
 



Professional Profile 
 



• Uniquely experienced senior event safety & security manager with proven success at 
strategic, tactical and operational levels, gained at a variety of high profile organizations 
and venues. 



• A recognized subject-matter expert in people movement & behavio in complex and 
dynamic built environments with a strong operational background in high-profile 
venues and events through their entire life cycle.   



• One of only a small number of crowd safety practitioners worldwide to hold a BA 
(Honours) degree in Crowd Safety (with Distinction). 



• 15 years of experience internationally working in small and extremely large-scale events 
and crowded places. 



• Biggest achievement to date is delivering Spectator Safety Management for all 
competition and ceremonies venues at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games in the 
role of General Manager for the department, with the help of 30 LOC Spectator Safety 
Managers and 3000+ contracted staff. 



• Has been invited to deliver crowd dynamics, crowd management and crowd modelling 
training at the Scottish Police College and the National Arenas Association (UK).  



• Participated in an expert witness case for the prosecution of 21 deaths at a mass 
attendance event in Europe. 



 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 
2015 to date Associate Director, Movement Strategies, Sector Lead Sports & Events, UK 
2017  Expo 2020 Crowd Management Framework (300,000 capacity), UAE 
2017  Astana 2017 Expo, British Pavilion crowd flow study (300 capacity), KZ 
2017  Baku Formula 1 concert crowd management and capacity planning, AZ 
2016 to date Twickenham Stadium crowd movement assessments 
2016 to date            Wembley National Stadium estate crowd movement assessments 
2016  Tai Kwun Cultural Centre Hong Kong, crowd control/ticketing assessments 
2015 to date Tottenham Hotspur crowd safety & security planning for soccer & NFL 
2015  Rugby World Cup, Elland Road Deputy Safety Officer Stadium Perimeter 
2014 - 15  Security Workforce Delivery Manager, Baku European Games, AZ 
2013 - 2014  General Manager, Spectator Safety, Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games 
2011 - 2013  Headingley Carnegie Stadium Safety & Security Manager 
2003 - 2011  Operations, Training & Development Manager, Safety & Security, London 
 











 



Education & 
Qualifications 



Robbie Naish  
Consultant/ Practitioner        
Event Risk Management Solutions 
robbie@thecrowdsafetypeople.com 
+447713278769 



 



Risk Management & Event Security Solutions 



• FdA Crowd Management and Risk Analysis Bucks University. 



• CERT Ed Teaching Degree University of Canterbury. 



• Level 5 diploma in crowd science and risk analysis 



• Emergency and Planning Diploma, Emergency planning office 



• Risk Management certificate, West Sussex Fire Brigade 



• Counter terrorism certificate for planning outside events.  
    



 



Professional Profile 
 



•   An international crowd management consultant specializing in large scale gatherings in built 
and green field site environments. 



•   Recognized internationally as an authority in Crowd safety management 



•   An accomplished crowd management and risk teacher and lecturer  



•   Led and managed security and crowd management teams at major events 



•   Lecturer at the European safety advisory group. 



•   Former British Forces Physical Training Instructor and UK Firefighter 



 



Experience & Overview of Major Projects 



2015 to date           Crowd Management Consultant 



2017                         Glastonbury Festival Crowd Consultant 



2017                         Lead for the IOW festival UK 



2017                         Lead London’s New Year’s Eve fireworks 



2017                         Hull UK city of culture planning team 



2017                         Greenman festival 



2017                         Sensation Festival Sydney Olympic Park 



2017                         Clokenflap Festival Down town HONG KONG 



2007 to 2015          Royal Padgent, London, Commonwealth Games, 



                                  Queens Jubilee, London’s Olympics Transport hubs 



                                  Tour de France Finish  



2002 to 2007         Personal security for numerus music industry artist’s 



1998 to 2002         West Sussex Fire Brigade 



1987 to 1998           British UK Forces 



 



 



 











 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Education & 
Qualifications 



Christel Hengeveld 
Senior Consultant      
Movement Strategies 
chengeveld@movementstrategies.com 
m: +44 7710 183 492 



 



 
Crowded Places, Human Behavior & Law Enforcement 



 
•    MPhil in Criminological Research at the University of Cambridge, 2014 
 Main courses: Public Health, Neurocriminology, Criminal Justice, Policing and Crime 
 
•    BA (Hons) in Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Utrecht, 2013 
 Main courses: International Law, Philosophy, Journalism 
 
•    University of Bergen (exchange program semester), 2012 
 Main courses: Terrorism, American Politics, Transnational Law 
 



 
Professional Profile 



 



• After completing her MPhil in Criminological Research at the University of Cambridge 
(Cross-national survey of legal requirements to punish psychopathic offenders), Christel 
joined Movement Strategies in 2015 given her strong background in psychology and 
human behavior research.  



• She has been involved in large scale evacuation planning of complex built environments 
and urban spaces, as well as observing and analyzing crowd behavior at major events and 
busy transport nodes. 



• Christel has been leading crowd movement analysis for MS projects with the Mayor’s 
Office for Policing & Crime (Notting Hill Carnival) and the Centre for Protection of 
National Infrastructure (confidential). She has been commended for her involvement in 
these projects, incl. the Mayor of London. 



• Christel has recently been invited to present research findings to the Department for 
Transport as a result of her work in researching human behavior in transport 
infrastructure. She is considered a subject-matter expert in human-centered design for 
transport infrastructure. 



 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 



 
2017 to date  Gold Coast Commonwealth Games, Australia 
2016 to date            Notting Hill Carnival, United Kingdom 



https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-
mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill  



2017  UK Government (Confidential), United Kingdom 
2017  Tottenham Hotspur FC Local Area Management Plans, United Kingdom 
2017  Yas Arena Upper Seating Bowl Evacuation, Abu Dhabi 
2016 to date AEGON Queen’s Club Championships, United Kingdom 
2016 to date Southbank Evacuation Plan, United Kingdom 
2016  Natural History Museum, Denmark 
2016  Reading Festival, United Kingdom 
2015 to date  Glasgow Queen Street station, United Kingdom 
2015 to date  Bank Station Capacity Upgrade, United Kingdom 
2015  Tai Kwun Cultural Centre, Hong Kong 
 





https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill
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Qualifications 



 



Giovanni Pisapia 
PhD and FSyI      
giovannipisapia@gmail.com 
+1 704 4499220 7791155982 



 



 
Senior Consultant 



 
 
Criminal Investigative Analysis (Psychological Profiling) - The Alpha Group Center. Course 
location: Durham Police Department, Durham, NC (USA) - 2017 
 
Criminal Intelligence & Analysis, Processes, Protocols & Applications - The Alpha Group Center. 
Course location: Durham Police Department, Durham, NC (USA) - 2017 
 
Exploring Crime Analysis: Essential Skills II (distance learning) - International Association of 
Crime Analysts (IACA) - 2017 
 
Building Analytical Capacity: Crime Analysis for Chief Executives - International Association of 
Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST)  - 2017 
 
Exploring Crime Analysis: Essential Skills I (distance learning) - International Association of 
Crime Analysts (IACA) - 2016 
 
Fundamentals of Crime Analysis (distance learning) - International Association of Crime 
Analysts (IACA) - 2016 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) - ArcGIS Desktop 2: Tools and Functionality - 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc. - South Africa (GIMS Pty Ltd) - 2009 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) - Introduction to ArcGIS Desktop 1 - Environmental 
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc. - South Africa (GIMS Pty Ltd)  - 2009 
 
Ph.D. in Criminology - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano, Transcrime Joint 
Research Center on Trans-National Crime (http://www.transcrime.it/en) - 2008 
 
Degree in Political Science (Laurea in Scienze Politiche) - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore 
di Milano - 2002 



 
 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 
 



Apr 2017 - Current Senior Crime Analyst - Winston Salem Police Department  



2017 Crime Analyst - Winston Salem Police Department  



2016 Consultant - Italian Team for Security, Terroristic Issues & Managing Emergencies (ITSTIME), 
Sociology Department, Universita’ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano  



2016 Project Lead UEFA Champions League Final (UCLF) Milan 2016 (Champions Village and 
Stadium Operations) - Aleteia Communication/HDRA (c/o Integer Milan)  



2015 Independent Contractor as Subject Matter Expert:  Security - Operational Integration, People 
& Strategy - Broadstone Services, LLC  



2014 - 2015 Senior Security Manager, Transport & Road Events, Operations, Security - Baku European 
Games Organizing Committee (BEGOC)  



2012 - 2014 Security Manager: Road Events, Traffic and Transport - Organizing Committee of the XX 
Commonwealth Games (Glasgow 2014 Limited)  



2008 - 2012 Project Manager - Johannesburg City Safety Programme (JCSP), Johannesburg Metropolitan 
Police Department (JMPD), City of Johannesburg (CoJ)  



2007 Technical Assistant - Department of Community Development, Directorate Sport and 
Recreation, City of Johannesburg (CoJ)  



2006 - 2007 Junior Fellow - United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI)  



2004 - 2006 
Law Enforcement Liaison Manager - Olympic Organizing Committee XX Winter Olympic 
Games & IX Winter Paralympics Games  (TOROC 2006), Security Planning and Coordination 
Department  



2002 - 2004 Intern and then Consultant - United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute 
(UNICRI)  



 
 





http://www.transcrime.it/en
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Annex: 
B.  Relevant Case Studies 



London County Hall / South Bank 



Porlwi by Light  



Tower of London  



Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals  



 



 
 
 
 
 











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Results:



The visitor movement study delivered 
invaluable advice to the Client team, leading 
to significant design optimisations and future 
operational benefits. 



Benefits included an in-depth understanding 
of how future museum visitors use the site, as 
well as a subtle reconfiguration of spaces and 
circulation channels within the constraints of 
the building. 



This can improve visitor capacity and comfort, 
leading to improved visitor experience and 
Museum operation.



Following this project Movement Strategies 
began working on a second project for the 
South Bank, which involved multi-building 
mass evacuation of 40,000 occupants in 
buildings and 7,400 in the public realm along 
the Thames (see image above).



Approx. value: $10000 / $75000 (evacuation)



The London County Hall is one of the city’s most 
iconic landmarks, swiftly becoming a key hub 
for entertainment and leisure in the capital. 
Originally opened in 1922 as the headquarters 
of London County Council, today it attracts over 
17 million visitors per annum. The County Hall 
currently houses the London Aquarium and the 
London Dungeon, which are accessed from the 
Queen’s Walk.  



Our brief: 
The Queen’s Walk is one of the busiest tourist 
trails in the capital. It experiences severe 
crowding at peak times due to the volume of 
visitors and the level of conflicting activities (i.e. 
walking, dwelling, queuing, etc.). 



Concerns about the level of crowding were 
raised, especially during special events. Therefore, 
Movement Strategies were engaged as specialist 
people movement advisors to support the 
management and landscape plans of Queen’s 
Walk by identifying its spatial constraints, 



determining its ‘comfortable’ and ‘safe’ capacity 
both in terms of population and throughput, 
and reviewing the management of County Hall’s 
attractions’ entries/exits.



What we did:
The team developed an evidence-based 
approach to the study through the collection 
of real-life visitor movement data in order to 
ensure that all of our spatial design, movement 
and operational advice was robust and proven to 
work in practice. 



Through a video survey and on-site observations, 
we collected data to deliver an evidence base of 
actual visitor behaviours and circulation patterns. 
Secondly, we undertook a spatial analysis to 
review the physical constraints of the site. Thirdly, 
we reviewed key attraction operations and visitor 
behaviour. Lastly, we reviewed the Queen’s 
Walk capacity based on Transport for London 
Pedestrian Level of Comfort standards.



London County Hall / South Bank











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Porlwi is a contemporary cultural festival which 
takes place over three nights in the summer 
months in Port Louis, the capital of Mauritius. 
Crowds mingle with performance artists in the 
city’s streets and interact with installations in the 
historic buildings. 



The event is supported by both the private and 
public sectors; its ambition is to inspire a cultural 
awakening in the Indian Ocean.



 
Our brief:  
Porlwi aims to provide a platform for expression, 
for both local and international artists, thereby 
becoming a driving force in the regeneration of 
the city.  



Movement Strategies were asked to provide a 
high level assessment of crowd movement to/
from and around the expanded festival site for 
the 2016 festival, helping the organisers deliver 
an enjoyable, safe and secure experience for the 
visitors. 



What we did: 
We worked closely with the festival organisers,  
analysing how visitors would move across the 
site, taking into account capacity, visibility and 
the draw of key attractions. 



This informed the operational strategy for shuttle 
bus services to and from the site, the location 
and design of visitor information points across 
the site, a proposed approach for the collection 
of data on visitor behaviour, including the 
quantification of the number of people who 
could use different routes and visit different 
attractions.



Porlwi by Light



Testimonial: 



“We were delighted that Movement 
Strategies were able to provide us with 
advice during our preparations for PorLwi 
2016. Their input influenced a number of 
key decisions made during the planning of 
the Festival operations and it really made 
the PorLwi team look at the challenges 
associated with crowding from a different 
perspective. 



Movement Strategies were proactive, 
forthright, and efficient in their approach 
which helped us build confidence in the 
relationship early on. We have integrated 
their advice in the way we plan our events at 
large and look forward to working with them 
again.”



Astrid Dalais, Director, MoveForArt



 
Approx. value: $12000











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Results:



•  Delivery of practical circulation 
and space planning design advice 
within a protected and confined 
physical environment;



• Improvement in time to entry 
queues being significantly reduced 
at peak times, from 10 minutes to 
less than 2 minutes;



• Provision of quantitative measures 
to capture the visitor experience 
and site performance, including 
new benchmarking indices 
to inform and monitor future 
performance;



• Emphasis on improving the visitor 
‘welcome’ by breaking down 
the arrival experience into its 
component parts; a demonstration 
on how the visitor experience could 
be enriched at the same time as 
increasing  
the capacity of the attraction;



• Development of modelling tools 
and a site-specific database which 
can be used to inform, test and 
evaluate future space planning 
and operational decisions in a cost 
effective and robust manner.



Approx. value: $25000



The Tower of London is a UNESCO World 
Heritage site, attracting over 3 million visitors 
every year. Since 2013, Movement Strategies has 
provided visitor movement and circulation advice 
to Historic Royal Palaces, helping to ensure that 
this unique attraction is able to accommodate 
the huge visitor demand safely and securely.



Our brief: 
The original brief focused on the circulation 
patterns and visitor behaviour in and around the 
Jewel House, home to the Royal Crown Jewels.



This has evolved to include an assessment and 
ongoing design input for the wider estate. 
Opportunities to improve the general visitor 
experience, safety & security, through more 
effective circulation and spatial configuration 
were explored and proposed to the client team.



What we did: 
Our team developed an evidence-based approach to the 
study through the collection of visitor movement data, using 
a variety of technologies. Developing validated models and 
using these tools in an appropriate way ensured that our 
spatial designs and operational advice was robust. 



We have deployed a number of technologies and analytical 
tools to support the advice we have delivered to Historic Royal 
Palaces:



•  Extensive data collection exercises (Bluetooth, CCTV, manual 
tracking surveys) to deliver an evidence base of actual visitor 
behaviours and circulation patterns such as, routes used, 
itineraries, dwell times, variations due to demographics or 
seasonality;



• Identification of key movement trends to inform space 
planning needs across the site, both within the Tower 
walls and beyond. This included the interface with the 
surrounding public realm and secure perimeter.



Tower of London











Results: 
With our guidance and rich insights 
derived from the available data, the Festival 
organisers were able to identify acts of 
significant popularity to feature at next year’s 
event(s).



Additionally, the insights produced can be 
used to inform the in-house retail operators 
who  have clear objectives for revenue 
growth. 
Operations and crowd movement can also be 
enhanced based on the band links identified 
and the visitors behaviour demand for the 
various segments identified.



Approx. value:  $15000 each 



In 2015 we provided Proof of Concept studies to 
a number of Festival organisers using Colocator 
SDK in tandem with CrowdConnected Ltd.



 
What we did: 
Having worked for a number of UK festivals for 
many years, we recognised the sectors’ lack 
of reliable quality data and understanding of 
how crowds move around a festival site. We 
also understood how each element of a site 
influences crowd behaviour.



We, therefore, introduced the use of a new 
technology platform (together with Crowd 
Connected Ltd.), which is a significant 
advancement in the way festival operators can 
understand customer behaviour in real-time. 
This created a new paradigm of location-based 
insights supporting improvements in visitor 



experience and crowd safety on complex sites.



 
The Colocator SDK provided location data for all 
visitors who had the official festival app installed 
on their mobile phones. 



This used GPS location data derived from 
device GPS (mobile phone), and supplementary 
BLE iBeacons in areas where GPS would have 
provided poorer accuracy. 



This data was analysed to provide a bespoke 
dashboard platform displaying key metrics. 
This included site wide heat mapping, with up 
to 5 minute granularity, location to location 
flows (showing features such as common band 
linkages), and visit profiles for key areas. 



Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF FestivalsSPORTS + 
EVENTS
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DMC vision “to make Downtown fun, walkable, clean, safe, active and interesting”. 


Best regards,


Peter
 
Peter Ashwin
Principal
Event Risk Management Solutions 
e: peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com
USA: +1 617.396.0788 |Skype:peteashwin
www.facebook.com/ermsglobal


Risk management and event security solutions for today’s uncertain world
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Subject: RE: What is going on?
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 9:36:00 PM


Will do ---unless you want me to stop by your office when you are there or grab coffee.


Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m


-----Original Message-----
From: Boyd, Berlin [mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 5:17 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
Subject: Re: What is going on?


Thank you Jennifer! Give me a call so we can catch up soon. 901-331-7212.


Berlin F. Boyd


Sent from my iPhone


> On Jul 12, 2017, at 5:04 PM, Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com> wrote:
>
> Chairman Boyd and Deputy Director,
> Our Blue Suede Brigade is continually training on this matter as well and the DMC will continue to work with
partners on how we can help with solutions.
>
>
> Jennifer K. Oswalt
> Interim President
> Downtown Memphis Commission
> 114 North Main Street
> Memphis, TN  38103
> 901-575-0550 o
> 901-830-1501 m
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Boyd, Berlin [mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov]
> Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 2:14 PM
> To: Ryall, James <Jryall@memphistn.gov>; Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
> Subject: FW: What is going on?
>
> Deputy Director and Ms. Oswalt:
>
> I wanted to bring this email to your attention.  Would appreciate your thoughts.
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>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Karen Soro [mailto:karensoro@gmail.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2017 11:07 AM
> To: Boyd, Berlin
> Subject: Re: What is going on?
>
> Berlin,
> The police already know.
>
> Something else is going on- Main Street is failing-and it because of all of the vagrants ( some of which are
mentally deranged, drunk, combative and screaming at imaginary people) have been allowed to take over and trash
the place and make it uninhabitable for the rest of us.
>
> A couple of years ago we were making great in roads into this problem but it is now overwhelming everyone.
>
> One of the police officers said it was because of something called "hospitality hub" and the churches bringing the
vagrants downtown- but honestly, I don't know. I have hardly even heard of hospitality hub. But if they are,  we
have got to be smarter than that- because, between you and me ( I am a realtor who sells downtown) - downtown is
in serious trouble.
>
> This one is your district and I know you don't want to hear it.... but somebody in authority better pay attention.
> South Main near the train station is looking much better but the "mall" area Is sinking fast.
>
> Thanks for your help,
> Karen Soro
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On Jul 11, 2017, at 10:44 AM, Boyd, Berlin <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov> wrote:
>>
>> Ms. Soro:
>> Thanks for this very distressing information.  I am forwarding your email to the police department for action.  
Boyd
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Karen Soro [mailto:karensoro@gmail.com]
>> Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 3:41 PM
>> To: Boyd, Berlin
>> Subject: What is going on?
>>
>> Dear Berlin Boyd and Mayor Strickland,
>>
>> Could you please tell me what you think is going on downtown? I have my office there ( one door down from
Local Restaurant). There are nothing but vagrants hanging outside- using the benches (please have the benches
removed!!). They sit there all day -they use my doorway and the public flower bed for their toilet. There is trash all
along Front street and all along Union ( and probably everywhere else- that's just where I happened to walk today !)
People in orange vests come by and act like they are cleaning up- but they don't. The restaurants nearby are
struggling for business. Every business around me has been robbed. Two weeks ago our office was broken into and
all of our computers and cameras were stolen. They also broke into almost every building around us with in the last
2 weeks. (We just got an email stating they caught the perpetrator which should not have been too tough because
they are career criminals that do it all the time and the police knew exactly who they were- we had pictures of them
doing it!) What in the world is going on....?
>>
>> We moved our office to Main Street about 5 years ago - it has been an uphill battle to be sure, BUT, things
WERE improving. Restaurants were opening( but now are closed), Goulds opened ( and has been robbed twice that
I know of), the Downtown Dentist office has been broken into- ditto with the doctors office, the vacation rental, the
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massage place and Archer Malmo- and those are just the ones I know of. We are careening out of control.
>>
>> What is going on?
>>
>> Thank You,
>> Karen Soro
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone








From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Keplinger, Juaness"; Boyd, Berlin; James Clark ; Jim Holt; Joellyn Sullivan; Jon Shivers; Watson, Lt. Colonel


Keith; Thomas, Patrice; Regena Bearden; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem; Wayne Tabor
Subject: RE: delay of task force recommendation
Date: Monday, October 23, 2017 4:11:00 PM
Attachments: Beale Street Taskforce Presentation 2017-10-23.pdf


All- Attached is a summary of the task force recommendations as Wayne and I understand them. 
The shaded items need to be discussed more fully at the meeting Wednesday.
 
Juaness- Could you please forward to the council members who will be in attendance Wed but are
not included on this task force email?
 
Thank you
Jennifer and Wayne
 


From: Keplinger, Juaness [mailto:Juaness.Keplinger@memphistn.gov] 
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2017 10:25 AM
To: Boyd, Berlin <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov>; James Clark <jamesgolfclark@gmail.com>; Jennifer
Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>; Jim Holt <jholt@memphisinmay.org>; Joellyn Sullivan
<jofsul@comcast.net>; Jon Shivers <jshivers@downtownmemphis.com>; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith
<Keith.Watson@memphistn.gov>; Thomas, Patrice <Patrice.Thomas@memphistn.gov>; Regena
Bearden <regenabearden@memphistravel.com>; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem
<Terry.Landrum@memphistn.gov>; Wayne Tabor <wtabor@mmhla.com>
Subject: delay of task force recommendation
 
Group:
We initially planned for Wayne and Jennifer to present the task force recommendations tomorrow
during the Economic & Development committee, however, Wayne and Jennifer thought it would be
prudent to have one more task force meeting before doing so.
 


I have sent a meeting request for October 25th at 3:30 pm and I think there is a desire to chat with
 some of the Council members about the Bucks program at that time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Juaness Keplinger, Council Administrator
Memphis City Council
901-636-6797
Juaness.keplinger@memphistn.gov
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BEALE STREET TASK FORCE  



PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS 



Task Force Members 



Berlin Boyd, Chairman, Memphis City Council 
Wayne Tabor, President & CEO Memphis Hotel and Lodging Association  
Jennifer Oswalt, Interim President, Downtown Memphis Commission  
James Clark, Owner, Eel Etc. 
Joellyn Sullivan, Owner Silky O’Sullivan’s  
Jim Holt, CEO, Memphis in May  
Regina Bearden, Chief Marketing Officer Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau 
Lt. Col. Keith Watson, MPD 
Deputy Chief Terry Landrum, MPD 
Patrice Thomas, Deputy Chief Operating Officer, City of Memphis 
   



Program Summary  
 



The Beale Street Buck Program was put into place in June 2016 on Saturday nights during the summer to help 
eliminate overcrowding on the street and to improve the experience and safety of all of our guests. Beginning at 
10:00 PM on Saturday nights April through September, guests paid $10 to enter Beale Street and received a $7 
voucher to redeem at participating merchants. There were 5 entrances onto Beale Street. The purchase of a 
Beale Street Buck is not required any other day or night of the week. For the start of the 2017 summer season, 
the voucher was increased to $8.  On June 16, 2017, the program was converted to a $5 security fee with no 
voucher. 











Due Diligence  



 The taskforce committee met on five occasions June 19, July 10, September 18 and October 2 and 
25.   



 Spent the night observing Beale Street on July 22nd with members of the MPD, Council 
members and Beale Street Merchants. 



 Reviewed the finding of Bourbon Street delegation that went to New Orleans on August 
10th through the 13th members of that delegation were: Lt. Colonel Kith Watson, Chairman 
Berlin Boyd, Councilman Martavius Jones, Councilwoman Jamita Swearengen, 
Councilwoman Patrice Robinson.     



 Reviewed Other Entertainment Districts 
 Reviewed Previous security policies and procedures on Beale Street Over the Years 



SHADED ITEMS REQUIRE FURTHER DISCUSSION 



Conclusion 



The Taskforce is recommending one of two options to take place on Saturday Evenings from 
10:00 PM in till 2:00 am from the first Saturday in April until the last Saturday in September (and 
on special event nights such as New Year’s Eve) when large crowds are expected and weather is 
not a deterrent.  



  



1. $10 Beale Street Bucks: $5.00 of the fee would go to Beale Street Management to pay for 
additional security measures on Beale Street and in the downtown Tourism Development 











Zone (TDZ). A $5.00 voucher would be returned to the guest to be redeemed on the street in 
any participating Beale Street Merchant. 



2. A $5.00 Beale Street Buck: that would be returned to the guest as a voucher to be redeemed 
on the street in any participating Beale Street Merchant. The Voucher would be redeemable 
through the fallowing Monday and then expire. Any voucher not redeemed would go to a 
security fund to be used for security enhancements. 



IMPLEMENTATION NOTES:  



 Pass System: Guests who have already paid to attend a downtown event would be excused from 
paying the security fee. [e.g. Africa in April, Memphis in May, FedEx Forum events, Redbirds 
games, Orpheum Theater, Southern Heritage Classic) city wide Conventions and we would 
recommend working with area hotels to provide some sort of voucher for tour groups. We would 
also recommend a consideration of a season pass.  



 Beale Street Merchants Association (BSMA) currently operating under a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the City whereby BSMA is to operate any Beale Street Buck program. 



 Task force recommends utilizing on‐site credit card processing as well as ability for patrons to 
purchase an access card online. We believe that this will speed up the lines, promote redemption 
and reduce the opportunity for theft. 



 Move entrance gates back to extend the Entertainment District. 
 Increase the number of entrance lanes at 2nd and 3rd streets. 



Other Security Recommendations 



A. Deploy Shelby County Sheriffs and state police to supplement MPD 
B. Install Retractable Street Bollards‐Activated by Siren/Lights 











C. Continued ID Scanning and Hand Wand Metal Detectors 
D. Add additional lighting and real‐time monitored cameras 
E. Increased Mounted Patrol; add Bike and Segway Patrol 
F. Establish no panhandling zones 
G. Implement Area Restrictions and Enforce Parking Rules 
H. Increased foot patrol by all officers 



 



Costs and Use of Safety Fees 



1. Add 2 Security Officers Each Day – Noon to 6PM; Annual Cost $85,000 to $100,000 
2. Retractable Street Bollards ‐ $54,000 to install manually removed bollards at all 



entrances.  Automatically retractable bollards will be considerably more expensive 
but are preferred to aid police and emergency vehicle traffic. 



3. Administrative Costs of Beale Street Bucks ‐ $70,000 Annually 
4. Additional Alley Lighting ‐ $30,000 one‐time 
5. Additional Cameras ‐$6,000 each one‐time, monitored by the real time crime center 



at cost to be determined 
6. Increased Mounted Patrol – Should Be Evaluated by MPD 
7. Increased security in the entire TDZ – additional $100,000‐$150,000 annually 
8. Task Force Recommends Donation of Net Proceeds After All Expenses and a 5% 



reserve  to Memphis Police Department 



 













From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Accepted: Beale St Task Force meeting
Start: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 3:30:00 PM
End: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Council Conf. Room
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Strickland, Jim"; "Belen, Manny"; "Boyd, Berlin"; "Lauren Agee"
Subject: Re: Robb Hunter/Havana Cigar and parking
Date: Thursday, March 01, 2018 12:55:00 PM


To update all of you who have asked about Rob Hunter--
 
Jaske Goff and the garage manager had a good meeting with Rob Hunter (Havana Cigar….)
yesterday. They listened to his concerns; then focused in on those that they could assist with
directly. Long story short, effective this morning, the manager programmed the POS system at the
Rufus Thomas between Peabody Place and Beale lot to allow the same validation rates his customers
were getting at the 250 Garage. Basically, that is $1.00 for up to three hours, and $6.00 for three to
six hours; after six hours the daily rate is $10.00. This deal is available for anyone.  And as a
reminder, 250 Garage is available after 6 p.m. on Monday-Friday, and all day on Saturday-Sunday, as
it was prior to ServiceMaster moving in. Rob is aware of this.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.  We are also working with the Redbirds on solutions for
game day employees and fans for early game days. 
 
Thank you,
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
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From: Terence Patterson
To: berlin.boyd@memphistn.gov; Edmund.Fordjr@memphistn.gov
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt; Penelope Huston; Brett Roler; Jaske Goff
Subject: Requested Information re: 2017-18 Budget Approval - Downtown Memphis Commission
Date: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 2:09:39 PM
Attachments: DMC Requested Information - Cover Letter - May 31 2017.pdf


DMC Salary and Position Data - May 31 2017.pdf
DMC Affiliate Board Information & Org Chart.pdf


Importance: High


Chairman Boyd and Committee Chairman Ford,
 
Attached please find the requested information for the Downtown Memphis Commission.
 


1. Cover Letter
2. Salary and Position Data for Downtown Memphis Commission  & Beale Street Staff
3. DMC Affiliate Board Information and Organizational Chart


 
I have also attached a Dropbox link for our most recent DMC Year End Reports.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kuv9dfq80kf9zkm/AAAgBnoda3VCWoOVfyj_cJzua?dl=0
 
Please let me know if you need any further information.
 
Best,
Terence
 
j terence patterson
president | chief executive officer | downtown memphis commission
114 north main street | memphis tennessee 38103 | 901 575 0540
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Admin & Finance 395,000            4 FTE



Development 224,500            4 FTE



Marketing 185,600            3 FTE



Operations 686,344            18 FTE



Total Budget 1,491,444         29 FTE



Admin & Finance President 190,000              



VP, Finance 123,900              



Office Manager/Admin Assistant 51,100                



Receptionist/Admin Assistant 30,000                 395,000        



Development VP, Development 90,500                



Development Coordinator 36,000                



Development Analyst 48,000                



Development Analyst (OPEN) 50,000                 224,500        



Marketing VP, Marketing 100,000              



Creative Manager 55,600                



Events Coordinator 30,000                 185,600        



Operations VP, Operations 115,000              



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier (OPEN) 29,120                



Blue Suede Brigadier 29,120                



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier 29,120                



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier 31,200                



Blue Suede Brigadier- Lead 32,864                



Blue Suede Brigadier- Lead 32,864                



Blue Suede Brigadier Supervisor 35,360                



Blue Suede Brigadier Supervisor 35,360                



Manager, Clean & Green 43,500                



Director of Safety & Hospitality 71,600                



Allowance for Adjustments/ Interns 5,236                    



PT Facilities 6,000                      



PT Facilities (OPEN) 6,000                    



PT Brigadier 14,000                  



PT Brigadier 14,000                 686,344        



TOTAL BUDGET 1,491,444          



Average 51,429.10            29 FTE



African American Staff 18 of 25  72%



Female Staff 10 of 25 40%



Separate Budget:
Beale Street Leasing Manager 47,300                



Night Manager 57,700                



Day Manager 90,300                



Maintenance 23,600                



Maintenance 29,900                



Director, Beale Street 59,800                



Maintenance 30,000                



Marketing (OPEN 1‐2) 70,000                



Allowance for Adjustments/Intern 15,720                



TOTAL BUDGET 424,320              



 



Downtown Memphis Commission and Related Entities Staff
NOTE: This staff serves DMC, Center City Development Corporation, Center City Revenue Finance 



Corporation, Downtown Parking Authority and Design Review Board.  
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From: Jon Shivers
To: Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt
Subject: Beale Cover Charge Data as of 7/10/17
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 5:45:13 PM
Attachments: $5 Cover Charge Data 2017.pdf


Chairman Boyd,
Please see the attached spreadsheet of data concerning entrance/exit amounts and the Beale cover
charge revenue as of 7/10/2017. Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.
 
 


Jon Shivers
Director of Beale Street
Beale Street Management
203 Beale Street, Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38103
901-526-0115 (Office)
901-605-2351 (Cell)
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Column1 6/16/2017 6/17/2017 6/24/2017 6/30/2017 7/1/2017 7/3/2017 7/4/2017 7/8/2017 Totals



Friday Saturday Saturday Friday Saturday Monday Tuesday Saturday



Hours of Security 9PM-12AM 9PM-2AM 9PM-2AM 9PM-12AM 9PM-3AM 9PM-12AM 9PM-1AM 9PM-3AM



Hours of Cover Charge No Charge 11:15PM-1:45AM 10PM-2AM No Charge 10PM-3AM No Charge No Charge 10PM-3AM



RAIN



Entrance Data



Second Street 1013 1486 1732 1496 2756 788 0 2772 12043



Third Street North 511 932 843 430 1601 223 0 1257 5797



Third Street South 332 941 861 274 563 182 0 303 3456



Rufus Thomas Blvd 151 415 717 215 858 141 0 612 3109



Fourth Street 287 406 537 210 956 193 0 429 3018



2294 4180 4690 2625 6734 1527 0 5373 27423



Exit Data



Second Street 1707 4832 5032 2073 5621 1334 1016 5526 27141



Third Street North 699 1304 1097 589 1559 510 239 1323 7320



Third Street South 288 559 945 294 2128 257 118 1127 5716



Rufus Thomas Blvd 190 443 779 208 956 168 89 619 3452



Fourth Street 339 777 860 293 1204 244 349 995 5061



3223 7915 8713 3457 11468 2513 1811 9590 48690



$5 Cover Charge Entries



Second Street 0 1257 1398 0 2500 0 0 2544 7699



Third Street North 0 342 767 0 1120 0 0 985 3214



Third Street South 0 640 788 0 470 0 0 220 2118



Rufus Thomas Blvd 0 350 686 0 729 0 0 592 2357



Fourth Street 0 289 330 0 646 0 0 389 1654



0 2878 3969 0 5465 0 0 4730 17042



Total Sales -$                         14,390.00$              19,845.00$              -$                        27,325.00$              -$                        -$                        23,650.00$              $85,210.00



2017 Beale Street ID & $5 Cover Data











Column1 6/17/2017 6/24/2017 7/1/2017 7/8/2017 Totals



Saturday Saturday Saturday Saturday



BSB Sold 2878 3969 5465 4730 17042



Total BSB Income 14,390.00$           19,845.00$           27,325.00$           23,650.00$           $85,210.00



Start Up Expenses



Signage $462.06 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $462.06



Checks $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



Parking Passes $0.00 $0.00 $300.00 $0.00 $300.00



Office Armed Guard $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $400.00



Startup Supplies $264.87 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $264.87



Barrels $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



Weekly Expenses



Cover Charge Tickets $0.00 $52.38 $43.65 $17.46 $113.49



Bookeeper $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



Wristbands $879.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $879.00



21+ Wristbanding Staff $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00



Kiosk Labor & Supervision $1,610.00 $1,610.00 $1,610.00 $1,610.00 $6,440.00



Weekly Set Up Labor $20.00 $40.00 $20.00 $20.00 $100.00



Total Expenses $3,335.93 $1,802.38 $2,073.65 $1,747.46 $8,959.42



Net Income 11,054.07$           18,042.62$           25,251.35$           21,902.54$           $76,250.58



Beale $5 Cover Charge Expenses











12043



5797



3456 3109 3018



Second Street Third Street
North



Third Street
South



Rufus Thomas
Blvd



Fourth Street



Totals of Entrances Used













From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Board Recommendation?
Date: Monday, November 13, 2017 5:17:00 PM


Berlin,


We are looking to fill a board spot on the non-profit board or ours described below. 
We were hoping that you might have a recommendation.   We are looking for folks
who are stakeholders of Downtown and ideally, a minority candidate. Please let me
know if you have anyone to recommend or if you have any questions.


Thank you!


Center City Development Corporation


The Center City Development Corporation (CCDC) is a nonprofit entity with a nine-
member volunteer board, including the chair, vice chair, and secretary of the DMC
Board, and six others appointed by the Downtown Memphis Commission.


The CCDC was chartered by the City of Memphis, Shelby County, and the State of
Tennessee to promote redevelopment and combat the deterioration in the Central
Business Improvement District (CBID). Additionally, the CCDC acts to expand
employment opportunities, increase personal income, establish and finance business
ventures, coordinate governmental planning, promote housing development, and
promote the common good and general welfare of the Center City.


The CCDC acts as a developer for key Downtown projects and offers low-interest
development loans to property owners who renovate, redevelop, or stabilize
properties in the CBID.  The CCDC currently administers the Development  Loan
program and the Exterior Improvement Grant program.


http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/boards/center-city-development-
corporation/


 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Bill.Morrison@memphistn.gov"; "Frank.Colvettjr@memphistn.gov"; "Jamita.Swearengen@memphistn.gov";


"worth.morgan@memphistn.gov"; "Boyd, Berlin"; "joe.brown@memphistn.gov";
"Janis.Fullilove@memphistn.gov"; "Jones, Martavius"; "reid.hedgepeth@memphistn.gov";
"patrice.robinson@memphistn.gov"; "Edmund.Fordjr@memphistn.gov"; "kemp.conrad@memphistn.gov";
"Philip.Spinosajr@memphistn.gov"


Cc: "Wayne Tabor"; "Hyman, Brooke"; "Milam, Judy"; "trudy.pope@memphistn.gov"; "Clark, Dynisha";
"rebecca.garcia@memphistn.gov"; "Hayes, Ashleigh"; "Keplinger, Juaness"


Subject: RE: Beale Crowd Control
Date: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 12:18:00 PM


Council-
Thank you for your support of the crowd consultant contract yesterday. 
 
I wanted to let you know that at 3pm on Thursday 2/8 in the Council Conference Room, our
consultant, Peter Ashwin with Event Risk Management Services will be meeting with the Beale Street
Task Force.  We welcome you to join us if you are available. 
 
If you have any questions for me or for Peter please let me know.
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
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From: Keplinger, Juaness
To: Terence Patterson; Boyd, Berlin; Hedgepeth, Reid
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt; Jaske Goff; Brett Roler; Penelope Huston; Jon Shivers
Subject: RE: DMC Comment to Proposed Downtown Parking Ordinance - March 22 2017
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 4:17:22 PM


Thank you.
 


From: Terence Patterson [mailto:patterson@downtownmemphis.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 2:15 PM
To: Keplinger, Juaness; Boyd, Berlin; Hedgepeth, Reid
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt; Jaske Goff; Brett Roler; Penelope Huston; Jon Shivers
Subject: DMC Comment to Proposed Downtown Parking Ordinance - March 22 2017
Importance: High
 
See attached for the DMC comment to proposed downtown parking ordinance.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
j terence patterson
president | chief executive officer | downtown memphis commission
114 north main street | memphis tennessee 38103 | 901 575 0540
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Subject: Accepted: Talk with Jennifer Oswalt by phone about the RFP
Start: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:00:00 PM
End: Monday, January 22, 2018 3:30:00 PM
Location: by phone at 901-830-1501
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Bill.Morrison@memphistn.gov"; "Frank.Colvettjr@memphistn.gov"; "Thomas, Patrice";


"Jamita.Swearengen@memphistn.gov"; "Morgan, Worth"; "Edmund.Fordjr@memphistn.gov"; "Boyd, Berlin";
"Joe.Brown@memphistn.gov"; "Janis.Fullilove@memphistn.gov"; "Martavius.Jones@memphistn.gov";
"Philip.Spinosajr@memphistn.gov"; "Reid.Hedgepeth@memphistn.gov"; "Kemp.Conrad@memphistn.gov"


Cc: "Sam.powers@memphistn.gov"; Hyman, Brooke; "Hayes, Ashleigh"; "dynisha.clark@memphistn.gov";
"Trudy.Pope@memphistn.gov"; "Milam, Judy"; "rebecca.garcia@memphistn.gov"


Subject: Wonder Bread Bakery Project- 8.22.17 Potential Agenda Item
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 11:05:00 AM
Attachments: Bakery_Redevelopment_PILOT_Staff_Report_FINAL_20170801.pdf


Memphis City Council Resolution - Bakery Garage.DOCX


Councilmen and Councilwomen,
We hope to be on your next agenda to resent this $73 million project of which we are not asking for
any funds from the Council. The planned development includes 286 apartment units, a 480-space
public parking garage, and over 155,000 sf of renovated space for retail, office, and mixed-use and
includes adaptive re-use of the Wonder Bread Bakery as well as new construction.  This
development will be a key connection between downtown and the medical district to keep more
people living near where they work. We are seeking your consent to approve use of the  PILOT
Extension Funds for partial funding of the parking garage component of this project.  The PILOT
Extension fund can only be used for public parking structures in downtown and we believe this
project is a great use of the funds as it unlocks an entire neighborhood which connects the
Medical District to the core of Downtown Memphis. 
 
Attached is our staff report on this project and below is a link to the materials on our website which
include the DSG application which is too large to email.  My goal is to answer all questions that you
have on this project in advance of the resolution going to committee and full council.  I will be
calling you in the next day or so if I have not already talked to you about this project.
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/boards/center-city-revenue-finance-
corporation/august-8-2017/
 
Thank you in advance,
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
 
 


From: James, Mattie [mailto:Mattie.James@shelbycountytn.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 10:38 AM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>; Ethan Knight <eknight@dsginc.net>; Gary
Prosterman <gprosterman@dsginc.net>; McGowen, Doug <Doug.McGowen@memphistn.gov>;
Stanley Folk, Danise <Danise.Folk@memphistn.gov>; John Pontius
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Center City Revenue Finance Corporation  



Board Meeting 
 



To: Center City Revenue Finance Corporation (CCRFC) 



From: DMC Staff 



Date: August 8, 2017 



RE: PILOT Application & Parking Garage Proposal:  



Bakery Development - Edge District 



 



The enclosed PILOT application has been submitted for consideration at the August 8, 



2017, CCRFC Board Meeting. 



 



Project: Bakery Development - Edge District 
 



Applicants: Gary Prosterman, Developer & Principal 



 Development Services Group (DSG) 



 40 S. Main St. Suite 2200 



 Memphis, TN 38103 



 



John Tirrill, Developer & Principal 



SWH Partners 



1720 Peachtree St. NW #540 



Atlanta, GA 30309 



 



Worthington Hyde Partners 



Bob Worthington, Developer & Principal 



3930 East Jones Bridge Rd Suite 145 



Norcross, GA 30092 



 



Primary Project Contact: Ethan Knight 



DSG Inc; PGK Properties, LLC 



40 S. Main St. Suite 2200 



Memphis, TN 38103 



 



Applicant’s Request: 20-year PILOT lease for a comprehensive development 



project including new construction and adaptive reuse to 



create new space for office, apartments, and ground-floor 



retail. 



 



 The following six parcels are included in the PILOT request: 



 400 Monroe Ave. (Parcel ID 007001 00004C)  



 0 Monroe Ave. (Parcel ID 007004 00003C) 



 407 Monroe Ave. (Parcel ID 007004 00007) 



 411 Monroe Ave. (Parcel ID 007004 00008) 



 421 Monroe Ave. (Parcel ID 007004 00010C) 



 435 Madison Ave. (Parcel ID 007002 00003) 
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Project Description: The development includes 286 apartment units, a 480-space 



public parking garage, and over 155,000 sf of renovated 



space for retail, office, and mixed-use. The following six 



properties are to be redeveloped as part of this PILOT: 



  



 400 Monroe & 0 Monroe 



 Existing: Former Wonder Bread Bakery (3.88 ac.) 



 Proposed: 286-unit multifamily development (new 



construction) 



 75,000 sf office space (adaptive reuse) 



 Public parking garage (480 spaces) 



  



 421 Monroe 



 Existing: Former Memphis Cycle Supply (0.58 ac.) 



 Proposed: 27,000 sf office and retail (adaptive reuse) 



 



 411 Monroe & 407 Monroe 



 Existing: Vacant auto service facility (0.5 ac.) 



 Proposed: 17,000 sf office space (adaptive reuse) 



 



 435 Madison 



 Existing: Vacant office and warehouse building 



 Proposed: 35,000 sf mixed-use (adaptive reuse) 



 



 Subject to approval of a 20-year PILOT, the applicant 



intends to begin demolition and new construction at 400 



Monroe by the end of 2017. Construction of the new 



apartments and garage should be complete by Q2, 2019. The 



exact construction timeline for the remaining parcels will be 



dictated by the specific tenants ultimately selected to fill 



each space.  



   



Project Budget: The total development cost of the project is approximately 



$73,061,578. To be eligible for a PILOT, the value of the 



proposed building renovations, site improvements, or new 



construction must be equal to, or greater than, at least 60% 



of the total project cost. Based on the preliminary budget, the 



project meets this requirement. The following describes the 



sources and uses of funding: 



 



 Sources: 



 Owner’s Equity                         $23,573,250          (32%) 



 PILOT Extension Fund $6,000,000            (8%) 



 Bank Loan $43,488,328          (60%) 



  



 Total Sources $73,061,578          (100%) 
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 Uses: 



 Land                         $4,724,233            (6.5%) 



 Hard Costs $60,496,620          (82.8%) 



 Design & Engineering $2,318,950            (3.2%) 



 Financing $2,193,360            (3%) 



 Operating Deficit $967,452               (1.3%) 



 Taxes & Insurance $431,235               (0.6%) 



 Professional Fees $495,000               (0.7%) 



 Misc. Project Cost $355,000               (0.5%) 



 PILOT Fee $1,079,728          (1.5%)  



  



 Total Uses $73,061,578          (100%) 



 



Project Grading: Per the PILOT scoring system, the project has a base grade 



of 21.5 years and could even achieve a maximum grade of 



23.5 years with approved public art and enhanced 



architectural lighting. Current program policy caps the 



PILOT term at 15 years. However, CCRFC has the ability to 



grant PILOTs up to the statutory maximum of a 20-year term 



and has done so in recent years for catalytic projects 



including Crosstown Concourse, Chisca Hotel, and the 



Tennessee Brewery. 



 



Primary Qualification: 



Residential (51+ Units) 6 Years 



 



Secondary Qualification A: 



Office (100,001 – 200,000 sf) 2 Years 



 



Secondary Qualification B: 



Parking Structure (401-500 cars) 1.5 Year 



 



Secondary Qualification C: 



Retail (15,000 – 20,000 sf) 2 Years 



 



Total Project Development Costs: 



$20+ Million 5 Years 



 



Community Initiatives 



Edge Neighborhood 3 Years 



Census Tract w/Poverty Rate 20%+ 2 Years 



 



Design & Energy 



Public Art 1 Year 



Enhanced architectural lighting 1 Year 



                                                ________________________________________________ 



Total Grade:                                                         23.5 Years 



Requested PILOT Term: 20 Years 
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Applicant’s Request: The applicant is requesting approval of a 20-year PILOT. 



According to the applicant, approval of a PILOT is necessary 



for the project to be financially viable and attract both equity 



and financing. Without a PILOT tax incentive, the project 



proforma shows a deficient debt coverage ratio for the first 



17 years of the project and low return on investment given 



the project complexity and risk. 



 



Design Review Board: The applicant intends to submit design plans to the DRB in 



the coming months. 



 



Public Parking Garage: In addition to a PILOT, this public-private partnership is 



proposed to include support from the CCRFC/DPA for a 



new public parking garage with about 480 spaces. The 



parking garage construction would be financed using up to 



$6,000,000 from the PILOT Extension Fund, contingent 



upon approval from the Memphis City Council and Shelby 



County Commission. The applicant is funding the remaining 



cost to construct the garage ($2,893,353). 



 



 The CCRFC/DPA would enter into a 45-year capital lease 



with the applicant which would outline the manner in which 



the garage will be constructed and operated as a public 



parking facility, as well as other terms and conditions. The 



capital lease will provide the applicant the option of 



eventually purchasing the garage from the CCRFC. 



 



Affordable Housing: Per the PILOT program polices, multi-family projects with 



51 or more units are subject to, and must be compliant with, 



DMC’s affordable housing policy. Per this policy, at all 



times during the PILOT terms, at least 20% of the residential 



units shall be occupied by or held available solely for 



individuals and families of low and moderate income such 



that the percentage of median gross income shall not exceed 



80% of the median gross income for Shelby County, 



Tennessee. 



 



EBO Program: Any project that is awarded financial incentives from the 



Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC), or any of its 



affiliate boards, shall include a best faith effort to attain no 



less than 20% participation by women and/or minority-



owned businesses (W/MBEs) in the project’s development 



costs (design soft costs and construction hard costs). 



Compliance with this Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) 



Program is a closing requirement. If the requirements of the 



EBO Program are not met, the CCRFC reserves the right to 



cancel the incentive. 
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 According to the above estimates, a 20% level of W/MBE 



inclusion for the combined hard and soft costs would be 



approximately $12,662,114. 



 



Estimated Payments: The current annual city and county taxes on the property 



total $63,318. A PILOT would allow for the buildings to be 



renovated and brought back into productive use. During the 



20-year PILOT term, the annual payment in lieu of taxes 



would equal $376,753. This represents a 495% increase from 



the amount of taxes currently generated by the property. 



Over the course of the 20-year PILOT term, the cumulative 



increase in taxes generated by these six parcels would be 



approximately $6,268,704 



                                                 



Staff Evaluation:  Based on the submitted application and the accompanying 



proforma, staff agrees with the applicant that a PILOT is 



needed for the project to be viable and attract financing.  



 



 The DMC’s Strategic Plan encourages the following: 



facilitating and accelerating real estate development, 



incentivizing Downtown development when necessary to 



increase investment and economic development, and 



fighting blight to improve the visual appearance of the built 



environment.  



 



 The Edge neighborhood is an area of strategic focus for the 



Downtown Memphis Commission. The DMC, through its 



affiliate Center City Development Corporation (CCDC), has 



made significant recent investments in the neighborhood 



including $65,000 in public art, $110,000 in façade grants, 



and $240,000 in streetscape and public realm improvements.  



 



 While these investments have made noticeable 



improvements to the neighborhood, we believe true catalytic 



change will be created by new development and capital 



investment on the scale that the applicant is now proposing. 



This mixed-use project simultaneously addresses multiple 



key DMC priorities including fighting blight, increasing 



residential population, attracting new office users, and 



strengthening the climate for new retail. DMC staff agrees 



with the applicant that a new public parking garage in the 



neighborhood is needed to help unlock the development 



potential of vacant and underutilized buildings in the Edge 



district. 
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 The former Wonder Bread site at 400 Monroe is one of the 



largest empty industrial buildings in the district. Putting this 



site back into productive use will add significant vibrancy to 



a district that has long been on the verge of transformation. 



This development will also address prominent blight in the 



neighborhood. Several of the parcels included in this 



application, particularly the Cycle Shop at 421 Monroe, are 



on the DMC’s list of blighted properties in need of 



investment.  



  



 This development will add over 120,000 sf of new office 



space to Downtown. Strengthening the Downtown office 



market is a high priority for the DMC and its affiliate 



agencies. With the announced relocation of Service Master, 



Southern Sun Asset Management, and Wunderlich 



Securities, the outlook for major office tenants choosing to 



move their headquarters to Downtown Memphis is strong. 



This development will continue that momentum by adding 



new office space to the market in a variety of interesting and 



unique buildings.  



 



 Ultimately, as a result of this project, over 300 new residents 



will call this neighborhood home. And in addition to adding 



much needed population density to our core city, new 



residential development is key to growing Downtown’s 



customer base in order to help attract and retain new retail 



options. 



  



Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of a 20-year PILOT, subject 



to all standard closing requirements and conditions. 



 



 Staff recommends using up to $6,000,000 from the 



PILOT extension fund to construct a new public parking 



garage with approximately 480 spaces at 400 Monroe 



Avenue, subject to approval of the Memphis City 



Council, Shelby County Commission, and the Downtown 



Parking Authority (DPA). 










RESOLUTION





	WHEREAS, it is vital to the economic growth and development of the City of Memphis (the “City”) that vacant and blighted buildings be redeveloped and placed back into service and that adequate parking facilities be provided in Downtown Memphis;





           WHEREAS, the EDGE area is a strategic focus for the Downtown Memphis Commission;





	WHEREAS, the Wonder Bread Bakery site has been vacant since the plant closed in 2013 and the adjacent properties at 421 Monroe, 411 Monroe, 407 Monroe and 435 Madison are also vacant;





WHEREAS, it is critical to the character of our City to save and reuse buildings such as the Bakery and the former Memphis Cycle Supply building whenever possible; 





WHEREAS, the cost of redeveloping the Wonder Bread Bakery far exceeds the present value of the likely economic returns on such an investment, making a purely private redevelopment impracticable; 





WHEREAS, PKG Properties, LLC (the “Ownership Group”) has purchased the Wonder Bread Bakery site and adjacent buildings at 421 Monroe, 411 Monroe, 407 Monroe and 435 Madison and proposes to renovate it and develop it and adjacent property into a mixed-use facility, including multifamily residential, office, commercial and parking (the “Project”) for a total estimated project cost of approximately Seventy Three Million Dollars ($73,000,000);





WHEREAS, the redevelopment of the Project into a mixed-use facility, including multifamily residential, office, commercial and parking, would remedy blight, create jobs, increase surrounding property values, provide needed housing in the core of the city, and help attract new citizens to Memphis;





WHEREAS, the Ownership Group commissioned a parking study which shows a current need for parking in the EDGE area, including the area of the Project, and that such demand will increase as the new developments under construction or planned in the EDGE District, including the Project, are completed; 





WHEREAS, the Ownership Group proposes to invest approximately Sixty Seven Million Dollars ($67,000,000) in private funds to pay for the acquisition and redevelopment of the Project;





WHEREAS, to make the Project possible and to provide public parking for the further development of the EDGE area, it is proposed that the Parking Authority of the City of Memphis and County of Shelby, Tennessee, a public, nonprofit corporation existing under Sections 7-65-101 et. seq., Tennessee Code Annotated (“DPA”), construct an approximately 480 space parking garage in the EDGE neighborhood on the site of the former Wonder Bread Bakery (the “Bakery Parking Garage”);


WHEREAS, CCRFC’s PILOT Extension Fund is generated by payments made by Downtown commercial property owners and its use is restricted to Downtown public infrastructure, primarily public parking garages; 





WHEREAS, it is proposed that the Memphis Center City Revenue Finance Corporation (“CCRFC”), a public, nonprofit corporation, will loan DPA up to $6,000,000 from certain of CCRFC’s funds commonly known as the PILOT Extension Fund (the “Loan”) for the acquisition and construction of the Bakery Parking Garage;





WHEREAS, it is further proposed that CCRFC will lease the Bakery Parking Garage to DPA and that DPA will sublease the Bakery Parking Garage to the Ownership Group pursuant to a capital lease under which the Ownership Group will construct and operate the Bakery Parking Garage on behalf of DPA; 





WHEREAS, the CCRFC and DPA boards have authorized the Loan to the DPA for this purpose; 


WHEREAS, CCRFC policy requires that CCRFC receive approval of the Shelby County Commission and the Mayor of Shelby County before using funds from CCRFC’s PILOT Extension Fund;


WHEREAS, but for the incentives described above, it will not be economically feasible for the Ownership Group to acquire and renovate the Project;





WHEREAS, the Ownership Group has provided detailed financial information to the Downtown Memphis Commission and the affiliates of Downtown Memphis Commission granting incentives to the Ownership Group sufficient to show that each of the incentives described above are required to make the project economically feasible; and





WHEREAS, The Ownership Group, the CCRFC, and the DPA will be required to strictly comply with the Downtown Memphis Commission’s Equal Business Opportunity Program to ensure equal and fair opportunity for inclusion of women and minority-owned businesses in all contracting opportunities associated with the redevelopment of the Brewery, including the Bakery Parking Garage in all aspects of the redevelopment project including the privately funded portions.


NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that CCRFC is hereby authorized to use $6,000,000 from its PILOT Extension Fund for the Loan and such Loan is approved by City. Such funds shall be used by DPA to construct a parking facility as part of the Project.








							Berlin Boyd


							Chairman
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<jpontius@pittcomanagement.com>; Becton, Mina <mina.becton@memphistn.gov>
Subject: Development Services Group (DSG) Bakery Project Presentation
 
Good morning Everyone,
 
I am confirming the Bakery Project Presentation for Wednesday, August 16th at 9:00 a.m. in
Mayor Luttrell’s Office located at 160 N. Main St. on the 11th floor.
 
Parking will be reserved for everyone in our parking garage beneath the 160 N. Main Bldg.
 
Please let me know whether or not you will be able to attend.
 
Thank you,
Mattie James
Mayor Luttrell’s Office
160 N. Main St., 11th Floor
Memphis, TN 38103
901-222-2004
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Beale St Task Force meeting
Start: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 3:30:00 PM
End: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Council Conf. Room


Your meeting was forwarded


Jennifer Oswalt
<mailto:/o=OEXCH080/ou=Exchange%20Administrative%20Group%20(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=072b2e19cc344db7a6d70b9591a8249c-
oswalt@DMC>   has forwarded your meeting request to additional people.


 


Meeting


 


Beale St Task Force meeting


 


 


Meeting Time


 


Wednesday, October 25, 2017 3:30 PM - Wednesday, October 25, 2017 5:00 PM


 


 


Recipients


 


Jon Shivers <mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com> 


All times listed are in the following time zone:  (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)


________________________________
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Bill.Morrison@memphistn.gov"; "Frank.Colvettjr@memphistn.gov"; "Jamita.Swearengen@memphistn.gov";


"worth.morgan@memphistn.gov"; Boyd, Berlin; "joe.brown@memphistn.gov"; "Janis.Fullilove@memphistn.gov";
"Jones, Martavius"; "phillip.spinosa@memphistn.gov"; "reid.hedgepeth@memphistn.gov";
"patrice.robinson@memphistn.gov"; "Edmund.Fordjr@memphistn.gov"; "kemp.conrad@memphistn.gov"


Cc: "Wayne Tabor"; Hyman, Brooke; "Milam, Judy"; "trudy.pope@memphistn.gov"; Clark, Dynisha;
"rebecca.garcia@memphistn.gov"; "Hayes, Ashleigh"; "Casey Shannon (shannonc@thomasonlaw.com)"


Subject: Beale Crowd Control
Date: Tuesday, February 06, 2018 10:02:00 AM
Attachments: RFP for Beale Street Crowd Control Study - Event Risk Management Solutions.pdf


ERMS Response - RFQ Beale Street Crowd Control Study_12-15-2017.pdf


Council-
Attached is the proposal on the crowd control and emergency response consultant selected by the
Beale Street Task Force in January for your review.  The hard copy was delivered two weeks ago but
we wanted to make sure that you have it at your fingertips for today’s meeting. 
 
You previously approved an allocation of up to $50,000 to be used for this work.  Today we are
asking you to approve the selection of ERMS and for Beale Street Management (via DMC) to contract
with the firm and oversee the work for final report to the Task Force and Council.  ERMS will meet
with the Task Force and all stakeholders and would be happy to meet with each of you during the
process of their work.  They will deliver a preliminary recommendation in March with a final report
to be delivered in June after they  have observed a busy night in person, rather than by video.
 
We look forward to the crowd control and emergency response recommendations derived from
their vast experience.  Please let me or Wayne Tabor know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
BEALE STREET



CROWD CONTROL STUDY



Version: 1.0
Dated: January 12, 2018



Statement of Confidentiality
The information contained in this document is confidential and is submitted by Event Risk Management
Solutions LLC (ERMS) on the basis that Beale Street Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis
Commission (DMC) will use it solely for the purposes of evaluating the ERMS proposal. Beale Street
Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) may permit those of its employees,
advisors and agents having a need to know the contents of this proposal to have access to such
contents, but shall ensure that such employees, advisors and agents are bound by BSM and DMC’s
obligation to provide appropriate measures to maintain the confidentially of the information contained
within the ERMS proposal.  Subject to that, the contents may not be disclosed in whole or in part to any
third party without the prior express written consent of ERMS. BSM and DMC’s acceptance of these
obligations shall be indicated by use of any of the information contained in this document.
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH



Risk Based Methodology underpinned by Expertise
The ERMS project team possesses deep expertise in areas critical to this project, including crowd
management, modelling and evidence building, experience in the use of application of “best in breed”
technology to measure crowd behavior, combined with a demonstrated ability to provide effective and
practical security and safety strategies to integrate multiple stakeholders within complex environments.
ERMS will utilize international and industry standards for safety, security and risk management aligned with
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) methodology, and industry best practices for crowd management
from other like events and entertainment districts, both within the US, and internationally.



An overview of an integrated risk management framework to identify security and crowd related safety risks
and risk control measures (to reduce / mitigate risk) is detailed in Diagram 1.



Diagram 1: Risk Management Framework based on ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management



Evidence Based Approach to Crowd Control Data Collection
The ERMS evidence based approach is to identify and understand the nature of crowding in Beale Street
through aggregating quantitative and qualitative data (based on stakeholder interviews and surveys,
analysis of video data, and review of safety and security plans) and other potentially disjointed pieces of
information into an objective repository of evidence known as the “Data Book”.



The ERMS evidence based approach also involves proactive engagement and dialogue with Beale Street
stakeholders (primary and secondary), observation of Beale Street crowds alongside key stakeholders, as
well as a structured approach to building a multi-layered “bigger picture” of Beale Street - its history of
crowding (casual factors, crowd conditions and behaviors), incident management approach and how
decisions are made and communicated during an incident.



ERMS will collect quantitative data on Beale Street crowd densities and flows which will allow locations,
times and causes of highest risk to be identified, ‘measured’ and quantified. The quantitative information
will be will complemented and corroborated by qualitative information from stakeholder interviews and
surveys (online) to provide a deeper insight into the key questions and issues related to crowding.



The totality of evidence from this approach, enables ERMS to deliver to the Working Group a world class
study into the recent Beale Street crowd control related issues, deep insights into the causal factors and
recommendations that provides appropriate guidance for the development of a multi-stakeholder crowd
control plan which comprehensively supports the BSM and DMC vision “to make Downtown fun, walkable,
clean, safe, active and interesting”.
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PROJECT SCOPE OF WORKS & TIMELINE
The ERMS project scope of works (including approach and methodology) to achieve the expanded scope
of work in accordance with the stated project timeline is detailed in the following section.



Task ID DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES Project Dates



0.0 Project Kick-Off: Principal & Senior Consultant (Memphis) 5 – 9 Feb



Project Initiation Meeting with Beale Street Task Force Working Group
(“Working Group”)



 Project kick-off, briefing to Working Group on project timeline, governance
& reporting, approach & methodology, Study Report format and architecture



 Confirm support requirements from Working Group & stakeholder interview
schedule



Mon, 5th Feb



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions & Risks



1.1 Beale Street Stakeholders Interviews & Data Collection
 Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, MPD,



BSM, DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau and
Orpheum Theatre and private security firms



 Interview secondary stakeholders - 2nd & 3rd Street businesses
 Issue stakeholder survey & conduct preliminary analysis of data
 Collect data and prepare repository of evidence (Data Book) for Beale St



crowd crowding and related incidents
 Deliverable: Synopsis of Stakeholder interviews & survey results to be



forwarded to the Working Group by Mon, 26 February.



5 – 9 Feb



1.2 Review Current Crowd Control, Safety & Security Measures for Beale Street
 To be reviewed by the onsite project team (5 – 9 Feb) & remotely by the



ERMS senior consultants
 Working Group to provide all relevant documentation



5 – 26 Feb



1.3 Observe Beale Street Crowd Behavior & Review Incident Reports
 Conduct preliminary analysis of video footage from 2016 & 2017 to assess:
 The space and layout available for crowd movement and dwelling;
 Crowd numbers, characterization, intended activities and behaviors; and
 Incident reports related to crowd safety risks or dynamics



5 – 9 Feb



1.4 Evaluate Existing Conditions & Risks
 Review / audit existing Beale Street security and safety plans, policies and



procedures & provide recommendations for enhancement
 Conduct risk assessment specific to Beale Street to identify and analyse



risks pertaining to places of mass gathering (e.g. terrorism, public disorder
etc)



 Deliverable– preliminary Beale St Risk Assessment to be submitted to
Working Group for review / comment by 28 Feb



5 – 28 Feb
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Task ID DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES Project Dates



1.5 Evaluate Visitor Experience as related to impacts from Crowd Control,
Safety and Security Measures
 In conjunction with Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau develop a



survey to capture data pertaining to the Beale Street visitor experience
 Deliverable: Summary analysis of Beale Street visitor experience – 1st draft



28th Feb (also included as annex within the Study Report)



5 – 28 Feb



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District1 6 Feb – 18 Mar



 Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like
activities” (e.g. crowded places) within the US and internationally - practices
for crowd control including technologies, people and processes



 Identify commercial off shelf, best of breed technologies that enhance
situational awareness & data analysis for crowd movement & behaviour



 Deliverable: Benchmark analysis of Beale Street to other entertainment
districts within US and internationally (annex within the Study Report)



3.0 Prepare & Submit 1st Draft Beale Street Crowd Control Study Report to Working
Group



Mon 19th Mar



4.0 Observe Beale Street Entertainment District crowds (Memphis) April (3 days)



 Project update brief to Working Group (Friday)
 Observe pedestrian activity and behaviors, crowd movements within Beale



St during peak hours (Friday / Saturday nights)



20 – 22 April
(TBC)



5.0 Prepare, Submit & Present Final Study Report to Working Group (Memphis) 24 April - 30 May



 Submission of Final Study Report to Working Group
 Present Study findings and recommendations to Working Group (Memphis)
 Present Beale Study findings and recommendations to Memphis City



Council



Mon, 14 May
Tue 29th May
(TBC)
Wed 30th May
(TBC)



Value Add Offer
ERMS is delighted to offer at no additional cost, a 4-hour workshop to educate the Working Group and other
designated Beale Street stakeholders on best practice techniques for risk assessment and crowd control.



This workshop in April would be designed to create a stakeholder legacy of a ‘level playing field’ of
knowledge.



1 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior relating
to pedestrian movements for any event or activity including entertainment districts, events and festivals
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PROJECT COST BREAKDOWN
The following table details the project cost breakdown (including professional fees and expenses:



Project Cost Structure
Project
Phase Project Description Fees $



0.0 Project Initiation & Mobilization for Project Task 1.0 $2,650



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions and Risks $13,525



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an
Entertainment District $4,100



3.0 Prepare & submit 1st draft - Beale Street Crowd Control
Report to Working Group $8,700



4.0 Observe Beale Street Entertainment District Crowds $5,972



5.0 Prepare & submit final Report & present findings to
Working Group / Memphis City Council $5,300



FEES $40,247



EXPENSES Based on three site visits (not to exceed) $9,371



TOTAL: $ 49,618



Consultant Hourly Rates
 Principal – $175/hr ($1,400 / day)
 Associate Director – $155/ hr ($1,250 / day)
 Senior Consultant- $112.50 /hr ($900 / day)



PROJECT FEE PAYMENT SCHEDULE
The project fee payment schedule is milestone based on the following payment schedule:



 Project Initiation (25%) – $12,404.50



 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (25%) - $12,404.50



 Submission of 1st Draft Study Report (25%) - $12,404.50



 Submission & acceptance of Final Study Report (25%) - $12,404.50
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Statement of Confidentiality 
The information contained in this document is confidential and is submitted by Event Risk Management 
Solutions LLC (ERMS) on the basis that Beale Street Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis 
Commission (DMC) will use it solely for the purposes of evaluating the ERMS proposal.  Beale Street 
Management (BSM) and Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) may permit those of its employees, 
advisors and agents having a need to know the contents of this proposal to have access to such 
contents, but shall ensure that such employees, advisors and agents are bound by BSM and DMC’s 
obligation to provide appropriate measures to maintain the confidentially of the information contained 
within the ERMS proposal.  Subject to that, the contents may not be disclosed in whole or in part to any 
third party without the prior express written consent of ERMS. BSM and DMC’s acceptance of these 
obligations shall be indicated by use of any of the information contained in this document. 
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December 14, 2017 



Ms Jennifer Oswalt 
Interim President  
Downtown Memphis Commission 
114 North Main St 
Memphis TN 38103 



Dear Jennifer, 



Event Risk Management Solutions (ERMS) is delighted to present you with our response to 
the Request for Qualifications: Beale Street Crowd Control Study.  
In today’s uncertain world, securing and protecting places where large crowds gather on a 
predictable basis from a wide range of risk is sometimes a challenging and daunting task for 
cities, municipalities and for the private sector.   
While we cannot necessarily predict when and where a major security or public safety 
incident may materialize, if we adopt a holistic, risk based approach to “security by design”, 
credible security and safety risks can be mitigated to a level of risk which is as low as 
reasonably possible.  
Our proposal will clearly demonstrate that ERMS in collaboration with Movement Strategies 
(a global expert, London) has deep expertise in areas critical to this project, including crowd 
management and modelling, experience in the use of application of “best in breed” 
technology to measure crowd behavior, combined with a demonstrated ability to provide 
effective and practical security and safety strategies to integrate multiple stakeholders.  
I’m excited to be able to bring together a team of my colleagues with whom I have worked 
together previously, and have either individually or collectively delivered and managed 
projects of this size and complexity many times in the past, often within constrained 
timeframes. 
I strongly believe that we are the best qualified project team with the right mix of international 
experience combined with an appreciation of the unique Memphis culture to manage and 
deliver this challenging and complex stakeholder project.   
We also appreciate the potential for a heightened security threat environment, but we are 
likewise mindful of the delicate balance that must be maintained between good customer 
service and a firm determination to maintain an appropriate level of safety and security.  
ERMS’s “security by design” approach and methodology for the project will utilize 
international standards for risk management, industry best practices for crowd management, 
benchmarked against industry best practices from other like events, both within the US and 
internationally.   
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Combining this approach with proactive engagement and dialogue with Beale Street 
stakeholders both internally and externally, I’m confident that we will be able to deliver a 
Study report on Beale Street Crowd Control which will provide rich insights, appropriate 
recommendations and a path forward, which support the BSM and DMC vision “to make 
Downtown fun, walkable, clean, safe, active and interesting”.   



I look forward to discussing our proposal with you in the near future.  
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ashwin 
Principal 
 
Event Risk Management Solutions 
peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com 
t:617.396.0788  





mailto:peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com
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SECURING CROWDED PLACES IN TODAY’S UNCERTAIN 
WORLD 



In today’s uncertain world, city authorities responsible for the safety and security for 
entertainment districts, such as Beale Street, cannot necessarily predict when and where a 
public safety or security related critical incident may materialize. However, if  a holistic, risk 
based approach to  “security by design” and best practices from other “like” entertainment 
districts (and other crowded places) and international best practices for security and crowd 
management are adopted, responsible authorities will have a higher level of assurance that 
credible security and safety risks will be mitigated to a level as low as reasonably possible 
in today’s uncertain world. 



Adopting a risk based methodology enhances organization resilience including identifying 
and minimizing the potential consequences of “risk events” to DMC’s mission, values and 
critical success factors (e.g. brand and reputation, legal exposure etc). Thereby, 
strengthening BSM’s and DMC’s resilience – being robust, adaptable and confident in their 
business continuity processes to rapidly recover from a major incident or crisis.  



STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENT 
ERMS understands the Beale Street Crowd Control Study (the “Study”) is a collaborative 
effort between the Beale Street Task Force, DMC, BSM and the City of Memphis.  



The purpose of this study is to evaluate current crowd control practices as well as offer 
new suggested measures to sa f e l y  manage crowds, prevent stampedes (potential 
for crowd crush incidents), improve safety and security, while enhancing visitor 
experience within the Beale Street entertainment district. 



The three (3) prescribed deliverables for the project study are: 
 



Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (Health Check) 
• Review current inventory of crowd control, safety and security measures in place 



• Observe pedestrian activity (and crowd behavior) on Beale Street – both video and 
“real time” 



• Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like activities” within 
the US and internationally 



• Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, MPD, BSM, 
DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau and Orpheum Theatre 



• Interview secondary stakeholders (2nd & 3rd Street)  



• Implied task: prepare preliminary risk assessment and risk management plan 
(identifying security and safety risks) and risk appetite for BSM and DMC 
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Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District1 
• Identify best practices for crowd control (management) including practices 



(processes and policies) to enhance safety and security measures that 
complement the protection and security for crowded places  



• Identify proven, commercial off-the-shelf, ‘best of breed’ technologies that 
enhance situational awareness and analysis of data pertaining to crowd 
movement and behaviour  



 
Draft & Submit Final Study Report – provide recommendations and options (risk based) 
for: 



• What current practices and measures for crowd control should remain in 
place, 



• Identify those current measures which should be eliminated, and 



• Identify new crowd control measures to be implemented based on gap 
analysis and benchmarking study against best practices, and preliminary 
budget estimates for implementing those practices (people, training and 
technology resources) 



 
Draft Implied Tasks based on Preliminary Needs Analysis Assessment 
The following are a list of implied tasks which may need to be delivered against the scope 
of works: 



• Reviewing existing security and safety plans, measures and processes and 
provide recommendations for enhancement based on industry best practices; 



• Identifying and developing a risk based methodology to align specific security 
risk profiles to protective security measures (flexible and scalable); 



• Conducting an enterprise security risk assessment (ERSM) to ensure safety 
and security risks are aligned with the organization-wide risks; 



• Identifying any gaps (vulnerabilities) in security and emergency response 
management and incident management plans for the Beale Street 
entertainment district; 



• Providing guidance for the development of an assurance plan to measure key 
performance indicators (KPIs) against prescribed performance measures. 



  



                                                      
 
1 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior 
relating to pedestrian movements for any event and activities including entertainment districts. 
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OUR TEAM – YOUR SUCCESS : TEAM PROFILE AND 
EXPERIENCE 



Team Profile 



The Study will be led by Peter Ashwin, the principal and founder of Event Risk 
Management Solutions (ERMS), a consulting practice committed to enhancing 
organizational resilience for municipalities, festivals and events through practical and 
effective event security and risk management practices  



ERMS in collaboration with Movement Strategies (London) brings together a team of world 
class, international crowd management and security professionals, who are passionate and 
deeply committed to enhancing safety and security for events through the implementation 
of proven risk based safety and security strategies to protect crowded places, festivals and 
events in today’s complex and uncertain world.   



Movement Strategies (MS) is the leading, and most experienced, specialist people 
movement consultancy in the world with a long track record of innovation and developing 
original analysis for crowded places worldwide.  



MS has assigned Kat Steinberg (onsite with Peter Ashwin) and Christel Hengeveld (remote 
support – analysis and modelling) to support the study delivery.  
An overview of the project team organizational chart is below.  
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Overview of Project Team Capability and Experience Profile  



Project Team 
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Peter Ashwin (ERMS) Onsite Y Y Y  Y Y Y 



Kat Steinberg (MS) Onsite Y  Y  Y Y Y 



Robbie Naish (ERMS) Remote Y  Y Y   Y 



Giovanni Pisapia (ERMS) Remote Y  Y  Y Y Y 



Christel Hengeveld (MS) Remote Y  Y    Y 



Please refer to Annex A for Project team professional profiles. 



Project Team Experience  



The ERMS project team have either individually or collectively had senior safety and 
security leadership roles and led crowd management projects in numerous complex, multi 
agency international events, including:  



• Memphis in May International Festival  
• Pasadena Tournament of Roses 
• Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals (UK & US) 
• Notting Hill Carnival (UK) 
• Baku 2015 European Games (Azerbaijan)  
• London 2012 Olympic & Paralympic Games (UK) 
• Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympic Games (Canada) 
• 2010 G8/G20 Summits (Huntsville/Toronto) 
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Select Case Studies  
The following are a list of select case studies relating to representative work on related 
crowd management study projects: 



 



Notting Hill Carnival – Value $72,622 
Note that this information is in the public domain: 
Overview/Intro 
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-
mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill  
Data Book 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement
_data_book_-redacted.pdf  
Report & Findings: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-
wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf  
 
Other Select Case Studies (please see Appendix B for details). 



• London County Hall / South Bank - Value $10,000 / $75,000 (evacuation) 



• Porlwi by Light – Value $12,000 



• Tower of London – Value $25,000 



• Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals - Value $15,000 each 
  





https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement_data_book_-redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_crowd_movement_data_book_-redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf


https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mopac_notting_hill_carnival_site-wide_crowd_dynamics_study_-_redacted.pdf
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METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 
Risk-Based Approach 
While we cannot necessarily predict when and where, a major incident or crisis may 
materialise, we can ensure that “places of mass gathering” like Beale Street Entertainment 
District are prepared and resilient to meet emerging challenges in today’s uncertain world 
of evolving risk and threats.   



ERMS recognises that the successful delivery of the Beale Street crowd control study is 
underpinned by an integrated risk management approach.  ERMS will adapt and apply the 
international risk standards, ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management – Principles and 
Guidelines, HB 167:2006 Security Risk Management in alignment with Department of  



An overview of the integrated risk management framework is detailed in Diagram 1.  



 
Diagram 1: Risk Management Framework based on ISO 31000 (2009): Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines 



 
Supported by Evidence 



To facilitate the process of finding and implementing solutions, it is important to understand 
the nature of crowding, its development over time and localities in detail. For most crowded 
places, this involves attendance and observations alongside a structured approach to 
building a “bigger picture” for all stakeholders. 
 
The ERMS team has demonstrable experience across many different crowded 
environments, and a deep understanding of evidence building. We propose to aggregate 
multiple views and currently disjoint pieces of information into an objective repository of 
evidence, from which rich insights can be derived and upon which stakeholders can agree 
and subsequently prioritize and action-plan risk controls. 
 
Quantitative data on crowd densities and flows will allow locations, times and causes of 
highest risk to be ‘measured’ and identified. Qualitative information such as from interviews 
can complement and corroborate quantitative information and provide insight into the key 
questions and issues related to crowding. In turn, qualitative data can shape data collection 
techniques, their efficiency and cost. 
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ERMS propose to review the available capacity and population data and data sources. This 
task typically comprises of CCTV/Video counting exercises if there is no other quantitative 
data available. 
 
The collated data can be enriched by information in the public domain, which pertains to the 
annual schedule of activities, travel information, event and parade routes, etc. from official 
outlets such as bealestreet.com and memphistravel.com. 
 
The totality of evidence will build up a description of the district, its operation, its history and 
relevant background to historical decision making, the intended operations and crowd 
conditions/behaviors. This forms a powerful evidence base for future planning and inter-
stakeholder cooperation. 



Project Delivery Approach 



This project involves a considerable number of integrated activities that are required to be 
delivered in a complex stakeholder environment over four weeks. 



ERMS prides itself on the implementation of a best practice quality assurance (QA) model, 
whereby our services exceed the quality assurance QA principles of “fit for purpose” and 
“right the first time”.  



ERMS will establish a project implementation team structure provided by a dedicated on-
site project team (Peter Ashwin & Kat Steinberg) with remote access to subject matter 
experts (Robbie Naish, Christel Hengeveld and Giovanni Pisapia) throughout the project 
life cycle. 



Under the guidance of the ERMS Project Director, the project implementation team will: 



• Oversee detailed planning, including assignment of resources and identification of 
critical dependencies; 



• Implement an integrated project methodology and aligned operational decision-
making process; 



• Establish quality audit procedures and ensure customer satisfaction (quality 
assurance); 



• Monitor and mitigate project risks; and 



• Provide opportunities for value-added efforts. 



Issue Management 
All project and technical issues raised by ERMS or DMC, BSM, Beale Street Task Force or 
other designated delivery partners/stakeholders will be recorded and tracked until 
resolution. 



The ERMS Project Director (Peter Ashwin) is the designated Customer Relationship 
Manager and will bear responsibility for oversight of project quality assurance, including 
issue escalation management. 
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PROJECT SCOPE OF WORKS   
We believe, it is feasible to deliver the project within a four (4) week project timeline based 
on the following assumptions: 



1. Inputs (including video, incident reports, safety and security plans etc) will be 
available / provided prior to the onsite Project Initiation meetings and interviews with 
stakeholders. 



2. BSM and DMC will coordinate the stakeholder meeting schedule on behalf of EMS. 
3. Beale Street Taskforce stakeholders will be able to review and return comments / 



guidance on the 1st draft of the Study in a 7-day window. 



4. ERMS is able to view Beale Street ‘live’ during peak crowding periods. 
The following table provides a summary of the approach that the ERMS project team will 
implement to achieve the deliverables as outlined in the RFQ: 



 



Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



1.0 Project Initiation / Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (“Health 
Check”) 



 
Inception & Site Familiarisation (Understand) 



• Review current inventory of crowd control, safety and security 
measures in place 



• Benchmark best practices for entertainment districts and other “like 
activities” (e.g. crowded places) within the US and internationally 



Evidence gathering (understand) 
• Observe pedestrian activity (and crowd behavior) on Beale Street – 



both video and “real time” 



• Interview primary stakeholders including Beale Street merchants, 
MPD, BSM, DMC, SC Sheriffs Dept, Convention and Visitor’s Bureau 
and Orpheum Theatre 



• Interview secondary stakeholders (2nd & 3rd Street)  



• Draft repository of evidence (Data Book) of crowding in the district, its 
development over time and localities in detail; optional data survey can 
be conducted if no other quantitative data is available 



Assessments (Evaluate existing conditions) 
• Implied task: prepare preliminary risk assessment and risk 



management plan (identifying security and safety risks) and risk 
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Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



appetite for BSM and DMC 



• Implied task: “Drill-down assessment” of high priority areas and/or 
specific incidents, which require mitigation (assumed no more than 
Top 3). We would look to agree and finalise the scope/incidents during 
the inception phase in conjunction with the key stakeholders.  



• The intention here is to ‘drill down’ into these incidents and to identify 
the factors, or the combination of factors, that led to their occurrence. 
This would then reveal the extent to which conditions need to change 
to avoid/lower/mitigate the risk of overcrowding at these locations and 
at other locations across Beale Street. These incidents are likely to 
highlight other systemic risks.   



• For each key incident we would undertake a separate investigation 
which would report on: 



o The time, location and duration of the incident;  



o The space available for crowds and the layout of the space available 
for movement and dwelling; 



o Crowd numbers (as far as the available data readily allows) and 
intended activities; 



o Crowd characterization and behaviors; 



o The operational plan, and actual response; 



o An analysis of the extent to which each of these factors resulted in 
the outcome. 



 



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an Entertainment District2 



 



• Identify best practices for crowd control (management) including 
practices (processes and policies) to enhance safety and security 
measures that enhance the protection and security for crowded places 



• We propose to bring findings of the ‘drill-down’ assessment, suggested 
measures and associated analysis to a meeting with a select 
stakeholder group (exact attendance to be agreed during the inception 
meeting – and may vary for different incidents), which will be used as 
an opportunity to understand preferences and potential challenges 
during implementation. 



                                                      
 
2 Please note best practices for crowd management (control) is a methodology which applies to the behavior 
relating to pedestrian movements for any event and activities including entertainment districts. 
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Project 
ID  DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT TASKS & DELIVERABLES 



• Circulate Draft (Model) Crowd Risk Assessment framework and 
Register for Beale Street, populated with risks identified during the 
course of this study. Ownership of the document and next steps for the 
stakeholder group to be determined – this process will be moderated 
by ERMS. 



• Identify proven, commercial off-the-shelf, best of breed technologies 
that enhance situational awareness and analysis of data pertaining to 
crowd movement and behaviour  



3.0 Draft & Submit Final Study Report 



 



A report will be produced, documenting our understanding of the proximate 
and strategic causes and nature of previous crowd control issues and a 
recommendation for mitigation measures to be implemented in 2018 and 
over the longer term.  
This will include ‘handover’ notes for the decision-makers/planners, 
highlighting any outstanding considerations that have arisen during this 
process, including  



• What current practices and measures for crowd control should remain 
in place, 



• Identify those current measures which should be eliminated, and 



• Identify new crowd control measures to be implemented based on gap 
analysis and benchmarking study against best practices, and 
preliminary budget estimates for implementing those practices 
(people, training and technology resources) 



 



Final Study Report to be presented to the Beale Street Task Force. 
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PROJECT COST BREAKDOWN  
The following table outlines the cost breakdown (including professional fees and expenses) 
per the following project tasks. 



Project Cost Structure 



 Project 
Phase Project Description  Fees $ 



0.0  Project Initiation & Mobilization of Project team and 
background preparation for project task 1.0 $2,650 



1.0 Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions  $15,247 



2.0 Identify Best Practices for Crowd Control in an 
Entertainment District $4,100 



3.0 Prepare & submit 1st draft for comment & present 
Final Study Report $15,325 



EXPENSES  $6,877 



 TOTAL (FEE’s & EXPENSES): $ 46,804 



Consultant Hourly Rates 
• Principal – $175/hr ($1,400 / day) 
• Associate Director – $155/ hr ($1,250 / day) 
• Senior Consultant- $112.50 /hr ($900 / day)  



PROJECT FEE PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
The proposed project fee payment schedule is as follows: 



• Project Initiation (25%) – $11,701 



• Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (25%) - onsite stakeholder 
interviews & preliminary study in Memphis - $11,701 



• Submission of 1st Draft Study Report (25%) - $11,701 
• Submission & acceptance of Final Study Report (25%) - $11,701 
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PROJECT EXPENSES SCHEDULE 
Project travel expenses have been included in the overall project fee and have been based 
on following principles: 



• Project expenses will be invoiced without mark-up 



• Two (2) site visits within the project timeline: 
o Project initiation (7 days) – Project Director (Peter Ashwin) & Associate Director 



(Kat Steinberg) 



o Final project briefing (3 days) 



• Airfares based on economy airfares: 
o Peter Ashwin: Boise – Memphis ($575) 



o Kat Steinberg: London – Memphis ($900) 



• Rental car: $55 / day 



• Hotel rate / night - $159 



• Per diem - $65 /day 
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Annex: 
A. Project Resumes 



 



Peter Ashwin (Project Director) 



Kat Steinberg (Associate Director) 



Robbie Naish (Senior Consultant) 



Christel Hengeveld (Senior Consultant)  



Giovanni Pisapia (Senior Consultant)  



 



 



 











Education &
Qualifications



Peter Ashwin
Principal
Event Risk Management Solutions
peter.ashwin@ermsglobal.com
m: +1 617.396.0788



Risk Management & Event Security Solutions
 Diploma of Risk Management & Business Continuity, Australia (2017, in progress)
 Certificate, Sport & Special Event Evacuation Training & Exercising Course (2
days) and Sport Event Risk Management Course (2 days) , TEEX, National
Emergency Response & Rescue Training Center (2017)



 Level 5 Diploma in Crowd Science & Risk Analysis (in progress), 2016 / 2017
 Graduate Certificate in SecurityManagement, Edith CowanUniversity (Australia), 2006
 GraduateDiplomaof Survival and RescueManagement, AustralianDefenseForce, 1996
 AdvancedCertificate in HazardousMaterials Control, Australian Defense Force, 1992
 Certificate in Vocational Training,AustralianDefense Force, 1989
 Graduate,RoyalMilitaryCollege (Duntroon,Australia) Sword of Honor recipient, 1988
 Diplomaof Secondary Teaching,Brisbane College of AdvancedEducation, 1986



Professional Profile



 An international security and risk management consultant with over 20 years’ experience
within the major events environment - six Olympic Games, ICC Cricket World Cup, G8/G20
Summit, 2015 Baku European Games, festivals and events (USA), and the corporate sector



 Recognised internationally as an authority on developing security and riskmanagement
strategies to align and integrate Event Organizing Committees with Government Security
Authorities, Police & the private security sector within complex, multi-agency environments



 An accomplished technical writer - six Candidate City bids for the Olympic Games, Russia
2018 FIFAWorld Cup and 2018 CommonwealthGames



 Led and managed multi-national project teams in A u s t r a l i a, Azerbaijan, Canada
, USA, Greece, Italy, Russia, USA, theUK and Qatar



 Director, World Board - International Festivals and Events Association (IFEA)
 Lecturer & Author – IFEA & NRPA Event Management School (since 2015) and IAVM
Academy of Venue Safety & Security (since 2017)



 Expert witness for legal cases involving security and riskmanagement
 Former Australian Army Special Forces officer



Experience & Overview of Major Projects
2015 to date Principal,Event RiskManagement Solutions
2015 London 2012 Security Benchmark Analysis Study Review (Organizational



Structure, Budget & Risk) for the Tokyo Municipal Government
2014 – 2015 Director of Security, Baku 2015 EuropeanGames, Azerbaijan
2013 Head of Security, CricketWorld Cup 2015 (Australia & New Zealand)
2011 – 2012 Head of Integrated Planning, LOCOG Security & Resilience, London 2012
2010 Director of Operations (Contract Security) - G8 (Huntsville) & G20 (Toronto)
2009 – 2010 Director of Operations (Contract Security), Games Security Screening,



Vancouver 2010Winter Olympic & Paralympic Games
2008 – 2009 Project Director, Vancouver 2010 Games Readiness Exercise
2006 - current Security advisor – Host City Bids: Rome 2020, Hambantota 2018



CommonwealthGames Sochi 2014, Doha 2016 & Russia 2018 FIFAWorld Cup
2004 – 2006 Security Consultant, Torino 2006Winter Olympic Games
2002 – 2004 Project Director, Crisis Management Exercise / Project Manager Security &



Operations Integration, Athens 2004 Olympic Games
2001 – 2002 Security & Operations Integration, Salt Lake 2002Winter Olympic Games
2000 Games Readiness Consultant, Sydney 2000 Olympic Games
1988 – 2000 Australian Army Officer / Special Forces
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Kat Steinberg 
Associate Director      
Movement Strategies 
ksteinberg@movementstrategies.com 
m: +44 7791155982 



 



 
Crowd Dynamics & Crowd Management 



 
• MSc Student Crowd Safety & Risk Analysis, Manchester Metropolitan University, 2017 
• BA (Hons) with Distinction Crowd Safety Management, Bucks New University, 2016 
• Diploma Sociology (equivalent of Masters), Freie Universitӓt Berlin, Germany, 2005 
• Security Industry Authority – Door Supervisor upskill, 2016 
• Scottish Events & Festivals Association – Exec. Certificate in Crowd Management, 2013 
• Emergency Planning College – Crowd Dynamics & Applied Crowd Dynamics, 2012 
• NEBOSH General Certificate (occupational Health & Safety) – Grade: Distinction, 2011 
• Bucks New University Pit Training (Front of Stage Barrier rescue), 2010 
• MAYBO SAFERwork Physical Intervention Tutor Training, 2010 
• Security Industry Authority certified trainer incl. Conflict Management, 2010 
• NVQ Level 4 Spectator Safety Management, 2009 



 
 



Professional Profile 
 



• Uniquely experienced senior event safety & security manager with proven success at 
strategic, tactical and operational levels, gained at a variety of high profile organizations 
and venues. 



• A recognized subject-matter expert in people movement & behavio in complex and 
dynamic built environments with a strong operational background in high-profile 
venues and events through their entire life cycle.   



• One of only a small number of crowd safety practitioners worldwide to hold a BA 
(Honours) degree in Crowd Safety (with Distinction). 



• 15 years of experience internationally working in small and extremely large-scale events 
and crowded places. 



• Biggest achievement to date is delivering Spectator Safety Management for all 
competition and ceremonies venues at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games in the 
role of General Manager for the department, with the help of 30 LOC Spectator Safety 
Managers and 3000+ contracted staff. 



• Has been invited to deliver crowd dynamics, crowd management and crowd modelling 
training at the Scottish Police College and the National Arenas Association (UK).  



• Participated in an expert witness case for the prosecution of 21 deaths at a mass 
attendance event in Europe. 



 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 
2015 to date Associate Director, Movement Strategies, Sector Lead Sports & Events, UK 
2017  Expo 2020 Crowd Management Framework (300,000 capacity), UAE 
2017  Astana 2017 Expo, British Pavilion crowd flow study (300 capacity), KZ 
2017  Baku Formula 1 concert crowd management and capacity planning, AZ 
2016 to date Twickenham Stadium crowd movement assessments 
2016 to date            Wembley National Stadium estate crowd movement assessments 
2016  Tai Kwun Cultural Centre Hong Kong, crowd control/ticketing assessments 
2015 to date Tottenham Hotspur crowd safety & security planning for soccer & NFL 
2015  Rugby World Cup, Elland Road Deputy Safety Officer Stadium Perimeter 
2014 - 15  Security Workforce Delivery Manager, Baku European Games, AZ 
2013 - 2014  General Manager, Spectator Safety, Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games 
2011 - 2013  Headingley Carnegie Stadium Safety & Security Manager 
2003 - 2011  Operations, Training & Development Manager, Safety & Security, London 
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Robbie Naish  
Consultant/ Practitioner        
Event Risk Management Solutions 
robbie@thecrowdsafetypeople.com 
+447713278769 



 



Risk Management & Event Security Solutions 



• FdA Crowd Management and Risk Analysis Bucks University. 



• CERT Ed Teaching Degree University of Canterbury. 



• Level 5 diploma in crowd science and risk analysis 



• Emergency and Planning Diploma, Emergency planning office 



• Risk Management certificate, West Sussex Fire Brigade 



• Counter terrorism certificate for planning outside events.  
    



 



Professional Profile 
 



•   An international crowd management consultant specializing in large scale gatherings in built 
and green field site environments. 



•   Recognized internationally as an authority in Crowd safety management 



•   An accomplished crowd management and risk teacher and lecturer  



•   Led and managed security and crowd management teams at major events 



•   Lecturer at the European safety advisory group. 



•   Former British Forces Physical Training Instructor and UK Firefighter 



 



Experience & Overview of Major Projects 



2015 to date           Crowd Management Consultant 



2017                         Glastonbury Festival Crowd Consultant 



2017                         Lead for the IOW festival UK 



2017                         Lead London’s New Year’s Eve fireworks 



2017                         Hull UK city of culture planning team 



2017                         Greenman festival 



2017                         Sensation Festival Sydney Olympic Park 



2017                         Clokenflap Festival Down town HONG KONG 



2007 to 2015          Royal Padgent, London, Commonwealth Games, 



                                  Queens Jubilee, London’s Olympics Transport hubs 



                                  Tour de France Finish  



2002 to 2007         Personal security for numerus music industry artist’s 



1998 to 2002         West Sussex Fire Brigade 



1987 to 1998           British UK Forces 
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Christel Hengeveld 
Senior Consultant      
Movement Strategies 
chengeveld@movementstrategies.com 
m: +44 7710 183 492 



 



 
Crowded Places, Human Behavior & Law Enforcement 



 
•    MPhil in Criminological Research at the University of Cambridge, 2014 
 Main courses: Public Health, Neurocriminology, Criminal Justice, Policing and Crime 
 
•    BA (Hons) in Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Utrecht, 2013 
 Main courses: International Law, Philosophy, Journalism 
 
•    University of Bergen (exchange program semester), 2012 
 Main courses: Terrorism, American Politics, Transnational Law 
 



 
Professional Profile 



 



• After completing her MPhil in Criminological Research at the University of Cambridge 
(Cross-national survey of legal requirements to punish psychopathic offenders), Christel 
joined Movement Strategies in 2015 given her strong background in psychology and 
human behavior research.  



• She has been involved in large scale evacuation planning of complex built environments 
and urban spaces, as well as observing and analyzing crowd behavior at major events and 
busy transport nodes. 



• Christel has been leading crowd movement analysis for MS projects with the Mayor’s 
Office for Policing & Crime (Notting Hill Carnival) and the Centre for Protection of 
National Infrastructure (confidential). She has been commended for her involvement in 
these projects, incl. the Mayor of London. 



• Christel has recently been invited to present research findings to the Department for 
Transport as a result of her work in researching human behavior in transport 
infrastructure. She is considered a subject-matter expert in human-centered design for 
transport infrastructure. 



 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 



 
2017 to date  Gold Coast Commonwealth Games, Australia 
2016 to date            Notting Hill Carnival, United Kingdom 



https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-
mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill  



2017  UK Government (Confidential), United Kingdom 
2017  Tottenham Hotspur FC Local Area Management Plans, United Kingdom 
2017  Yas Arena Upper Seating Bowl Evacuation, Abu Dhabi 
2016 to date AEGON Queen’s Club Championships, United Kingdom 
2016 to date Southbank Evacuation Plan, United Kingdom 
2016  Natural History Museum, Denmark 
2016  Reading Festival, United Kingdom 
2015 to date  Glasgow Queen Street station, United Kingdom 
2015 to date  Bank Station Capacity Upgrade, United Kingdom 
2015  Tai Kwun Cultural Centre, Hong Kong 
 





https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill


https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/governance-and-decision-making/notting-hill
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Giovanni Pisapia 
PhD and FSyI      
giovannipisapia@gmail.com 
+1 704 4499220 7791155982 



 



 
Senior Consultant 



 
 
Criminal Investigative Analysis (Psychological Profiling) - The Alpha Group Center. Course 
location: Durham Police Department, Durham, NC (USA) - 2017 
 
Criminal Intelligence & Analysis, Processes, Protocols & Applications - The Alpha Group Center. 
Course location: Durham Police Department, Durham, NC (USA) - 2017 
 
Exploring Crime Analysis: Essential Skills II (distance learning) - International Association of 
Crime Analysts (IACA) - 2017 
 
Building Analytical Capacity: Crime Analysis for Chief Executives - International Association of 
Directors of Law Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST)  - 2017 
 
Exploring Crime Analysis: Essential Skills I (distance learning) - International Association of 
Crime Analysts (IACA) - 2016 
 
Fundamentals of Crime Analysis (distance learning) - International Association of Crime 
Analysts (IACA) - 2016 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) - ArcGIS Desktop 2: Tools and Functionality - 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc. - South Africa (GIMS Pty Ltd) - 2009 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) - Introduction to ArcGIS Desktop 1 - Environmental 
Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Inc. - South Africa (GIMS Pty Ltd)  - 2009 
 
Ph.D. in Criminology - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano, Transcrime Joint 
Research Center on Trans-National Crime (http://www.transcrime.it/en) - 2008 
 
Degree in Political Science (Laurea in Scienze Politiche) - Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore 
di Milano - 2002 



 
 



Consulting Experience & Overview of Major Projects 
 



Apr 2017 - Current Senior Crime Analyst - Winston Salem Police Department  



2017 Crime Analyst - Winston Salem Police Department  



2016 Consultant - Italian Team for Security, Terroristic Issues & Managing Emergencies (ITSTIME), 
Sociology Department, Universita’ Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano  



2016 Project Lead UEFA Champions League Final (UCLF) Milan 2016 (Champions Village and 
Stadium Operations) - Aleteia Communication/HDRA (c/o Integer Milan)  



2015 Independent Contractor as Subject Matter Expert:  Security - Operational Integration, People 
& Strategy - Broadstone Services, LLC  



2014 - 2015 Senior Security Manager, Transport & Road Events, Operations, Security - Baku European 
Games Organizing Committee (BEGOC)  



2012 - 2014 Security Manager: Road Events, Traffic and Transport - Organizing Committee of the XX 
Commonwealth Games (Glasgow 2014 Limited)  



2008 - 2012 Project Manager - Johannesburg City Safety Programme (JCSP), Johannesburg Metropolitan 
Police Department (JMPD), City of Johannesburg (CoJ)  



2007 Technical Assistant - Department of Community Development, Directorate Sport and 
Recreation, City of Johannesburg (CoJ)  



2006 - 2007 Junior Fellow - United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI)  



2004 - 2006 
Law Enforcement Liaison Manager - Olympic Organizing Committee XX Winter Olympic 
Games & IX Winter Paralympics Games  (TOROC 2006), Security Planning and Coordination 
Department  



2002 - 2004 Intern and then Consultant - United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute 
(UNICRI)  



 
 





http://www.transcrime.it/en
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Annex: 
B.  Relevant Case Studies 



London County Hall / South Bank 



Porlwi by Light  



Tower of London  



Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF Festivals  



 



 
 
 
 
 











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Results:



The visitor movement study delivered 
invaluable advice to the Client team, leading 
to significant design optimisations and future 
operational benefits. 



Benefits included an in-depth understanding 
of how future museum visitors use the site, as 
well as a subtle reconfiguration of spaces and 
circulation channels within the constraints of 
the building. 



This can improve visitor capacity and comfort, 
leading to improved visitor experience and 
Museum operation.



Following this project Movement Strategies 
began working on a second project for the 
South Bank, which involved multi-building 
mass evacuation of 40,000 occupants in 
buildings and 7,400 in the public realm along 
the Thames (see image above).



Approx. value: $10000 / $75000 (evacuation)



The London County Hall is one of the city’s most 
iconic landmarks, swiftly becoming a key hub 
for entertainment and leisure in the capital. 
Originally opened in 1922 as the headquarters 
of London County Council, today it attracts over 
17 million visitors per annum. The County Hall 
currently houses the London Aquarium and the 
London Dungeon, which are accessed from the 
Queen’s Walk.  



Our brief: 
The Queen’s Walk is one of the busiest tourist 
trails in the capital. It experiences severe 
crowding at peak times due to the volume of 
visitors and the level of conflicting activities (i.e. 
walking, dwelling, queuing, etc.). 



Concerns about the level of crowding were 
raised, especially during special events. Therefore, 
Movement Strategies were engaged as specialist 
people movement advisors to support the 
management and landscape plans of Queen’s 
Walk by identifying its spatial constraints, 



determining its ‘comfortable’ and ‘safe’ capacity 
both in terms of population and throughput, 
and reviewing the management of County Hall’s 
attractions’ entries/exits.



What we did:
The team developed an evidence-based 
approach to the study through the collection 
of real-life visitor movement data in order to 
ensure that all of our spatial design, movement 
and operational advice was robust and proven to 
work in practice. 



Through a video survey and on-site observations, 
we collected data to deliver an evidence base of 
actual visitor behaviours and circulation patterns. 
Secondly, we undertook a spatial analysis to 
review the physical constraints of the site. Thirdly, 
we reviewed key attraction operations and visitor 
behaviour. Lastly, we reviewed the Queen’s 
Walk capacity based on Transport for London 
Pedestrian Level of Comfort standards.



London County Hall / South Bank











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Porlwi is a contemporary cultural festival which 
takes place over three nights in the summer 
months in Port Louis, the capital of Mauritius. 
Crowds mingle with performance artists in the 
city’s streets and interact with installations in the 
historic buildings. 



The event is supported by both the private and 
public sectors; its ambition is to inspire a cultural 
awakening in the Indian Ocean.



 
Our brief:  
Porlwi aims to provide a platform for expression, 
for both local and international artists, thereby 
becoming a driving force in the regeneration of 
the city.  



Movement Strategies were asked to provide a 
high level assessment of crowd movement to/
from and around the expanded festival site for 
the 2016 festival, helping the organisers deliver 
an enjoyable, safe and secure experience for the 
visitors. 



What we did: 
We worked closely with the festival organisers,  
analysing how visitors would move across the 
site, taking into account capacity, visibility and 
the draw of key attractions. 



This informed the operational strategy for shuttle 
bus services to and from the site, the location 
and design of visitor information points across 
the site, a proposed approach for the collection 
of data on visitor behaviour, including the 
quantification of the number of people who 
could use different routes and visit different 
attractions.



Porlwi by Light



Testimonial: 



“We were delighted that Movement 
Strategies were able to provide us with 
advice during our preparations for PorLwi 
2016. Their input influenced a number of 
key decisions made during the planning of 
the Festival operations and it really made 
the PorLwi team look at the challenges 
associated with crowding from a different 
perspective. 



Movement Strategies were proactive, 
forthright, and efficient in their approach 
which helped us build confidence in the 
relationship early on. We have integrated 
their advice in the way we plan our events at 
large and look forward to working with them 
again.”



Astrid Dalais, Director, MoveForArt



 
Approx. value: $12000











CIVIC + CULTURAL



Results:



•  Delivery of practical circulation 
and space planning design advice 
within a protected and confined 
physical environment;



• Improvement in time to entry 
queues being significantly reduced 
at peak times, from 10 minutes to 
less than 2 minutes;



• Provision of quantitative measures 
to capture the visitor experience 
and site performance, including 
new benchmarking indices 
to inform and monitor future 
performance;



• Emphasis on improving the visitor 
‘welcome’ by breaking down 
the arrival experience into its 
component parts; a demonstration 
on how the visitor experience could 
be enriched at the same time as 
increasing  
the capacity of the attraction;



• Development of modelling tools 
and a site-specific database which 
can be used to inform, test and 
evaluate future space planning 
and operational decisions in a cost 
effective and robust manner.



Approx. value: $25000



The Tower of London is a UNESCO World 
Heritage site, attracting over 3 million visitors 
every year. Since 2013, Movement Strategies has 
provided visitor movement and circulation advice 
to Historic Royal Palaces, helping to ensure that 
this unique attraction is able to accommodate 
the huge visitor demand safely and securely.



Our brief: 
The original brief focused on the circulation 
patterns and visitor behaviour in and around the 
Jewel House, home to the Royal Crown Jewels.



This has evolved to include an assessment and 
ongoing design input for the wider estate. 
Opportunities to improve the general visitor 
experience, safety & security, through more 
effective circulation and spatial configuration 
were explored and proposed to the client team.



What we did: 
Our team developed an evidence-based approach to the 
study through the collection of visitor movement data, using 
a variety of technologies. Developing validated models and 
using these tools in an appropriate way ensured that our 
spatial designs and operational advice was robust. 



We have deployed a number of technologies and analytical 
tools to support the advice we have delivered to Historic Royal 
Palaces:



•  Extensive data collection exercises (Bluetooth, CCTV, manual 
tracking surveys) to deliver an evidence base of actual visitor 
behaviours and circulation patterns such as, routes used, 
itineraries, dwell times, variations due to demographics or 
seasonality;



• Identification of key movement trends to inform space 
planning needs across the site, both within the Tower 
walls and beyond. This included the interface with the 
surrounding public realm and secure perimeter.



Tower of London











Results: 
With our guidance and rich insights 
derived from the available data, the Festival 
organisers were able to identify acts of 
significant popularity to feature at next year’s 
event(s).



Additionally, the insights produced can be 
used to inform the in-house retail operators 
who  have clear objectives for revenue 
growth. 
Operations and crowd movement can also be 
enhanced based on the band links identified 
and the visitors behaviour demand for the 
various segments identified.



Approx. value:  $15000 each 



In 2015 we provided Proof of Concept studies to 
a number of Festival organisers using Colocator 
SDK in tandem with CrowdConnected Ltd.



 
What we did: 
Having worked for a number of UK festivals for 
many years, we recognised the sectors’ lack 
of reliable quality data and understanding of 
how crowds move around a festival site. We 
also understood how each element of a site 
influences crowd behaviour.



We, therefore, introduced the use of a new 
technology platform (together with Crowd 
Connected Ltd.), which is a significant 
advancement in the way festival operators can 
understand customer behaviour in real-time. 
This created a new paradigm of location-based 
insights supporting improvements in visitor 



experience and crowd safety on complex sites.



 
The Colocator SDK provided location data for all 
visitors who had the official festival app installed 
on their mobile phones. 



This used GPS location data derived from 
device GPS (mobile phone), and supplementary 
BLE iBeacons in areas where GPS would have 
provided poorer accuracy. 



This data was analysed to provide a bespoke 
dashboard platform displaying key metrics. 
This included site wide heat mapping, with up 
to 5 minute granularity, location to location 
flows (showing features such as common band 
linkages), and visit profiles for key areas. 



Reading, Bumbershoot & FYF FestivalsSPORTS + 
EVENTS








			ERMS Proposal - Beale St Crowd Management Study RFQ v4_15-12-2017


			Request for Qualifications:


			Beale Street


			Crowd Control Study


			Securing CROWDED PLACES in Today’s Uncertain World


			Statement of Requirement


			Understand and Evaluate Existing Conditions (Health Check)





			our team – your success : team Profile And Experience


			Select Case Studies





			methodology and approach


			Risk-Based Approach





			Project Scope of Works


			Project Cost Breakdown


			Consultant Hourly Rates





			Project Fee Payment Schedule


			Project Expenses Schedule


			Annex:








			Peter Ashwin – Project Director


			KAT STEINBERG – ASSOCIATE Director


			Robbie Naish – Senior Consultant


			CHRISTEL HENGEVELD – Senior Consultant


			giovanni pisapia – Senior Consultant


			Annex:








			Professional Profile-Peter Ashwin (Event Risk Management Solutions)_2017


			Professional Profile-Kat Steinberg_1.0


			Cv Robbie


			Professional Profile-Christel Hengeveld


			Professional Profile-Giovanni Pisapia


			171214_Case Studies_Civic and Cultural










From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Cc: Jon Shivers; "Casey Shannon (shannonc@thomasonlaw.com)"
Subject: Beale Street Buck costs- Saturday Only
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 4:58:00 PM
Attachments: Beale Street Bucks $5 Saturday Only.xlsx


Berlin,
Attached is a summary of the costs associated with Saturday only—overall security and Beale Street
Bucks costs.  Let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:shannonc@thomasonlaw.com



Sheet1


						Saturdays Only:												Other Costs on Saturday:


						4/15/17			$   1,425.00			Universal


						 			$   194.25			Salter


						 			$   2,793.00			Cavil						$   800.00			Integrated Communications- Radios


						4/22/17			$   988.00			Universal						$   750.00


						 			$   108.15			Salter						$   750.00


						 			$   1,520.00			Cavil						$   750.00


						4/29/17			$   1,729.00			Universal						$   3,050.00


									$   150.15			Salter						$   1,525.00			50% Sat


									$   1,681.50			Cavil


						5/6/17			$   2,137.50			Universal


									$   178.50			Salter


									$   3,040.00			Cavil						$   462.06			Signage


						5/13/17			$   1,995.00			Universal						$   300.00			Labor Parking


									$   168.00			Salter						$   2,216.23			Supplies


									$   2,964.00			Cavil


						5/20/17			$   2,280.00			Universal


									$   189.00			Salter


									$   2,565.00			Cavil


						5/27/17			$   1,368.00			Universal


									$   84.00			Salter


									$   1,368.00			Cavil


						6/3/17			$   2,261.00			Universal						$   1,610.00			Electritic/ Washington BSB Labor


									$   168.00			Salter						$   100.00			Armed Guard for BSB $


									$   2,536.50			Cavil


						6/10/17			$   2,394.00			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   162.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   2,503.25			Cavil


						6/17/17			$   1,482.00			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   141.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   2,394.00			Cavil


						6/24/17			$   1,635.90			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   141.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   2,493.75			Cavil


						7/1/17			$   1,862.00			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   162.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   2,612.50			Cavil


						7/8/17			$   2,232.50			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   155.61			Salter						$   100.00


									$   1,866.75			Cavil


						7/15/17			$   1,377.50			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   162.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   1,866.75			Cavil


						7/22/17			$   1,528.55			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   157.50			Salter						$   100.00


									$   1,928.50			Cavil


						7/29/17			$   1,995.00			Universal						$   1,610.00


									$   157.50			Salter						$   100.00


									$   2,812.00			Cavil


						8/5/17			$   2,992.50			Universal						$   2,530.00


									$   162.75			Salter						$   100.00


									$   1,995.00			Cavil


									$   73,269.11									$   22,523.29						$   95,792.40			Grand Total
















From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Cc: carjperson@aol.com
Subject: Recap and Sept 5
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 10:41:00 PM


Chairman Boyd,
Nice update below.  You are correct- so many good things going on. 
 
I wanted to follow up with you now that we are nearing September.  We respectfully request that the approval of
the  DMC FY 2018 Budget be scheduled for your next council meeting.  If you agree, I can contact Councilman Ford
to see if we can get on the budget committee agenda.  Our budget does not request any funds from the City and is
independent from the Beale Street Management budget.  Please let me know what information we can provide as
you consider this request.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
 
 


From: Memphis City Council [mailto:citycouncil@communications.memphistn.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 4:54 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
Subject: What do we memorialize? - Chairman Berlin Boyd's Recap for August 22nd
 


Council Header


Having trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web page.


Subscribe to this twice-monthly email from the Council


 


Good evening, Memphis,
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Every week in this setting, I share with you the highlights of the day, talking about how much good and
important work is being done by this Council on your behalf. On no single day has that claim been more
true. I’ll do my best to capture it all below, but the full picture, as always, is here.


What do we memorialize?


Today presents a contrast, and a fundamental one at that.


During Executive Session this afternoon, the Council discussed its options for the removal of two statues that
memorialize the hopes and vision of a dark past—a vision of segregation, of denigration, of desolation for
the vast majority of our community. In a packed room, this Council unanimously and unequivocally
represented instead the will of this community: these statues must go and must go quickly, legally, and in a
way that will endure forever. They are a nuisance to this community on every front. In two weeks, we’ll
choose exactly how to move forward.


To much less fanfare, earlier in the afternoon and then as an add-on downstairs this evening, the Council
approved $1,000,000 for the construction of the I AM A MAN commemoration. Just four years after this
community erected the Jefferson Davis statue to the traitorous leader of the Confederate States of America in
1964, the people of the City’s Sanitation Department stood up with others and in one voice declared, Our
Lives Matter.


Today, in policy and in spirit, this Council made the intentional choice to change forever the direction of
memorials in this City. Here’s to our future, together.


Back to Work: Meanwhile, we’re full steam ahead on the business of the living, and I can barely contain
my excitement at everything happening in this community.


For those of you at the Grand Opening Celebration of the incredible Crosstown Concourse this Saturday, a
$250 million reincarnation and revitalization in the heart of mid and north Memphis, this City is here to say:
we’re just getting started!


Just today, here’s what went down:


Beginning down a path to increase summer youth employment by the City from 1,250 to 2,000
An esteemed collection of the City’s workforce leaders came together as the start of crafting a plan to
connect Memphians to the more than 15,600 available jobs in this area. Oh, and don’t miss the
Memphis Career Fair on Tuesday, September 12th from 10am – 3pm at the Esplanade in Cordova
And to connect them, MATA presented the beginnings of its strategic plan to massively expand
service over the next decade, part of an approximate $30 million increase in investment in public
transportation
The Council approved a $6 million loan as the final piece of a $73 million investment (92% private) to
revitalize the historic Wonder Bread factory and the surrounding area of the Edge District between
Downtown and the Medical District
Speaking of historic, Memphis Heritage presented a full documentation of every National Heritage
site in the City. Did you know Memphis has the 6th most properties of any city in the US on the
National Register of Historic Places?
Updates on the Jackson Avenue Improvement Project were shared with the Housing & Community
Development Committee
Graceland plans to add a new $40-50 million Theater—creating an additional 150 permanent jobs—
on top of investing an estimated $300,000 each year directly in the Whitehaven Economic
Redevelopment effort on top of that
And on top of all that, HCD Director Paul Young presented an update on the more than $100 million
investment to come for our Convention Center, the Pinch (think St. Jude), Mud Island, and the
Riverfront, funded entirely by state sales tax dollars


Other Highlights:


An amendment to the Mow-to-Own ordinance passed on 3rd and final reading today, expanding the
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potential lots eligible for the program. Not to mention, 5 new parcels were just accepted into the
program
The Council approved a $155 million bond issue for MLGW capital projects


Finally, we were honored to welcome the family of Buster’s Liquor founder Rommy Hammond, as we
honored his memory and accomplishments with “Rommy Hammond Way”. 


I don’t know about you, but I’ve never been more excited or proud to call Memphis home.


Sincerely,


BB


Stay Connected with your Memphis City Council


Council
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Subject: meeting?
Date: Friday, July 21, 2017 9:09:00 AM


Berlin,
If possible, I would rather meet than talk on the phone and I want to show you a draft of our PILOT
policy revision.  Do you have any time early next week?  I will come to where you are to make it easy.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Congrats and Thanks!
Date: Tuesday, November 07, 2017 10:13:00 PM


Chairman Boyd,  Congratulations on being re-elected Chair.  Well deserved.  I also appreciate your
words tonight regarding how everyone is trying to collaborate and find the best solutions for Beale.
 
Please let me know if I can be of help on any matter or answer any questions.
 
Here’s to another year!
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Cc: Jon Shivers; Casey Shannon (shannonc@thomasonlaw.com)
Subject: RE: Beale Street Securety
Date: Monday, August 14, 2017 8:45:00 PM
Attachments: Beale Street Bucks P&L.pdf


Security Bills.pdf
Beale Street Management_Security.xlsx


Berlin,
Please find attached a list from our accounting records of all paid for weekend security this year. 


This includes Fridays and Saturdays and to the extent needed, holidays such as 4th of July.  I have
also included a P&L of the Beale Street Bucks expenses which are not billed to the tenants.
 
The pdf that includes the invoices also has an allocation by square footage which shows how the
security is billed to the tenants.  Note the following:


1.       Each week has invoices from 2 security companies- Universal and Cavil.
2.       Each week has an invoice from our manager, Roger Salter
3.       Some invoices from these companies include security for daytime or mid week events as


well as $100 per night for the armed guard once $5 Beale Street Bucks began. This is not
billed to the tenant and the subtraction of these amounts on the invoices shows an amount
which agrees to that charged to the tenants. 


4.       Tenants are not charged for the additional officers used for Beale Street Bucks (this is a
negative amount in bottom left calculation to be spread across square footage.


5.       Tenants are not charged for Beale Street Buck costs (Electritic, wristbands, armed guard)
6.       We receive the bills for radio service monthly and this is included on certain invoices only.


 
Tomorrow, I will tally up a total for Saturday only for you, but I wanted to at least get this to you
today.  Let me know what questions  you have.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
 
 


From: Boyd, Berlin [mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2017 12:24 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
Cc: Jon Shivers <jshivers@bealestreet.com>
Subject: Re: Beale Street Securety



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:shannonc@thomasonlaw.com






Accrual Basis  Monday, August 14, 2017 06:41 PM GMT-7   1/1



Beale Street Management
PROFIT AND LOSS BY CLASS



January 1 - August 14, 2017



BSB TOTAL



INCOME



40810 $5 Beale Street Bucks Revenue 159,009.00 $159,009.00



Total Income $159,009.00 $159,009.00



GROSS PROFIT $159,009.00 $159,009.00



EXPENSES



60400 Other Personnel $0.00



60420 Outside Labor 15,117.50 $15,117.50



Total 60400 Other Personnel 15,117.50 $15,117.50



61000 Street Expense $0.00



61150 Office Supplies 479.06 $479.06



61450 Telephone 99.10 $99.10



Total 61000 Street Expense 578.16 $578.16



66000 Fees $0.00



66100 Bank Fees 5.67 $5.67



66150 DMC Reimbursement 63.65 $63.65



66190 City of Memphis Remittance BSB $5 90,859.00 $90,859.00



Total 66000 Fees 90,928.32 $90,928.32



Total Expenses $106,623.98 $106,623.98



NET OPERATING INCOME $52,385.02 $52,385.02



NET INCOME $52,385.02 $52,385.02












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Transaction Report


			Beale Street Management


			Transaction Report


			January 1 - August 14, 2017


						Date			Transaction Type			Num			Name			Memo/Description			Amount


			60400 Other Personnel


			   60410 Security


			      60413 Security - Weekends


						04/18/2017			Check			1953			Roger L. Salter			Manager- 18.25 hrs			383.25 


						04/20/2017			Check			1956			Universal Security, LLC			4/12,14-15/17			3,021.00 


						04/20/2017			Check			1957			Cavil & Associates			4/14-15/17			5,453.00 


						04/21/2017			Bill			3960			Universal Security, LLC			4/21-22- 12 officers, 8-midnight			1,900.00 


						04/21/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			11.15 hours @$21 for 4/21-22			234.15 


						04/24/2017			Check			1961			Cavil & Associates			4/21-22/17 (20 @$19 each night0			3,040.00 


						04/28/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			4/28-9- 12 officers, 8-12:30 Fri, 8-2:30a sat			2,795.85 


						04/28/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			4/28-29/17  160.5 hours, 16 and 14 officers,			3,049.50 


						04/28/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			11.15 hours @$21 for 4/28-9			234.15 


						05/09/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			22.5 hours @$21 for 5/5-7  BSMF			472.50 


						05/09/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			5/5-7/17 BSMF 396.5 hours,20 officers,			7,533.50 


						05/12/2017			Bill			5			Cavil & Associates			5/12-13/17 235 hours,20 officers,			4,465.00 


						05/12/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			5/12-13  157 hours			2,983.00 


						05/12/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			12.25 hours @$21 for 5/12-13			257.25 


						05/15/2017			Check			1989			Universal Security, LLC			5/5-7/17			5,842.50 


						05/22/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			17 hours @$21 for 5/20-21			357.00 


						05/23/2017			Bill			3964			Universal Security, LLC			5/19-20  217.5 hours			4,132.50 


						05/23/2017			Bill			6			Cavil & Associates			5/19-20/17 265 hours,20 officers,			5,035.00 


						05/31/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			5/26-28  269 hours			5,111.00 


						05/31/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			16 hours @$21 for 5/26-28			336.00 


						05/31/2017			Bill			12264-03			Integrated Communications, Inc.			radio service			750.00 


						05/31/2017			Bill						Integrated Communications, Inc.			radio service			800.00 


						05/31/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			5/26-28/17 259 hours,18 officers,			4,921.00 


						06/05/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			6/2-3/17 201.5 hours,17 and 20 officers,			3,828.50 


						06/13/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			12.25 hours @$21 for 6/9-10			257.25 


						06/13/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			6/9-10/17 205 hours,19 officers,			3,895.00 


						06/14/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			6/9-10/17			3,762.00 


						06/15/2017			Check			2009			Roger L. Salter			Manager-			267.75 


						06/15/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			6/2-3/17			3,705.00 


						06/19/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			11.25 hours @$21 for 6/16-17			236.25 


						06/19/2017			Bill			10			Cavil & Associates			6/16-17/17 187.5 hours,16 and 21officers,			3,562.50 


						06/21/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			6/16-17/17   18 and 13 officers, 4 and 7 hours			2,869.00 


						06/24/2017			Bill			3971			Universal Security, LLC			6/16-17/17   18 and 13 officers, 4 and 7 hours			1,635.90 


						06/26/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			6.75 hours @$21 for 6/24			141.75 


						06/29/2017			Check			2036			Cavil & Associates			6/24/17 (21 @$19			2,493.75 


						07/01/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			22.75 hours @$21 for 7/1 and 7/4			477.75 


						07/10/2017			Bill			3972			Universal Security, LLC			6/30; 7/1; 7/3; 7/4   holiday pay for 4th			7,087.00 


						07/10/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			7.41 hours @$21 for 7/7			155.61 


						07/11/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			7/4/17 holiday pay			1,111.50 


						07/11/2017			Bill						Cavil & Associates			7/8/17 98.25 hours (15 @$19)			1,866.75 


						07/11/2017			Bill						Universal Security, LLC			7/8/17   117.5 hours			2,232.50 


						07/19/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			7.75 hours @$21 for 7/15			155.61 


						07/19/2017			Bill			3974			Universal Security, LLC			7/15/17 8-12  , 72.5 hours			1,377.50 


						07/19/2017			Bill			14			Cavil & Associates			7/15/17 15 officers @$19			1,866.75 


						07/22/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			7.5 hours @$21 for 7/22			157.50 


						07/22/2017			Bill			3975			Universal Security, LLC			7/22 80.45 hours			1,528.55 


						07/24/2017			Bill			12264-04			Integrated Communications, Inc.			radio service			750.00 


						07/24/2017			Bill			12264-05			Integrated Communications, Inc.			radio service			750.00 


						07/24/2017			Bill			15			Cavil & Associates			7/22/17 14 officers @$19			1,928.50 


						07/26/2017			Bill			3975			Universal Security, LLC			7/22 80.5 hours			1,528.55 


						07/29/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			7.5 hours @$21 for 7/29			157.50 


						07/29/2017			Bill			16			Cavil & Associates			7/29/17 14 officers @$19			2,812.00 


						07/31/2017			Bill			012264-05			Integrated Communications, Inc.			radio service			750.00 


						08/01/2017			Bill			3978			Universal Security, LLC			7/29 80 105 hours			1,995.00 


						08/05/2017			Bill						Roger L. Salter			7.75 hours @$21 for 08/05			162.75 


						08/07/2017			Bill			17			Cavil & Associates			08/05/17 14 officers @$19			1,995.00 


						08/07/2017			Bill			3979			Universal Security, LLC			8/05 157.5 hours			2,992.50 


			      Total for 60413 Security - Weekends																		$123,600.62 












 
Thank you. 


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 14, 2017, at 11:43 AM, Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com> wrote:


Berlin- We will have this to you today.
 
Thank you
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
 
 


From: Jon Shivers [mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 10, 2017 5:07 PM
To: Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>; Casey Shannon
<CShannon@LewisThomason.com>
Subject: Fwd: Beale Street Securety
 


Jon Shivers
Director of Beale Street
Beale Street Management
203 Beale Street Suite 300
Memphis, Tn 38103
901-605-2351 (Cell)
901-526-0115 (Office)
 


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Boyd, Berlin" <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov>
Date: August 10, 2017 at 4:18:52 PM CDT
To: "jshivers@bealestreet.com" <jshivers@bealestreet.com>
Subject: Beale Street Securety


Jon, 


I am requesting information pertaining to Saturday night security on



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:CShannon@LewisThomason.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com

mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com





Beale street. I would like to have it broken down from the start of the
Bucks program in April to the present. 


Thanks, 


Berlin 


Sent from my iPhone








From: Terence Patterson
To: Juaness.Keplinger@memphistn.gov; berlin.boyd@memphistn.gov; Reid.Hedgepeth@memphistn.gov
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt; Jaske Goff; Brett Roler; Penelope Huston; Jon Shivers
Subject: DMC Comment to Proposed Downtown Parking Ordinance - March 22 2017
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 2:14:39 PM
Attachments: Parking Ordinance DMC Comments.pdf
Importance: High


See attached for the DMC comment to proposed downtown parking ordinance.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
j terence patterson
president | chief executive officer | downtown memphis commission
114 north main street | memphis tennessee 38103 | 901 575 0540
 



mailto:patterson@downtownmemphis.com
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From: Terence Patterson
To: berlin.boyd@memphistn.gov
Cc: Jennifer Oswalt; Jon Shivers
Subject: Requested Information Re: Beale Buck Program (including weekly expenses & $5 charge projections)
Date: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 2:15:15 PM
Attachments: Beale Bucks Requested Information - May 31 2017.pdf
Importance: High


Chairman Boyd,
 
Per your request, we have attached information related to the Beale Street Buck Program. It
includes the following:
 


1. Summary of Weekly Program Expenses
2. 2017 Program Summary as of May 20, 2017
3. 2017 Project Program Summary w/ $5 charge (from June 10 to September 16, 2017)


 
Please let me know if you need any further information.
 
Best,
Terence
 
j terence patterson
president | chief executive officer | downtown memphis commission
114 north main street | memphis tennessee 38103 | 901 575 0540
 



mailto:patterson@downtownmemphis.com
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Beale Street Buck Program
May 31, 2017











2017 Weekly Expense Assumptions
Item Amount



BSB Vouchers $375 
Bookkeeper $100 
Wristbands $100 
Transaction Labor (8 people)  $1,700 
Wristband Labor (7 people) $1,800 
Armed Guard $75 
TOTAL $4,150 











2017 Actual ($10) Beale Buck Data



April 14‐May 20**
Total Sales (# Bucks) 30,409 
Redeemed (# Bucks) 23,207 
Not Redeemed (# Bucks) 7,207 



Total Sales $304,090
$8 Bucks Redeemed (to Merchants) ‐$185,656
Program Expenses  ‐$14,870
Net Proceeds $103,564



** Historically, April and May are the highest months of attendance.











2017 Projected ($5) Beale Buck Data



June 10‐ September 16 Sales**



Sales $225,000 



Program Expenses  ‐$62,250
Net Proceeds $162,750



**Assumes same sales as 2016 (45,000 Beale Bucks sold in same time period). 











Program Summary



Sales** 



2016 Allocated Surplus $34,764
2016 Unallocated Surplus $18,705
2017 ($10) Net Proceeds To‐Date  $103,564
2017 ($5) Projected Net Proceeds $162,750



**Assumes same sales as 2016 (45,000 Beale Bucks sold in same time period). 













From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"
Subject: Parking- 250 Peabody Garage
Date: Tuesday, February 20, 2018 3:23:00 PM


Berlin,
Please use this communication if you need to and we will contact the businesses affected directly
with a reduced rate offering at one of these garages.  You are welcome to send questions our way. 
We are also checking to ensure that the signage is adequate.
***
In 2016 the Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) entered into an agreement with ServiceMaster
to transition the 250 Peabody Garage to become weekday parking (7 am-6 pm) for ServiceMaster’s
Downtown headquarters. The arrangement was crafted to allow for nighttime parking for Grizzlies
and RedBirds games, Beale Street, and Downtown merchants and restaurants every Monday-Friday
after 6 pm, as well as 24-hour parking on Saturdays and Sundays. Additionally, this contract began a
transition to month-to-month parking agreements for all those who continued to park in the 250 lot
during the renovation and creation of the new ServiceMaster HQ. 
 
In late January 2018, Republic Parking, the current garage managers, notified the remaining month-
to-month parking contract-holders of a March 1, 2018, deadline when ServiceMaster employees
would take over the majority of the garage.
 
The DMC has been working with other Downtown parking managers to identify parking options for
larger monthly tenants and has compiled the following list of parking options for interested parties:


·         Blues Garage, 149 Peabody Place - Parkway Corporation, 901-208-1426
·         Parkway Parking Lot, 432 Beale Street - Parkway Corporation, 901-208-1426.


 
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Accepted: Beale Street Task Force Meeting
Start: Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:00:00 PM
End: Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:30:00 PM
Location: Council Conference Room
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: FW: Downtown Master Plan Steering Committee
Date: Monday, March 19, 2018 12:56:00 PM
Attachments: Downtown_Memphis_Master_Plan_RFQ_1182018_FINAL.pdf


Chairman Boyd- I am going to go ahead and add you to this list and hope that you are able to
participate as much as possible.  We should be sending out a link to the finalists today.
 
 
Jennifer K. Oswalt
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
 
http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com/
 
 
 


From: Jennifer Oswalt 
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2018 10:27 PM
To: 'Boyd, Berlin' <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov>
Subject: Downtown Master Plan Steering Committee
 
Chairman Boyd,
As I hope you are aware, we have issued an RFQ for a Downtown Master Plan (attached). We are
currently reviewing the 21 responses that we received and it is exciting to see the high quality of
interested parties.  I was trying to catch you today to ask if you would consider serving on our
steering committee.  We will need your help to adopt and implement the plan and therefore want
you involved along the way.  A summary of the time commitment is below.  Please let us know if you
have the time and interest to serve on this committee.
 
Week of 3/26 – Steering Committee reviews top 3-5 responses (2 hours reading and meeting)
Week of 4/16 – steering Committee interviews finalist(s)  (2 hours meeting or phone call)
Periodic status meetings throughout 2018 and Q1 2019.  (2-5 hours meetings and phone calls)
 
Please let me know what questions you have and if you are interested and able to serve.
President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m
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I.  BACKGROUND



A.   Introduction: 



The Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC), in partnership with the City of Memphis Office of Comprehensive 



Planning, is seeking statements of qualifications from interested firms or teams of firms with the appropriate 



expertise and experience to serve as a consultant to coordinate the development of a Downtown Memphis Master 



Plan. This planning process will set strategy and action steps to serve as a roadmap towards making Downtown 



Memphis a more livable, walkable, and thriving urban place. The Plan is intended to be the primary vision-setting 



and policy-directing strategy to lead the on-going revitalization of Downtown Memphis for the next 10 years. 



While the DMC follows a strategic plan in setting its yearly work plan to pursue its dual goals of increasing 



commercial property values and increasing Downtown’s population, a comprehensive Master Plan for Downtown 



does not yet exist. In addition to establishing priorities for Downtown’s future land use and development, 



transportation network, parks and open spaces, and major development projects, the Downtown Memphis Master 



Plan is expected to guide real estate and infrastructure investments and planning and economic development 



activities going forward. The Plan will place special emphasis on the importance of good urban design and the 



role it plays in creating places of lasting value.



B.   About the DMC: 



The DMC is the organization charged with advancing Memphis and Shelby County by making Downtown Memphis 



a better place to live, work, learn, invest, and visit. DMC’s purpose is to advance Downtown for the betterment of all 



of Memphis and Shelby County. A strong, vibrant Downtown serves as a vital economic engine that ultimately helps 



all communities throughout the Mid-South region prosper and grow. 



REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ):
DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS MASTER PLAN



RFQ Published: Thursday, January 18, 2018
Responses Due: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 at 4:00 PM
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The DMC is the official partnership between local government and the private business community in Downtown’s 



development. As such, the DMC spurs new development by leveraging its resources through strategic investment 



and key partnerships.



DMC’s two primary metrics for success are 1) an increase in the number of people living, working and engaging 



in Downtown and 2) an increase in Downtown commercial property values. To do this, DMC implements a variety 



of programs to foster development and investment, and to make Downtown fun, walkable, clean, safe, active 



and interesting.



C.   About Memphis 3.0



The City of Memphis is currently in the process of creating its first comprehensive plan in over 30 years. This 



planning initiative, led by the Memphis Office of Comprehensive Planning and known locally as Memphis 3.0, began 



in November 2016 and is expected to be complete and adopted in Q1 2019. The study area for this comprehensive 



plan is divided into 14 planning districts across Memphis. Downtown Memphis is split between two larger planning 



districts. The lead consulting firm, Opticos, is working with local sub-consultants to create the district-level plans. 



See the Memphis 3.0 website for more information. 



While the DMC has long-maintained that a Downtown Master Plan is needed to guide Downtown’s growth in a 



manner consistent with best practices and our shared community vision, a comprehensive plan for the City of 



Memphis was first needed to establish the overall vision and direction for our city. With Memphis 3.0 well underway, 



the time is right to move forward on creating a Master Plan for Downtown Memphis.



II.  PROJECT OVERVIEW



A.   The Downtown Memphis Master Plan: 



The DMC and the Office of Comprehensive Planning will partner to create a Downtown Master Plan in 2018. 



The Downtown Memphis Master Plan will dove-tail into the Memphis 3.0 process and build on the data and 



groundwork already laid by the city-wide planning process. The Plan will provide a common understanding of 



both where Downtown Memphis is today and what it wants to become tomorrow. The project intent is to have 



the Downtown Memphis Master Plan adopted by the City of Memphis as a sub-component of the Memphis 3.0 



Comprehensive Plan.



The DMC Board of Directors will serve as the Steering Committee to oversee the planning process for the 



Downtown Memphis Master Plan in partnership with the Office of Comprehensive Planning. Advisory Groups, or 



sub-committees, will likely be formed as needed to focus on particular topic areas. The consultant is expected to 



engage with the Steering Committee and the advisory groups to facilitate their input into the Plan.



B.   Study Area: 



The study area for the Downtown Memphis Master Plan will be the Central Business Improvement District (CBID). 



The CBID is generally bound by the Wolf River on the north, Crump Boulevard on the south, the Mississippi River on 



the west, and Danny Thomas Boulevard on the east, with an extension between Poplar Ave. and Dr. M.L. King Blvd. 



eastward to Watkins St. to include the Medical District. See map on page 8.





http://www.memphis3point0.com/
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C. Five Goals for the Downtown Master Plan:



1. Establish consensus for what kind of place our community wants Downtown Memphis to be in 10 years.



2. Propose a Downtown urban design and future land use plan (or guidelines) to complement the overall future land 



use plan for Memphis. This Plan should be based on the market potential, and likely future demand, for new 



development (office, residential, and retail) in Downtown Memphis over the next 10 years.



3. Identify priorities and strategic opportunities to stitch together Downtown’s urban fabric, encourage appropriate 



development, enhance quality of life, activate civic assets to their highest and best use, and improve 



underutilized public space.



4. Identify best practices for addressing transportation and parking challenges and evaluate the impact of these 



options on improving quality of life, sustainability, and development potential for Downtown Memphis.



5. Adopt a high-impact plan with broad public support and clear implementation steps.



CI. Scope of Work:



The DMC seeks a consultant to assist in creating a feasible plan to guide the next 10 years of growth and 



revitalization in Downtown Memphis. The consultant will also facilitate authentic community engagement that creates 



a conversation about the future of Downtown Memphis. A high-priority for the DMC through this planning process is to 



engage a broad and diverse range of stakeholders in a conversation about the future of Downtown. In a time when 



urban centers are revitalizing nationwide due to favorable trends, how can we help shape Downtown Memphis into a 



first-class urban place? 



The DMC is especially interested in creating a Downtown Master Plan that is cognizant of changes in technology 



and the potential impacts on real estate and urban redevelopment best practices. Moreover, understanding and 



accounting for potential technological disruptions and market shifts, such as autonomous vehicles and the changing 



landscape for brick-and-mortar retail, are important considerations as well.



Ultimately, the DMC will collaborate with the consultant to develop a final scope of services; however, the anticipated 



services are expected to include the following tasks and deliverables:



• Project Management: Develop a work plan, schedule, and project management approach



• Review Existing Plans and Studies: Complete a review of previously completed plans and studies pertaining to



Downtown Memphis.



• Document & Analyze Existing Conditions: Complete an assessment and inventory of applicable physical,



social and environmental existing conditions and generate descriptive maps of existing land uses, parking and



transportation networks, parks/open spaces, assets and opportunities, and development patterns within the CBID.



• Public Engagement: Develop and execute a robust and effective public engagement strategy to facilitate broad



public input into the Plan. Please refer to the detailed Public Engagement section below for more information.



• Identify Vision, Goals, & Guideline Principles: Synthesize all inputs and leverage professional expertise and best



practices to craft suitable overarching goals and principles that will guide the plan to ensure desired outcomes.



• Development Recommendations: Identify, evaluate and prioritize development and infrastructure projects, urban



design improvements, area programming recommendations, development and land use concepts, policies, and



other implementation strategies consistent with the identified plan goals and principles.



• Plan Documentation: Develop the final plan report, including implementation recommendations and supporting



maps and graphics. Special emphasis should be placed on creating a final plan that is clear, concise, graphics-



driven, and easily relatable by a diverse audience.
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Please note that a Downtown Memphis Parking Study is also being considered as a separate process to address 



immediate challenges regarding future supply and demand for public parking. Findings from this parking study, if 



undertaken, will be incorporated as a key input into Downtown Memphis Master Plan.



F.   Public Engagement:



A critical component of the Plan is an effective public engagement strategy that incorporates non-traditional means 



of ensuring all stakeholders have an opportunity to provide input and contribute to the process. DMC will collaborate 



with the selected consultant to develop a detailed public participation and outreach strategy. 



Additionally, DMC intends to engage Creative Partner(s), so that the public engagement meets the goal of involving 



a diverse set of audiences in interesting, creative ways to foster dialogue and meaningful input regarding the future of 



Downtown Memphis. The Creative Partners may be contracted and managed directly by the DMC or be retained as 



sub-consultants of the consultant, pending the development a final scope of services with the selected consultant.



A key priority for the DMC is to find effective ways to engage Downtown stakeholders and get their input into the 



planning process. DMC suggests that in addition to presentation-style public meetings,  the consultant incorporate 



non-traditional public engagement and outreach strategies to ensure full community participation. DMC encourages 



consultants within their qualifications to highlight their specific experiences with engaging audiences in interesting 



and creative ways. Examples of outreach strategies could include, but are not limited to, walking tours and mobile 



workshops, arts-based civic dialogue, PechaKucha, speed geeking, panel discussions, and UrbanPlan workshops 



in partnership with the Memphis Chapter of the Urban Land Institute (ULI). Web-based solutions should also be 



considered as a method to increase opportunities for outreach and participation.



G.   Project Timeline:



It is anticipated that the Downtown Master Plan will begin in Q2 2018 and should be complete by the end of Q1 



2019. The final project timeline and schedule will be developed in collaboration with the selected consultant and in 



consultation with the Office of Comprehensive Planning.



III.  RFQ SUBMISSION RECRUITMENTS



Please follow the outline below and include the following information when submitting a response to this RFQ.



A. Letter of Intent:



State the full name(s) and address(es) of the organization(s) and the branch office(s) or other subordinate element(s) 



that will perform or assist in performing the services described herein.



Identify the firm contact name, phone numbers, and email addresses. Indicate type of firm ownership (individual, 



partnership or corporation) and explain any proposed team or joint venture or partnership relationships. Include the 



state in which the firm is incorporated or licensed.
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B. Statement of Experience:



Provide a straightforward, complete and concise description of the consultant’s capabilities to satisfy the 



requirements outlined in this RFQ. Describe the experience, detailing a minimum of three recent, relevant projects in 



similar conditions and with similar size and/or scope. Summaries should include a narrative on the projects, work 



product examples, the associated fees, and client references.



C. Team Qualifications:



Provide the names and resumes of the project manager and key staff members who will work on the project. Include a 



team organization statement defining their anticipated roles on the team. Indicate the percent of involvement of each 



team member and identify who will be the daily point of contact for the DMC staff member assigned to manage the 



consultant.



D. Statement of Project Understanding & Approach:



Demonstrate project understanding, including details of the team’s familiarity and experience with providing master 



planning services in urban downtown contexts. Provide any additional information that demonstrates the firm’s 



understanding and insights related to the project. A detailed scope of services and project schedule are not required 



at this time, as the DMC will develop the final scope of services with the selected consultant.



IV.  RFQ SUBMISSION PROCESS



A. Questions:



Please direct any questions in writing to Mr. Brett Roler via email at roler@downtownmemphis.com by Friday, January 



26, 2018, by 4:00 PM using the subject line “Downtown Memphis Master Plan Questions.” Answers to all submitted 



questions will be posted on the DMC website the week of January 29, 2018.



B. Submission Due Date:



All statements of qualifications must be submitted to DMC by 4:00 PM on Wednesday, February 21, 2018. Submittals 



received after this time and date will not be considered. Please deliver ten (10) hard copies to the physical address 



below prior to the deadline:



Mr. Brett Roler, AICP 



Downtown Memphis Commission 



114 N. Main Street  



Memphis, TN 38103



Respondents must also submit a digital PDF of the entire submittal via email to roler@downtownmemphis.com prior to 



the deadline described above.
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V.  EVALUATION CRITERIA



The DMC reserves the right to reject any or all submittals, or to make modifications to the RFQ, if needed. The 



following criteria will be used in evaluating qualifications:



A. Firm Experience:



A key consideration will be the demonstrated experience of the firm in similar work and a record of successful 



completion of similar projects. Also to be considered is the firm’s ability to take on additional work, demonstrated 



understanding of the DMC’s goals and purposes for this project, specific management approach, and the 



firm’s ability to offer the breadth and quality of services required for this project. The selected consultant should 



demonstrate evidence of broad knowledge of best practices in downtown district master planning and public 



engagement.



B. Project Team:



The DMC will give weight to the individual qualifications of the project team members who will be assigned to this 



project. Consideration will include qualifications of key personnel, project manager’s experience, and sub-consultant 



(if any) experience and qualifications. If a teaming approach is proposed, please note if the team has worked 



together on similar projects in the past.



C. Ability to Understand, Innovate Upon, and Complete the Scope of Work:



The consultant should communicate their ability to understand and innovate upon the scope of work. Special 



emphasis will be placed on creative public engagement and the innovative use of technology to improve the 



planning process. 



D. EBO Program:



The DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) program requires that a best-faith effort is made to avail any potential 



contracting or sub-contracting opportunities to qualified minority and women-owned businesses. Please describe 



your firm’s approach to diversity and inclusion and indicate if you plan to sub-contract any portion of the project.



E. References:



References will be contacted for all finalist candidates. 



F. Responsiveness to the RFQ and Compliance with Instructions.



G. Schedule and Availability.
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RFQ Release Date Thursday, January 18, 2018



Questions Due Friday, January 26, 2018, by 4:00 p.m.



Responses to Questions Posted Week of January 29, 2018



RFQ Submittals Due Wednesday, February 21, 2018, by 4:00 p.m.



Interviews (as necessary) Week of March 5, 2018 



Consultant Selection Week of March 19, 2018 



Contract Negotiation & Finalization Late March, 2018



Notice to Proceed Early April, 2018 



Project Completed During Q1 2019 (or earlier, if possible)



VI.  PROJECT SCHEDULE



VII.  OTHER REQUIREMENTS



A. Equal Opportunity Statement:



The DMC is an equal opportunity employer and will select a consultant without regard to age, disability, religion, 



creed or belief, political affiliation, race, sex, or ethnicity.



B. DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity Program (EBO):



The DMC’s Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) program requires that a best-faith effort is made to proactively avail 



any potential contracting or sub-contracting opportunities to qualified minority and women-owned businesses.



C. Contract Negotiations:



The DMC will negotiate the terms of a contract with the consultant(s) submitting the top-ranked response(s) or 



another ranked choice, should negotiations with the top-ranked firm fail. DMC will not reimburse any costs incurred 



prior to a formal notice to proceed   should a contract award result from this solicitation. All submittal costs in 



conjunction with this RFQ shall be borne by the submitting firm.
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DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS CBID BOUNDARY
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: "Boyd, Berlin"; Ryall, James
Cc: Jaske Goff
Subject: RE: What is going on?
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 5:03:00 PM


Chairman Boyd and Deputy Director,
Our Blue Suede Brigade is continually training on this matter as well and the DMC will continue to work with
partners on how we can help with solutions.


Jennifer K. Oswalt
Interim President
Downtown Memphis Commission
114 North Main Street
Memphis, TN  38103
901-575-0550 o
901-830-1501 m


-----Original Message-----
From: Boyd, Berlin [mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 2:14 PM
To: Ryall, James <Jryall@memphistn.gov>; Jennifer Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>
Subject: FW: What is going on?


Deputy Director and Ms. Oswalt:


I wanted to bring this email to your attention.  Would appreciate your thoughts.


-----Original Message-----
From: Karen Soro [mailto:karensoro@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 11, 2017 11:07 AM
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Re: What is going on?


Berlin,
The police already know.


Something else is going on- Main Street is failing-and it because of all of the vagrants ( some of which are mentally
deranged, drunk, combative and screaming at imaginary people) have been allowed to take over and trash the place
and make it uninhabitable for the rest of us.


A couple of years ago we were making great in roads into this problem but it is now overwhelming everyone.


One of the police officers said it was because of something called "hospitality hub" and the churches bringing the
vagrants downtown- but honestly, I don't know. I have hardly even heard of hospitality hub. But if they are,  we
have got to be smarter than that- because, between you and me ( I am a realtor who sells downtown) - downtown is
in serious trouble.


This one is your district and I know you don't want to hear it.... but somebody in authority better pay attention.
South Main near the train station is looking much better but the "mall" area Is sinking fast.


Thanks for your help,
Karen Soro



mailto:oswalt@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:Jryall@memphistn.gov

mailto:goff@downtownmemphis.com

mailto:Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov

mailto:karensoro@gmail.com





Sent from my iPhone


> On Jul 11, 2017, at 10:44 AM, Boyd, Berlin <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov> wrote:
>
> Ms. Soro:
> Thanks for this very distressing information.  I am forwarding your email to the police department for action.  
Boyd
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Karen Soro [mailto:karensoro@gmail.com]
> Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 3:41 PM
> To: Boyd, Berlin
> Subject: What is going on?
>
> Dear Berlin Boyd and Mayor Strickland,
>
> Could you please tell me what you think is going on downtown? I have my office there ( one door down from
Local Restaurant). There are nothing but vagrants hanging outside- using the benches (please have the benches
removed!!). They sit there all day -they use my doorway and the public flower bed for their toilet. There is trash all
along Front street and all along Union ( and probably everywhere else- that's just where I happened to walk today !)
People in orange vests come by and act like they are cleaning up- but they don't. The restaurants nearby are
struggling for business. Every business around me has been robbed. Two weeks ago our office was broken into and
all of our computers and cameras were stolen. They also broke into almost every building around us with in the last
2 weeks. (We just got an email stating they caught the perpetrator which should not have been too tough because
they are career criminals that do it all the time and the police knew exactly who they were- we had pictures of them
doing it!) What in the world is going on....?
>
> We moved our office to Main Street about 5 years ago - it has been an uphill battle to be sure, BUT, things WERE
improving. Restaurants were opening( but now are closed), Goulds opened ( and has been robbed twice that I know
of), the Downtown Dentist office has been broken into- ditto with the doctors office, the vacation rental, the
massage place and Archer Malmo- and those are just the ones I know of. We are careening out of control.
>
> What is going on?
>
> Thank You,
> Karen Soro
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Keplinger, Juaness
To: Boyd, Berlin; James Clark; Jim Holt; Joellyn Sullivan; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith; Thomas, Patrice; Regena


Bearden; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem; Wayne Tabor; Jennifer Oswalt; Jon Shivers
Subject: New Orleans bound
Date: Thursday, August 10, 2017 8:03:51 PM


Chairman Boyd is enroute to New Orleans to meet with officials on how they handle crowds
on Beale Street.   Please forward to me any questions you would like him to direct to law
enforcement and elected officials while he is there.  Jk
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mailto:Terry.Landrum@memphistn.gov
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From: Keplinger, Juaness
To: Boyd, Berlin; James Clark ; Jennifer Oswalt; Jim Holt; Joellyn Sullivan; Jon Shivers; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith;


Thomas, Patrice; Regena Bearden; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem; Wayne Tabor
Subject: FW: Next meeting
Date: Saturday, September 30, 2017 12:41:02 PM
Attachments: Beale Street Merchants report to TF Aug 2017.docx


Members:
Please see attached.
 


From: Joellyn Sullivan [mailto:jofsul@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 3:33 PM
To: Keplinger, Juaness <Juaness.Keplinger@memphistn.gov>
Subject: RE: Next meeting
 
Juaness,
 
I previously shared this document with Chairman Boyd. Please share with TF.
 
Respectfully and thankfully,
Joellyn Sullivan
 


From: Keplinger, Juaness [mailto:Juaness.Keplinger@memphistn.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 5:14 PM
To: Boyd, Berlin <Berlin.Boyd@memphistn.gov>; James Clark <jamesgolfclark@gmail.com>; Jennifer
Oswalt <oswalt@downtownmemphis.com>; Jim Holt <jholt@memphisinmay.org>; Joellyn Sullivan
<jofsul@comcast.net>; Jon Shivers <jshivers@downtownmemphis.com>; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith
<Keith.Watson@memphistn.gov>; Thomas, Patrice <Patrice.Thomas@memphistn.gov>; Regena
Bearden <regenabearden@memphistravel.com>; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem
<Terry.Landrum@memphistn.gov>; Wayne Tabor <wtabor@mmhla.com>
Subject: Next meeting
 
Be reminded of the next meeting on Monday at 9:30.
 
Please email me with any recommendations you have or you can discuss your suggestions during the
meeting.
 
Thank you for your time to this task force.  JK
 
 
 
 
 
 
Juaness Keplinger, Council Administrator
Memphis City Council
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Beale Street Merchants’ Association Input to Taskforce





History: In the spring and summer 2016 (April, May, into June), Beale Street was consistently troubled on Saturday nights with overcrowding and stampedes. Significantly, seven (7) people were shot in the immediate area and three were killed. Others were injured and property was damaged.





Increased MPD presence, Horse detail, undercover officers, and Sheriff’s deputies were all added to weekend efforts. More police cars were stationed on the street. The large police watchtower was put at the intersection of Beale and Third (BB King Blvd). None of these efforts changed the problems on Beale and in downtown on Saturday nights.





After MPD Officer Verdell Smith was killed, the Mayor, Chief of Police, DMC, and BSMA met emergently to form a plan. A key element to this safety plan was Beale Street Bucks. The FIRST weekend of Beale Street Bucks was the first weekend without a stampede or any safety issue in NINE weeks. For the remainder of the summer, there were no more safety issues. There was no longer a need for Sheriff’s deputies or additional MPD.





In 2017, Beale Bucks started on April 15. There was a stampede on the previous weekend April 8. There have been no significant safety issues throughout the 2017 season, while there has been a charge to come onto Beale after 10 p.m. on Saturday nights.





It is a FACT that there have been no significant safety problems on Beale Street on Saturday nights when there is a charge to come onto the street.





MPD has calculated that charging to enter the street saves MPD $11,000 each Saturday.


[Note: at this time, there are approximately 50 officers that are accumulated to Beale on Saturday night. Before a charging system was in place, 100 officers could not solve the safety issues]





Ideas to improve the program and guest experience:


-Guests who have already paid to attend a downtown event could be excused from paying again.


 [e.g. Africa in April, Memphis in May Musicfest and Barbeque, FedEx Forum events, Redbirds games, Orpheum Theater, Southern Heritage Classic)


-Consider a season pass


-Consider downtown hotel guest passes





BSMA and DMC have managed a “pass” system several times. There has been a “pass” lane added to both entrances on Third Street (BB King Blvd) when these passes have been used before.





Respectfully submitted,


Joellyn Sullivan taskforce member; BSMA vice president





Affirmed by Sandy Robertson BSMA president












901-636-6797
Juaness.keplinger@memphistn.gov
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From: Jennifer Oswalt
To: Boyd, Berlin
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Beale Street Task Force Meeting
Start: Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:00:00 PM
End: Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:30:00 PM
Location: Council Conference Room


Your meeting was forwarded


Jennifer Oswalt
<mailto:/o=OEXCH080/ou=Exchange%20Administrative%20Group%20(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=072b2e19cc344db7a6d70b9591a8249c-
oswalt@DMC>   has forwarded your meeting request to additional people.


 


Meeting


 


Beale Street Task Force Meeting 


 


 


Meeting Time


 


Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:00 PM - Thursday, February 08, 2018 3:30 PM


 


 


Recipients


 


Jon Shivers <mailto:jshivers@bealestreet.com> 


All times listed are in the following time zone:  (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)


________________________________
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From: Keplinger, Juaness
To: Boyd, Berlin; James Clark ; Jennifer Oswalt; Jim Holt; Joellyn Sullivan; Jon Shivers; Watson, Lt. Colonel Keith;


Thomas, Patrice; Regena Bearden; Landrum, Deputy Chief Terry-mem; Wayne Tabor
Subject: Next meeting
Date: Thursday, September 28, 2017 5:14:16 PM


Be reminded of the next meeting on Monday at 9:30.
 
Please email me with any recommendations you have or you can discuss your suggestions during the
meeting.
 
Thank you for your time to this task force.  JK
 
 
 
 
 
 
Juaness Keplinger, Council Administrator
Memphis City Council
901-636-6797
Juaness.keplinger@memphistn.gov
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